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PREFACE

The scientific and technical revolution that is under "ay in the world of
today is associated with a precipitous growth of scientific information. The
growing amount of scientific and other publications is the mo :3t conspicuous fea-
ture of the phenomenon which is frequently described as "infcomation explosion".
Scientists and engineers naturally strive to get us much information as possible
in a form convenient for use and spending minimal effort. In response to this
social need, a special kind of activity has emerged, called scientific informa-
tion, or documentation. Most countries have created ramified networks of
information centres or documentation services which regularly provide the specia-
lists with information they need.

It is n specific feature of information activities that an overwhelming
majority of workers in soienoe and technology take part in them. They record
the results of their research, design and development work in papers, books, re-
ports, projects, invention specifications, and these are later used by other
scientists and engineers as initial data for the further research and develop-
ment endeavours. There is a special category of scientific workers - information
officers - whose task is to regulate the flows of these documents and to mould
the totality of scientific facts and data into forms convenient for use The
efficiency of scientific information activities depends on the availability of
highly skilled and experienced personnel, on the one hand, and on the acquain-
tance of all scientists and engineers with the essentials of informatics and
their ability to find and use scientific information accumulated through the ,;ges
by mankind's exploring endeavour, on the other hand.

In many countries such training is provided to information officers and
users through regular college and university courses. In 1963, the International
Federation for Documentation (FID) addressed to all its member countries an
appeal to promote the institution of documentation and scientific information
chairs at the universities and other advanced learning establishments. In parti-
cular, a chair of scientific information has been set up at the Lomonosov
University of MOKOOW in 1963/64 academic year. One of the purposes of the chair
is to instruct the students in the basic tochuiques and to make them acquainted
with the main facilities employed in scientific information work. A 24-hour
optional course in Enformatics is offered to the students in the natural facul-
ties; this Guide hts been written on Lhe basis of this oourse.

Th- Guide contains materials for an introductory course in informatics/
documentation science: the text of the lectures, checkup questions for self-
control, tests or examinations, lists of references suggested for further study,
curriculum and syllabus of the lectures and practical lessons. The Guide is
intended primarily for the students of higher learning establishments in the
countries as yet lacking any regular instruction in the discipline; it can be
also used for the initial training of information officers in the developing
countries,
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The Guide was written under a Unesoo/FID contract. The authors wish to
acknowledge their deep gratitude to the FID Secretariat and the staff of the
Unesco Department of Documentation, Libraries and Archives for valuable advice
and assistanoe rendered during the preparation of the manusoript. The prinoipal
notions and ideas expounded in the Guide have been formulated by the authors in
the course of writing a monograph on the fundamentals of information ( "Osnovy
Informatike, Moscow, Nauka Publishers, 1968, 766 p.) conjointly with A.I.
Chernyi to whom they offer their sincere thanks for his materitls for the univer-
sity lectures that he had plaoed at their disposal and the helpful ideas sugges-
ted by him in discussing those lectures. Thanks are also due to E. Azgaldov and
K. Erastov who translated this work into Englieh.

The authors are hopeful that their Guide will be found useful not only by
the students being initiated into soientifio information activities, but by their
teachers as well, and they would be grateful for any comments or suggestions.
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1. SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION ACTIVITIES -
ORGANIC PART OF SCIENTIFIC WORK

Science is a form of social consciousness that enables Man to learn the
objective laws of Nature and Society and to put his knowledge into practice.
Science, too, is governed by its own laws of development which it is necessary
to know for successful work in any particular field of research.

Laws of the development of science

One of the principal laws is tae differentiation of science.

Soviet Academician P.N. Nesmeyanov wrote in this connection: "Every
field of science differentiates and gives rise to ever new disciplines. Chemis-
try, for instance, was divided already in the last century into organic and
inorganic, analytical and, later, physical chemistry. In this century, physical
organic chemistry has emerged, and quite recently the element-organic chemistry
has become a discipline in its own right. In physics, the fields that became
established as independent disciplines using research methods of their own were
molecular physics, optics, acoustics, solid state physics, and - in the last
decade - nuclear physics, etc.(1).

Differentiation and specialisation of science help the scientists pene-
trate ever deeper into the mysteries of Nature and Society, accumulate facts,
and establish the interrelation of phenomena. This process, however, is
fraught with a danger of which scientists have long been aware. Nearly a cen-
tury ago the famous German chemist R. Wirchow wrote: "We all of us who describe
ourselves as explorers, of Nature actually have mastered only some parcicular
field of it ... In all the other fields we are all half-ignoramuses."(2) In

effect, differentiation leads to an ever greater insulation of scientists who
are gradually losing orientation in the general system of scientific knowledge
and even within their own discipline find it increasingly harder to keep au
courant with their colleagues' work.

At the same time, it is the interaction and interpenetration of sciences
that are particularly fruitful. Important trends of research are apt to arise
at the junctures of related, and sometimes even of remote sciences. This regu-
larity of the evolution of science has been pointed out by F. Engels who in his
Dialee'..lcs of nature rightly predicted that it was precisely et the points of

1. A.N. Nesmeyanov, "Na styke nauk" (At the juncture of sciences), Nauka
Zhitn, 1958, no. ), p. 1 ifhie VINTTI system of transliteration is used
throughout this volume,.

P. R. Wirchew, ,AstDif,Fretheitcterwteserletiernenstaat. Berlin, 1877,

p. 13.
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contact of sciences that the greatest results were to be expected.
(I)

The
emergence and development of biochemistry, biogeochemistry, biophysics, physical
chemistry, bionics, cybernetics, mathematical linguistics, engineering psychology
and other disciplines are suffioient proof of this statement. It is evident that
to ensure interaction of sciences in the environment of their continuing diffe-
rentiation it is necessary to establish reliable channels of communication
between the scientists working in different disciplines and trends of research.

Another important regularity in the development of science is its histori-
cal and international continuity. If every scientist and the scientists in every
country and epoch had only themselves to accumulate the knowledge they need and
had to rediscover laws, science would hardly make any headway. The accomplish-
ments of scientists the world over and of the previous generations constitute the
groundwork for the contemporary scientists to base their work on. K.Marx wrote:
"Universal labour is all scientific labour, all discovery and all invention.
This labour depends partly on the co-operation of the livingt and partly on the
utilization of the labours of those who have gone before".(.e)

It is natural, therefore, that every generation of scientists is engaged
not only in the origination of new scientifio data, but also in special aotivi-
ties of classification, evaluation and generalization of the data earlier
accumulated by their colleagues so as to make these data accessible not only to
the oontemporaries, but to the future generations of scientists as well. Ob-
viously, this accessibility largely depends on the form in which scientifio
knowledge is disseminated among the contemporaries and handed down to the
posterity.

Theory and methodology of science are beyond the scope of these lectures.
These problems are the concern of a new scientifio discipline, named science of
seience. We are not going to consider all the regularities of science, but shall
only dwell on those of consequence for our subject. However, there is one more
regularity that deserves to be pointed out here. We mean the accelerated growth
of science.

It has become a newspaper and radio clict4 that the world has entered an
epoch of scientific revolution, a powerful explosion of scientific research.
EVery schoolboy nowadays knows that science is developing at a gigantic pace and
that before he has time to go over to the next grade in his school, developments
will take place in science which earlier had taken decades and centuries to
accomplish.

It may be asked: how CM one measure the growth of science? Aren't some
major discoveries more valuable than hundreds of minor ones? Indeed, so far in
making quantitative assessments of the rates of scientific development we can

1. F. Engels, Dialectics of nature. 3rd rev. ed. Mosccw, Progress Publishers,

1964, P. 297.

P. K. Marx, fabital._ A critioue of Dolitical econoalv. C. Vo.3, too* 3, Ed. by
F. Engels. 3rd imp. Moscow. Progress Publishers, 1966, p. 104.
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only lean upon such indireot indicators as allocations to scientific work, number
of employees in the sphere of science, or the number of scientifio publications.
Howsoever approximate the data upon which such measurements are based, they are
sure evidence that each of these indicators grows by equal number of times in
equal time periods.

Let us illusuulte this by examples. in 1800, there were about 1,000
scientific workers in the United States; by 1850, their n+ober rose to 10,000; by
1900, to 100,000; and presently their number is in excess of 1,000,000. In 1800,
there were about 100 journals in the world; in 1850, there were 1,000; in 1900,
10,000; and by the 1950's, olose on 100,000. In both cases a 10-fold increase
took place after every fifty years. In mathematical terms such growth is des-
cribed by an exponential dependence and can be graphically shown by an exponent
curve.

American htstorian of science Derek de Solla Price has drawn up a table
showing that while the world populaticn doubles every 50 years, the percentage of
new scientific workers per 1,000 inhabitants doubles every 20 years, the number
of qualified scientists and of scientific) journals, every i5 years, and the lite-
rature devoted to certain subjects, for example, X-rays and experimental psycho-
logy, every 10 years. He made quite a clear picture of the rates of the growth
of science in the following words; "To put it another way, using any reasonable
definition of a scientist, we can sty that 80 to 90 percent of all the scientists
that have ever livefi are alive now. Alternatively, any young scientist, starting
now and looking back at the end of his career upon a normal life span, will find
that 80 to 90 percent of all scientific work achieved by the end of the period
will h:ve taken place before his very eyes, and that only 10 to 20 percent will
antedate his experlence".(1)

The accelerated growth of science accompanied by frequent (every i5 to 20
years) doubling i" 1r,1entific literature has been long since causing apprehension
among scientists. 4ritten records - journal articles, books, and other publica-
'aons in which the scientists describe the findings of their research - are the
basic means for the conveyance of scientific knowledge in time and space. Until
quite recently, it has been the system of written records and publications and
the simultaneously emerged system of library and bibliographic services provided
for scientists, that had been ensuring the historic continuity, internationality
and accelerated growth rates of science. At the present stage, however, this
system no longer satisfies the scientists.

The apprehension was voiced in such well known utterances as that by the
late USSR Academy of Sciences President S.I. Wvilov who visualised the picture
of a scientist standing perplexed before the Himalayas of libraries unable to
extract from them the grains of gold he needs, (2) or by the English physicist

11111.1.....
1. D.J. de Solla

p. 1-2, 6-7.

2. S.I. Vavilov,

Price, Little science. big science. New York - London, 1963,

heskollko tamechanij c knigakh. (Some notes about books).
Sovetskaja knAft. 1967, N 1 p. 15.
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J.D. Bernal, who said that it is sometimes easier to rediscover a phenomenon
than to learn from literature that it has been discovered earlier.(1) Scores of
similar statements by less prominent scientists can be cited as well. Here is a
word by the well-known French physicist Louis de Broglie: "A scientist often
feels himself buried under the heaps of articles and monographs appearing all
over the world; for all the assistance rendered by the bibliographies, he as
often as not cannot manage to read them through, to say nothing of thinking them
over. Flooded by the unceasing stream of publications, he is under the constant
.oisk of getting mazed in trifles and missing the important things".(2)

Social demand for scientific information activities

Let us take a look at the obtaining situation from yet another standpoint.
Since every scientist who wants to work efficiently must know what has been done
in his field earlier and what the other scientists presently working on the same
or related subject are doing, he has need spend part of his time searching for
this information. Surveys show that many researchers in the natural sciences
spend on this one-third or even half of their working time. This naturally means
a reduction of the time spent on research proper and hence of efficiency of scien-
tific work. And even so a scientist can never be sure that he has looked through
all the relevant material.

The results are deplorable: quite a number of research projects are con-
ducted in vain since they are mere repetitions of what has been done earlier by
other scientists. Huge amounts of material and intellectual resources go down
the drain.

All these facts were adduced with the unique purpose of showing that at
the present stage of science developmeht there has arisen a social demand for a
special type of activity in order to provide the scientists and engineers with
the knowledge, or, as we shall hereafter o-11 it, scientific information they
need. And such scientific information activities did evolve. There are thou-
sands of large and small establishments in the world called information or
documentation centres and services or institutes, bureaux, and departments of
scien'_ific and technical information. Ramified networks of such establishments
providing regular assistence to research and development groups and teams are
functioning in the majority of countries. The basic principles underlying the
organization of such networks and the activities of the main information estab-
lishments in the Soviet Union will he described later on.

We must now give a clear notion of some general propositions pertaining to
scientific information activities. First of all, it should be clearly understood
that these activities have emerged as an altogether natural phenomenon in the
course of the development of science. In effect, differentiation and specializa-
tion in science refer not only to the division of the fields and trends, but also

1. J.D. Bernal, Science in history. London, Watts, 1954.

2. L. de Broglie, Sur les sentiers de la science. Paris, Michel, 1960, p. 340.
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of the types of work performed by the different scientists. It is not so very
long since each soientist used to do everything required for his research himself.
He conducted observations, proposed hypotheses, tested them in experiments,
searched for the data required and classified and generalized these.

As time passed, experimental techniques became so involved and the methods
used came to require the application of such sophisticated mathematical tools
that the experimentation was established as a speciality in its own right. This
process took place at different periods in different sciences, and it is not yet
completed in some of them. As Soviet Academician P.L. Kapitsa worded it "We
know full well from the history of physics that the division of the physicists
into theoreticians and experimentalists has taken place quite recently. In the
past, not only Newton and Huyghens, but even such theoreticians as Maxwell used
themselves to test their theoretical conclusions and constructs. Nowadays it is
only in exceptional oases that a theoretician has to stage experiments to test
his theories .(1)

In the last dtoades the turn has come for scientific information search-
ing. Scientific information activities came to be established as an autonomous
speciality in the course of the social division of scientific labour. A part of
scientific workers now devote all their efforts to the gathering, oritical analy-
sis and generalization of all the available scientific knowledge pertaining to a
certain subject field or a scientific discipline. Scientific information activi-
ties today require special knowledge on the part of scientists and application
of complex techniques and equipment. The task has no longer to be shouldered by
individual scientists, as there are specialized teams of scientists to cope
with it.

Tasks and stages of scientific information activities

What are the tasks facing information activities and into what stages it
is accordingly broken up?

1. First of all, it is necessary to gather all the required scientific
information with the maximum exhaustivity possible. This means that from the
collosal amounts of scientific knowledge one must select and regularly update
all and only the information that might be of use for scientific or practical
work in one or several disciplines, one trend of research, or even a single R & D
team or establishment or a group of these.

2. The next step is analytico-synthetic processing of scientific informa-
tion. This means that every group of data recorded in a scientific document is
to be analysed from the standpoint of its contents while the document is to be
analysed from the standpoint of its form. The results of such analyses are
briefly written down or synthetized with the aid of special notation developed
for the purpose of'scientific information and based on the words of natural

I. P.L. Kapitoa, Teorila, eksperiment, praktika. (Theory, experiment, practice).
Moscow, 1966, p. 16.
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language, letters, figures, formulae, tables, and diagrams. Information thus
processed becomes suitable for subsequent storage, retrieval and use in scienti-
fic work.

3. The following task is long -
TheThe objectives here are to ensure that the
space as possible, and that the media upon
longest term of storage and be arrangeable
and easy retrieval of all relevant data.

storage of scientific information.
data gathered take as little storage
which it is recorded provide for a
into an orderly system enabling fast

4. Information retrieval - which is a major aspect of information work -
consista in a series of logical operations ensuring the finding of the informa-
tion a scientist needs. Any procedure used to accomplish that task must be such
as to allow at every point to retrieve from a collection of data all and only
those providing a direct answer to the question posed by any member of the user
community.

5. Since the results of each of the above processes and of information
retrieval first and foremost may be of interest to a great number of scientists
and practicians simultaneously, the task of scientific information dissemination
crops up. Scientific documents (or parts thereof) carrying the relevant informa-
tion must be reproduced to obtain the sufficient number of identical copies for
the speedy dissemination among all these interested.

6. Finally, it is not unimportant to scientific information activities
how their results are used. For that reason the objectives of these activities
include the popularization of the accomplishments of science and technology and
of the most efficient techniques of handling scientific and technical documents,
the study of the efficiency of the utilization of these documents, and of the
impact exerted by information work upon science, technology, and the national
economy as a whole.

The fulfilment of the enumerated tasks and the performance of the cor-
responding stages of work require the elaboration of the theory, methodology,
organization and the technical means of scientific information activities.
These are the functions that constitute the subject of a new scientific disci-
pline that we propose to call "Informatics".(1)

Basic concepts

Before we proceed with our exposition, we must introduce and define some
basic notions. These are first of all the concepts of "information" and "scien-
tific information" as well as the concepts derived from them: "scientific
information activities", "informatics", "information officer" and "information
scientist".

1. A.I. Mikhailov, A.I. Chernyi, B.S. Oiljarevskij, "Informatics - new name for
the theory of scientific information". FID news bulletin, 196,', 17, N 7,

p. 70-74.
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IK:formation is certain knowledge, a totality of some data, and known
facts.(1) In a broader, philosophical sense information can be defined as the
content of the relation between interacting material objects which manifests it-
self in a change of state of these objects. Since all material objects can be
divided into organic, inorganic and thinking objects (human), three kinds of
information are accordingly distinguished: elementary, biological, and logical

(semantic) information. Logical information is proper only to human society and
its contents are ideas and images. Semantic information is actualized through
man's oral and written speech.

Scientific information is logical information obtained in the process of
cognition adequately reflecting the laws of the objective world and used in the
socio-historical practice.

The term "scientific information" is, therefore, to be taken as generic:
the attribute "scientific" by no means stands to indicate that scientific infor-
mation had need be the result of purely scientific activity. The specific
concepts will be by the different scientific disciplines - biological, physical,
chr.,ical, etc. information, and by the fields of practical activity - technical,
agi cultural, medical, political, managerial, etc. information.

Scientific information activities is a special part of scientific labour,
which has become isolated in the course of the social division of this labour.
Its purpose is to provide the scientists and practical workers with all the in-
formation they need by means of gathering, analytico - synthetic and logical
processing, storage, retrieval and dissemination of scientific information.

A specialist in a field of science or social practice whose sole occupa-
tion is information work is usually called an information worker, or officer.

As you will have a chance to learn later on, some functions and processes
of scientific information activities are akin to librarianship and bibliogra:hic
work, which heive existed for thousands of years. In effect, libraries, too,
collect literature process and store it and serve their patrons. This fact has
given rise to the widespread opinion that scientific information activities have
emerged to supplant the library art, since libraries allegedly are no longer
able to serve science in our days. We shall devote a special lecture to a com-
parison of the activities of the information agencies and libraries. We should
only like to warn rightaway that the above opinion is too straightforward and
therefore not altogether true, be it for that reason alone.

Scientific information activities are to embrace primarily that part of
scientific labour which had been formerly done by every scholar on his own. Of
course, scientists and practicians nave been making use of libraries and biblio-
graphic aids in their research work since the days of yore. As scientific
information activities are developing, this aid, contl'ary to losing its impor-
tance, is even to expand in scope and become more complex. That is why we are

1. Philosophical dictionary, Moscow, 1963, p. 172.
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going to pay in our leotures due attention to those aspects of library work and
bibliography that have retained their importanr'e for meeting the information
needs of the soientists.

Informatics is a scientific discipline which investigates into the struc-
ture and properties (and not the specific contents) of scientific information, as

well as the regularities of scientific information work, ite theory, history,
methodology, and organization.

The purpose of informatics consists in developing optimal methods and

means of presentation, recording, collection, analytico-synthetic processing,

storage, retrieval and dissemination of scientific information. Informatics

deals with semantic information, but is not involved in qualitative estimation of

this information. Such an estimation can be carried out only by specialists in
the particular fields of scientific or practical activity.

It should be mentioned that the term "informatics" is quite novel and has

not yet received a common acknowledgement. It has been suggested by the authors
of these lectures jointly with A.I. Chernyi to replace a number of existing
terms that we deem unhappy. The oldest and most common of these is "documenta-

tion". It hhs been proposed for the designation of a specific activity of
collection, processing, storage, retrieval and dissemination of documents as dis-
tinct from librarianship and bibliography back in 1905 by Paul Otlet, the well-
known Belgian scientist and public figure. In 1934, it was used in the name of
the Institut International de Documentation organized on the basis of the Insti-
tut International de Bibliographie which was established in 1895, and in 1937, in
the name of its successor, the Federation Internationale de Documentation.

In Soviet special literature a related term has been used rather frequent-

ly - "documentalistics".

We believe that both these terms - "documentation" and "documentalistics" -
are inadequate, for they lay the stress on documents whereas the subject studied

by the discipline in question is the structure and properties of scientific in-

formation. Nor can we call adequate the term "theory of scientific information",
which is also sometimes used in that meaning, for the discipline embraces not
only the theory, but also the methodology, history and organization; moreover,
what is meant by "scientific information" in that term is in actual fact "scien-

tific information activities". All these reasons prompt us to urge the intro-

duction of a new term - informatics.

Specialists in this new discipline - informatics - likewise must have a

name. Our suggestion is "information scientists".

Interrelationships between informatics and other disciplines

Informatics, being a newly emerged scientific discipline, is based on
numerous other disciplines and makes use of their methods. We must say at least

a few words on its related sciences that are quite diverse: mathematical infor-

mation theory, cybernetics, semiotics, linguistics, psychology, library science,
bibliography, book science, science of science, as well as technical disciplines.
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The concepts which are central to the mathematical information theory are
the concepts of information and of the measure of its quantity, while its major
objective is to investigate into the process of the transmission of information
through a communication channel. This theory derives its definition of informa-

tion from statistical reasoning and completely disregards the contents, or
semantic value, of the messages transmitted. Nevertheless, the process of
storage, retrieval and dissemination of information, considered in sufficiently
general terms, may admit of being treated as information transmission through a
communication channel. This explains why informatics makes so wide a use of a
great many notions of information theory.

Cybernetics has been defined as the science "of the modes of perception,
storage, processing and use of information in machines, living organisms, and
associations of these".(1) Characteristically, there is an almost verbal coinci-
dence of the opening part of this definition with the stages of scientific
information activities described above. Another factor of the rapprochement
between informatics and cybernetics is the circumstance that at present the effi-
cient solutions of the main problems of informatics - retrieval and logical
processing of scientific information - are based on electronic digital computers,
or cybernetic devices.

Semiotics, or the general theory of symbolic systems, which is sometimes
regarded as a part of cybernetics, is currently being developed at the interface
of mathematical logic and structural linguistics. Even the little thus far told
on the analytical and synthetic information processing will suffice to make clear
the importance of artificial formalized languages with special symbolisms or of
the programming-type languages for informatics. The wide scope of subjects
studied by semiotics, includes such aspects important for informatics as the
principles of construction of artificial languages, the procedures of translation
from a natural language into an artificial one and backwards, and the notation
systems used to record scientific information in the different disciplines.
Methods of mathematical logic are likewise employed by informatics for formali-
zing the logical inference procedures applied in the different sciences; this
would provide for the automation of a great number of functions of scientific
information activities.

Linguistics, which is concerned with the study of the regularities of
evolution of the natural languages, shares much common ground with semiotics as
regards the machine translation problem - a problem of great importance for in-
formatics. Other chapters of linguistics, such as the general theory of trans-
lation, the principles of transcription and transliteration, and the principles
of the construction of teems, too, find definite applications in informatics.

Psychology, particularly one of its recent trends - engineering psychology,
?laces at the disposal of informatics very valuable methods of research to in-
vestigate into the optimal forms of scientific information tailored to the

1. 1.a. Kolmogorov, "Kibernetika" (Cybernetics). In: Bol'shaja Sovetskaja
Ehtsiklopedija, 2nd ed., v. 51, Moscow, 1958, p. 149.
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convenience of perception, the utilization of scientific information, the effi-
cient reading technives, the construction of man-machine systems and a great
deal of other problems associated with the human aspects of information acti-
v.i.'61ea.

Library science, which studies the essence, organization and methods of
public use of written and printed records has historical ties with informatics.
For thousands upon thousands of years the techniques of information activity
individually carried on by every scientist as part and parcel of his work had
been his personal affair. They were never generalized and at best passed down
directly from teacher to pupil. The only social institution where these tech-
niques could find at least an indirect reflection was the library. Library
science has managed over the last century and a half to generalize some of these
techniques. Although as yet it remains a descriptive science and certainly lags
behind in solving the pressing problems of the servicing of science, informatics
does make use of some of its results.

Bibliography is "the field of knowledge and of practical activity which
has for its object the registration, description, classification and qualitative
analysis of publications and the compilation of various aids which help to take
cnels bearings in the current literature, popularize it and promote its efficient
ntilization."(1) The scope o.7 bibliography is much broader than that of library
science and encompasses virtually all the aspects of human activities associated
with written and printed records. Alongside with scientific and industrial
purposes, it provides for educational and training objectives as well. However,
supplying information on printed and writte.1 records to scientists and all kinds
of practitioners remain6 one of the most important tasks of bibliography, and in
this respect it is akin to informatics and information work.

Book science is a comprehensive discipline that studies printed and writ-
ten records on a theoretical and historical planes. Since scientific informa-
tion is at present disseminated in the form of publications and manuscripts, a
great many aspects of book science are of significance for informatics, specifi-
cally the history of books, book statistics, publishing art (in particular, the
theoretical and practical aspects of editing), and the graphic arts industry.

Science of science (organization of scientific labour) is an altogether
recent scientific discipline which investigates into the regularities of the
development of science and elaborates on this basis the principles of organiza-
tion, planning, financing and management of science. Some of the problems
explored by the science of science are important for Informatics as well. These
include the problems of the optimal system of scientific publications, the im-
provement of the efficiency of scientific labour, prognostication of the
development of science, assessment of its level and development rates, and a
number of others.

1. E.I. Shamurin, Slovar' knigovedcheskikh terminov. (Dictionary of library
science). Moscow, 1961, p. 29.
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Finally, the technical science e ',,ide for the elaboration of new techni-
cal means which is a sine q non for ....naming the efficiency of information
activities. It is difficult even to enumerate here all the fields of engineering
that have to be made use of in developing special information devico5. Micro-
photographs and records on various magnetic carriers are used for long-term
storage of scientific information. Photography and electrical engineering, optics
and electronics participate in the efforts to solve this problem. Considerable
successes have been scored in scientific document reproduction techniques. Some
new processes, for instance, electrograpl, considerably enhance the efficiency
of information dissemination. As concerns information storage and retrieval,
great hopes are set on the electronic digital computers. Engineers are presently
striving to build specialized input and output devices for computers so as to
provide for using them in automating the main routines of scientific information
work.

So much for the range of sciences akin to informatics in its main pursuits.
This range is of course even broader, but this general outline is enough to indi-
cate the numerous relations of informatics with the present-day science and to
delineate its scope of research.

On the contents of these lectures

We want to conclude with a word on our lectures. They should not be taken
as a regular course expounding the fundamentals of informatics. Their purpose is
only to serve as an introduction to this discipline.

Both the structure and contents of this course are determined by :hat
particular purpose. We shall first of all make you acquainted with the existing
system of scientific publications, primarily those providing aid in searching for
the pertinent scientific literature. We shall speak of the activity of those
establishments - scientific information agencies and special libraries - that
function as middlemen between the scientist and his literature and as treasuries
of scientific information.

The central place in the lectures is given to the essentials of informa-
tion retrieval. Both conventional and unconventional systems as well as the
facilities for their physical implementation are considered. Major attention is
given to the simplest means which can be available to any student.

The course ends with a lecture on the means and methods of the utilization
of scientific and technical information and the personal information work of the
individual scientist.

Every lecture closes with checkup questions and references for further
study.
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Checkup Questions

What are the main regularities of the development of science?

What are the indicators that characterize the accelerated growth rates of
scientific progress?

Which social demands have given rise to scientific information activities?

What is scientific information work, what stages does it consist of, what
are the problems it strives to solve?

What is scientific information?

What is informatics?

. What scientific disciplines is informatics related to?

Literature

A.I. Mikhailov, A.I. Chernyi, R.S. Giljarevskij, "Informatics: its scope and
methods". In: On theoretical problems of informatics. FID 435. Moscow,
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Ch. P. Bourne, Methods of information handling. New York a.o., Wiley, 1963.
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. D.J. de Solla Price. Little science, big science. New York-London,
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2. SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE - SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE
AND MEANS OF ITS DISSEMINATION

"If the history of science and technology is considered from the stand-
point of the level of means of information transmission and storage, three major
epochs can be more or less clearly distinguished thus far: the first, and the
longest one, when oral speech was the chief if not the only means of information
transmission; the second epoch which began with the emergence of a class
society ... is characterized ... by the addition of writing to oral speech;final-
ly, in the third epoch - from the establishment of the bourgeois society up tiA.1
now - the main means of storage ,w1 transmission of scientific and technical
information was book printingu.ki)

Stages of development of written records

Since the methods of storage and transmission of semantic information have
been playing a major part in the development of human society, it will be interes-
ting to trace back the evolution of these methods. Oral speech proved inadequate
for the task of information transmission at a certain stage of development when
the need arose to convey messages over large distances and to preserve them for
prolonged periods of time. Written language made its appearance being a system
of physical fixation of speech sounds and words using conventional signs with the
aim of their transmission in time and space.

Every civilization, as it perfects the oral and written language in the
course of its development, works out certain types of documents which, along with
oral communication, serve to convey the knowledge about the surrounding world and
the skills in this or that craft or industry. The oldest scientific documents
that have been preserved till our day are the tablets inscribed with cuneiform
writing from Mesopotamia which date back to the 4th millemium B.C. Treatises in
astronomy, geography, history, commerce and law have been preserved since the 4th
millenium B.C. (the Sumer culture and the Assyrian-Babylonian culture which
flourished in the 2nd millenium B.C.). Along with small clay tablets 2.5 cm
high, there were produced big plates 40 cm high which contained up to 400 lines
written in 4 columns on either side. These books of clay served human cultural
and scientific needs for thousands of years, but their major shortcomings were
unwieldiness and insufficient capacity. Some texts took up to 10 tablets to re-
cord, and the collections numbering tens of thousands of tablets - remnants of
such libraries have been preserved till our time - took enormous storage space to
accommodate.

Papyrus scrolls were a more compact form of document which made it possi-
ble to accumulate vast collections of manuscripts. Beginning with the 3rd
millenium A.D., this was the usual form of books in Egypt. In a scroll, the text

1. 0.5. Kulagina, L.A.$Aluzhnin and V.V. Ivanov, "0 kul'turnom znachenii
mashinnogo perevoda". (On the cultural significance of machine translation).
Vestnik istorii mirovoLkultury, 1961, N 3(27), p.23.
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was arranged crosswise to the length in columns of 25 to 25 lines. The fragilit,
and impermanence of papyrus are to blame for the scarcity of the specimens of an
cient Egyptian documents preserved; the oldest of these dates from the 18th Cen-
tury B.C. Mostly, these are the ritual "books of the dead" that the archaeolo-
gists unearth from the pyramids and other burial places. In Greece and Rome,
scientific knowledge had been for a long period disseminated through oral speech
It is known that manuscripts came to be used for the purpose as late as after
Aristoteles. Not a single original text has been preserved since the °lassie
times, and it ire very often that centuries separate an earliest preserved copy
from the conjectured date of writing of the original text. What is known about
Greek and Roman papyri is based on Asia Minor and late Egyptian specimens. The
mean length of a scroll was at most 10 m, and the width, 3n cm.

Parchment made of calfskin has been known as material for writing since
the jrd Century B.C. It admitted of writing on both sides, and waa preserved
longer than papyrus.

It determined the transition to the codex, a modern book form. Papyrus
codices were manufactured till as late as the first centuries A.D., but by the
5th Century they were ousted by parchment codices. The codex is a book form of
greater capacity than a scroll, it is better suited to the recording of long
texts and to making references. Up till the 12th century, parchment scrolls were
the only book form that existed in Europe. Their biggest drawback was a high
cost, which prevented a broad spread of written documents. A whole herd had to
be skinned to make a single copy of a parchment book.

Parchment was superseded by paper, which had been invented in China in
105 A.D. In the Middle East, its manufacture was started in 751 A.D., and in tho
12th Century it penetrated into Europe through the Arabic conquerors of Spain.
Paper books which were considerably cheaper than parchment books, came to be
widely used for scientific and educational purposes. The several thousands
years of the evolution of written documents show that the form of the latter has
been changing under the pressure of the needs of the community: documents were
becoming an ever more capacitous, convenient, and cheaper medium for information
recording. This resulted in the emergence of the book form, or codex, which
remains the main form of document till our day.

An ubiquitous need began to be felt in the 15th Century for a new tech-
nique of document production. Handwritten books were no longer sufficient for
the cultural and scientific demands of the society. There were two basic reason!
for this. Firstly, they were too costly and laborious to make. Secondly, the
manual copying of texts could not provide for producing a sufficiently great
number of identical copies, since the copiers frequently disfigured text. It wen

at this time that the German artisan J. Gutenberg invented printing with movable
metal types. The technical means upon which book printing was based had been
known since the antiquity - engraving and moulding techniques, and the wine prey;
that Gutenberg modified to build his printing press. But it was only the urgent
demand of the community for rapid and exact mechanical reproduction of texts
that called into existence this invention which even now remains for us an object
of unceasing admiration and the prototype of the techniques that we continue to
use to produce printed documents.
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Scientific documents and their types

Documents, in a broad sense, include not only inscriptions, manuscripts,
and printed publications, but also works of art, numismatic items, and museum
exhibits of minera), botanic, zoological and anthropological nature. Any
material, object that is a record or corroboration of some knowledge and can be
included in a certain collection may be regarded as a document. A scientific
document is a material objeot carrying scientific information whereof it is a
record designed for the transmission of this 'Information in time and space, and
utilized in the social practice.

Different types of scientific documents appeared in different epochs, and
during the last centuries and even decades they have been undergoing substantial
changes. Books exist for several thousand years already, patent specifications
have been known for some five hundred years, scientific periodicals are but 300
years old, while journal articles in their present form are even younger - 100 to
150 years. Book science as yet lacks a well articulated typology of scientific
documents. The distinction between published and unpublished documents until
quite recently has been considered to be the basic division. Even a few decades
ago ideas and facts were recognized to have entered the scientific usage only
after their publication, which then meant a more or less wide spreading and offi-
cial registration of the documents which described them. This discrimination is
now of lesser consequence for acientific information activities, since, first of
all, unpublished documents contain quite a lot of valuable scientific information
which is ahead of that appearing in the publications, and secondly, the present-
day reproduction facilities make the division into published and unpublished
rather conventional. Such documents as scientific and technical reports, disser-
tations, translations of scientific materials, which are conventionally consider-
ed unpublished, are now quite often disseminated in hundreds and thousands of
copies.

Informatics has moved to the foreground the division of documents into
primary and secondary. This division, too, is quite conventional and approxima-
tive, as it largely refers not to the documents but to the scientific information
they contain. It is accepted that the primary documents record the immediate
results of scientific research and design and development activities, while the
secondary documents deal with the results of the analytico-synthetic processing
of scientific information contained in the primary documents. In actual fact,
however, the historically evolved system of scientific documents is such that
many of these contain both the results of genuine research and of the processing
of information taken from earlier publications. Examples are many - articles in
journals, monographs, textbooks, and last but not least, reference literature.

This division is convenient, nonetheless, as it allows to characterize the
different flows of scientific documents in information work. We shall cling to
it further on taking the primary documents to be those documents and publica-
tions which mainly contain new scientific knowledge or new understanding of known
facts or ideas, and the secondary documents to be those documents and publications
which predominantly serve to give information on the primary documents. Taking
into account the above reservations, one may include with primary documents and
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publications a majority of books (excluding reference literature, periodical
publications, special types of technical publications, scientific and technical
reports, dissertations, translations, information cards), and with secondary
documents, reference literature, surveys, abstraot journals, library catalogues,
bibliographic indexes and card files.

Let us give a brief characterization of the main types of primary docu-
ments and publications. (We shall deal with secondary documents and publications
in the next lecture).

Book is an ambiguous term. As concerns contents, one can speak of a book
as a scientific, practical or literary (artistic) piece; if only the form is
tr' n into consideration, then any printed or written reproduction of text or
xi.hic figures may be taken to be a book. Informatics defines book as a non-
periodical many-page printed item. "The Recommendations on the International
Statistical Indicators Characterizing the Publishing of Books and Periodicals",
approved by Unesco in 1964, provide a clearcut distinction between books and
pamphlets. Book is a nonperiodical printed publication of no less than 49 pages,
excluding the cover ,ad the title page. Pamphlet is a nonperiodical printed
publication of a size no less than 5 pages and no more than 48 pages.

As mentioned, the major advantage of book printing over handwritten books
is the capability of manufacturing any required number of identical copies exact-
ly matching the original one. In addition, in most countries a printed book is
subject to special registration at the moment of issuance, which ensures keeping
an accurate record of all publications. These advantages have made it that books
became and still are the most important type of scientific dotunent playing a
major role in the development of science and technology.

It was -nly in the recent years that scientists began to voice their dis-
satisfaction with the existing system of dissemination of scientific knowledge in
which books occupy the key position. This discontent stems from a number of cir-
cumstances, including a long time lag between the writing of an original and its
publishing, the inaccessibility of a great number of publications to the mass of
scientists and experts, the difficulty of orientation in the ever growing book
flow, etc. On the other hand, the principal features of printed records - black
text against light-coloured background, the sizes of types,lines and pages, and
the codex form continue to satisfy the most exigent reader today precisely like
they did centuries ego, and perfectly conform the faculty of the contemporary
reader for mastering knowledge through reading. This grante the assumption that
publications in their traditional forms will survive for quite a long time to
come. As to the scientists, discontent with books, which is certainly justified
in part - it means that the system of publication and dissemination of books
should be improved.

The many operations involved in the manufacturing of a printed book take

up a lot of time. Recalling that the publishing house and the printing office
usually work on a great number of publications simultaneously, each of which is
to be printed in thousands of copies, it will be clear why these would remain

for months in press. This is one of the most serious drawbacks of books as a
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means of scientific information dissemination. Information contained in books
often dates from years back and is of faded interest for the current needs of
scientific research.

For that reason books weigh less in information work as compared with
other scientific documents. And nevertheless a book of science is an important
means of generalizatioa of scientific knowledge. Books are the form of publica-
tion of major generalizing theoretical studies, and of explorations of crucial
problems in science, economy and culture. They are an unrivaled means of
education, teaching and upbringing of the new generations of scientists and prat:-
ticians. The following book forms may be considered to be of prime importance
for scientific information activities: monographs, collections of papers,
scientific conference proceedings, textbooks and manuals, and official publi-
cations.

Anemluith is a work of science or of earnest popular science that gives
an exhaustive and comprehensive consideration to some problem,qUestion, or sub-
ject. A monograph is usually written in accordance with a well elaborated
schedule embracing all the aspects of the subject or phenomenon under considera-
tion. It may be by one or several authors. The monograph was the predominant
type of science book in the last century: it came successor to treatise which
had prevailed in the literature of science in the previous epochs.

Presently monographs have ceded the priority to collections of marl,
i.e. books consisting either of separate papers by the same or different authors,
or of official, historical, archival or other documents and records. Collections
of scientific papers written by different authors have acquired particular im-
portance in the postwar years. In contract to a monograph, A collection of
papers, even compiled according to a definite schedule, needs not exhaust the
subject, but may only touch upon some of its aspects. The collections which
take less time to compile than monographs to write have come to be a most wide-
spread type of scientific book, and the importance of the data they carry is so
great that no specialist can dispense with them in his work.

Proceedings of conferences, congresses, and symposia are as a regular rule
published after the closing of these meetings of scientists. Along with the
resolutions adopted at the conferences, they contain the abstracts and sometimes
'complete texts of the reports delivered, as well as the summaries of discussions.
More than a hell of communications published in such books do not appear in other
publications, e.g. journals. Hence their great value for scientific information
work.

Textbooks and manuals hold a special place among other books used in scien-
tific work. They describe but the principal facts and propositions and are
mostly intended for instruction. However, the most original of them are of
interest to the specialists, to for the novel groupings and generalizations of
known facts. Besides, textbooks of allied disciplines can Le helpful to a
specialist to familiarize with the range of problems in a field not of his imme-
diate interest; they also often serve as standards of term usage.
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Official publications are issued on behalf of organizations and institu-
tions, and they are documents carrying information that bears a direct relation
to the activity of these institutions which are responsible for this information.
Many of the official publications have no scientific value, but some of their
types will contsin important scientific information, e.g. reports, plans and
accounts describing the work of research and other institutions, their resolu-
tions, decisions, and regulations, intra-agency norms (some of these are classed
as special types of technical publications), industrial and engineering instruc-
tions, reference- information, methodological and statistical documents, training
curricula and syllabi, etc.

As mentioned, all the enumerated types of books need not necessarily be
in single volumes, but they can also be multivolume or be part of a series. A

multivolume eUblication is a set of printed items contained in two or more
volumes, books, parts or issues that make a distinct whole. A series consist of
a number of independent published works usually characterized by common or close
subject scope and issued by the same publisher under a common serial title. In

contrast to the multivolume sets, the issues of a series may be unnumbered.

Over the past few decades major changes have been unfolding in book pub-
lishing that have effected also the sphere of science books. The so-called
paperbacks - cheap pocket-size books printed in millions of copies - have been
adopted for books of science, popular science and textbooks. This prompted some
bibliologists to speak of a revolution the books industry. The picture would
be incomplete withomt a word on the number of science books. Unfortunately, we
lack exact data on the number of books that have been published since the inven-
tion of book printing. By all likeness it can be roughly estimated at 30
million titles. There is more precision as regards the present annual book
output of the world. According to Unesco, in 1952 it totalled 250,000 titles;
in 1962, 385,00; in 1963, 400,000; in 1964, 415,000; and in 1967, 450,000.
Considering that the books printed for sale constitute but a part of the world
book output, one may suppose that the true figures would be the double of those
cited above. Anyhow, the figures are impressive as they are. An annual
450,000 titles means a daily batch of 1,200 titles, or some 50 titles every
hour, - in other words, a new title appears every minute round the clock.

According to some national statistics, science books make 1/5 to 0' of
the total book market. One can thus speak of an annual increment of close on
100,000 new science book titles at least a half of which are new editions, that
is not translations or reissues. We should, however, be cautious to accept
wholesale all the cmplaints about the overabundance of books recalling that it
is a natural source of anxiety to the scientists unaware of the lawfulness of
the exponential growth of science.

A periodical publication is acceptedly a published work regularly appear-
ing after determined intervals of time In separate issues of differing contents
but under the same title. A periodical is usually meant to be published for an
imiefinite time. Usually its issues hme identical makeup. Conventional forms
of periodicals are journals and newspapers. Periodicals in a broader sense are
sometimes supposed to include also the continued publications (serials', which
are an intermediate form between books and journals.
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The continued _publications (serials) are collections of scientific papers
and other documents put out by the various instittitions, societies and other
organization, without any strict periodicity but in numbered issues and under
the same common title /"Transactions", "Records", "Proceedings", etc./ and in
identical makeup. It is sometimes hard to distinguish a continued publication
from a book series or a multivolume set, on the one hand, and a journal on the
other. The distinctive feature of the continued publications (serials) which
helps to tell them from book series is an indication that, in general, they are
produced by establishment other than commercial publishing houses. Serials are
mostly published by academies, universities, scientific research and learning
establishments, learned societies, etc.

Serials are distinguished from multivolume books in that they have no pre-
fixed schedule and number of issues (volumes). Apart from publications issued
without strict periodicity, publications which are issued at regular intervals
but for a period longer than a year are also classed as serials (yearbooks and
publications issued every two, three, four, five or more years). This distin-
guishes them from journals which are either published during the year at
established intervals of time, or have a fixed number of issues tier year.

Serials are an important source of scientific information: they often
carry information which does not appear in the regular journals and print reports,
papers and other articles in narrow subject fields related to the trends of re-
search pursued by the given scientific establishment.

A journal or a magazine is a periodical publication regularly appearing
in weekly, monthly, bimonthly, quarterly or semiannual issues, in identical make-
up and carrying articles or other materials of scientific, technical or socio-
political content, as well as works of fiction. JournaYs contain the current
information and describe the recent advances in science and technology.

Scientific journals cane into being 300 years ago. The precise date is
recognized to be January 5, 1665, when the first issue of the French weekly
"Journal des spavants" appeared -- which was to give the name to this type of
periodical publication. The main purpose of tne Journal, which has predeterminld
the nature of scientific journals for a century and a half ahead, was to report
on all the disciplines of science, literature and arts, with a special emphasis
on the natural sciences and engineering. Direct quotations and excerpts were a
regular method for rendering the contents of books at the time.

At first, science chronicles played a secondary part in the journal.
Gradually, communications on the newly discovered natural iinenomena and experi-
ments in the natural sciences began to occupy more and more space. Original
articles were rarely published in the journals in the 18th Century. For the
most part these were by prominent scientists and had the traditional form of
letters written by a scientist to his colleague that had been the conventional
form used to communicate scientific discoveries in the preceding epochs.

Articles in scientific journals are presently the main source of scienti-
fic information and they hold a sure priority among all other types of scientific
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documcnts. A survey of the bibliographic requests submitted by several thousand
American scientists has shown that 68 per cent of the requests were for journal
papers. Special journals account for 70 per cent of all sources used by British.
electrical engineers.

Journal papers in natural, exact and technical sciences can be divided
into three categories. The first category is original research papers which
enable a scientist to reproduce the experiments and observations of the author of
a paper and to verify his conclusions without any reference to ether sources-
The second category are preliminary publications and notes which possess certain
features of scientific novelty, but are inferior to the first category of docu-
ments in respect of exhaustivity and accuracy of description. Lastly, the third
category are the so-called explanatory articles that hardly carry any new scien-
tific information. Their purpose is to analyse and discuss information published
earlier.

On the whole, journal articles are the best elaborated existing system for
communicating scientific information. This system, as we have seen, has taken
shape relatively recently when it took over some of the functions previously
fulfilled by science books. It is still developing and it requires a preound
study. Recent observations show that gradually more and more articles in science
journals are due to team effort. While 80 per cent of the articles at the turn
of the century were by a single author, presently such articles make but less
than a hslf. The number of articles by two, three, four and more authors has
been growing steadily.

As compared with books, journal papers are published much faster. But
they contain leas generalizations and therefore soon become outdated. The ob-
solescence rate of both journal papers and books depends on the development rate
of the fields of knowledge concerned.

The growth rate of the number of journal titles has been characterized in
the preceding lecture - it is described by a tenfold increase every fifty years.
While in the middle of this century there were 100,000 periodical titles, their
number is to mount up to 1 million by its end. It is rather difficult to isolate
from this total the number of science journals. For this we shall make use of
a bibliographic reference aid entitled "Word List of Scientific Periodicals".
Its first edition, published in 192';, recorded 24,000 titles. The third edition
(1952), contained slrgady 50,000, and the fourth edition (1965), over 60,000
titles of journals.(11 This latest edition records all science journals that
came out between 1960 and 1965, including those no longer published. It has been
roughly estimated that since about half of the number have ceased publication,
close on 30,000 science journal titles are regularly being issued at present,
with an annual total of 3 to 4 million articles. As we shall see, the latter are
distributed very unevenly.

1. World List of Scientific Periodicals, Published in the Years 1900-1960, 4th
ed. td. by P. Brown and O.B. StraYon. Vol. 1-3, London, 1964-1965.
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The growing number of papers published in journals, the loosely defined
profiles of these, the rapid obsolescence of the materials they carry, and the
inadequate announcing of their issuing to scientists -- all this has contribu-
ted to the fact that since back in the 19308 the journal as a source of
information has been target to criticism. In the past three decades, various
projects have been advanced concerning the eventual replacement of journals by
,ther media of knowledge dissemination. These projects are based on the idea
to use for the purpose separate papers not published in periodicals but deposited
in special branch - oriented centres and signalised by abstracting publications.
One of the earliest projects of that kind was drafted by Soviet delegates to the
1933 International Geological Congress, and a similar proposal wss made the same
year by an American - Watson Davis. It was his proposal that J.D. Bernal used as
the basis of his widely known plan put forward in 1939 in the book entitled "The
Social Function of IJoience". The Bernal Plan was discussed at the Royal Society
Scientific Information Conference in 1948.

Slaborating on his plan, Bernal suggested at the 1958 Conference on
Scientific Infomation in Washington that the very form of science journal arti-
cle should be renounced as the means for communicating R & D results. HE argued
that the form of a scientific paper does not provide for a rapid and adequate
description of the entire course of research. The Bernal Plan is unlikely ever
to be implemented since it did not take into account some recently discovered
patterns in the science publications system. Apart from knowledge dissemination,
journals have other functions to discharge, including upholding a critical, at-
mosphere in sc:.ence, priority protection, and assesment of scientistst compe-
tence. Still, the plan did contain useful Ideas that are already being
implemented in depositing of unpublished sci-tech documents.

Science books and journals remain the most important and time-honoured
types of ncientifie publications and documents, ani that is the reason why we
have dwelt on nom at such length.

Newspapers are defined as periodical publications that are generally
issued daily, or one, two, or three times a week and carry information on current
developments, primarily of socio-political nature. Newspapers also regularly
publish popular science articles and sci-tech news features. The freshness and
novelty of such newspaper pieces invest them with definite informative value.
Newspaper clipping strvices provide for current awareness on items of topicn1
interest as treated by the majority of a country's newspapers. However, the
advertising tone 30 typical of many papers and the often unreliable information
they give detract from their usefulness as sources of scientific information.

Special_types of technical publications include standards, branch and
interbranch technical documents, patent literature, technical catalogues and
price lists for materials and equipment, as well as publications put out by
information agencies. The term "special types of technical publications" is
sometimes applied to unpublished scientific documents, too, such as scientific
and technical reports, information cards, and translation of papers. The term
has been coined and defined by Soviet librarian A.N. Barabanov who in mid-1930s
identified the common features uniting these diverse publications in respect of
contents, makeup, origins, and purpose.
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Standards are scientifically substantiated technical documents which
specify the types, sorts and grades of products as well as their quality, testing
methods, packing, marking, trai.portation and storage. Standards also define the
general technical values, measures, terms, and symbols. Usually they give com-
prehensive characterisation of the product concerned, but sometimes they deal
with particular aspects, for instance the testing procedures.

Standards serve to ensure high quality of industrial and agricultural pro-
ducts and the unification of parts and assemblies as well as finished items.
They promote the continually better utilization of materials, fuel and power,
faster designing and lower costs of industrial products, and can serve 6.s a
source of information on technical accomplishments.

Cognate to standards are interbranch and branch technical documents (speci-
fications, norms, and other instructional technical documents). These have a
more restricted scope of application and are established either in the absence of
a corresponding standard or in case of some speoial requirements for the product
concerned associated with the peculiar manufacturing or operation conditions.
Specifications are used on a wide scale side by side with standurds. These are
commercial documents that state the consumers' or buyers' technical requirements
for products, materials, processes or services which the manufacturer is liable
to ensure.

Patent literature is an important source of scientific and technical
information. It makes it possible to trace back the history of any invention or
discovery and to get a clear picture of the present state and development trends
of technical thinking in the respeotive field of science or technology. Patents
provide en opportunity for comparing and assessing the technological levels in
the different countries and to ascertain the feasibility or otherwise of mechani-
sation and automation of various production processes. Timely acquaintance with
patents prevents duplication of inventions or the development of techniques and
machinery that already exist.

Author's certificates are the main form of authorship protection in the
socialist countries. It warrants the perpetual ;reservation of an inventor's
authorship, as well as his right to remuneration and all the privileges granted
to inventors and innovators in those countries. In accordance with the structure
cf the socialist system under which all means of production are in the possession
of the State, an author's certificate reserves for the State the exclusive rights
of using the invention. In the capitalist countries, the inventors are granted
patents whose holders are entitled to the utilization of the invention for 15 to
17 years.

The bulk of patent literature is made up of the specificatimis appended
to patents and author's certificates. These consist of a brief description of
the essence of an invention, indicate its scope of application, characterize the
existing solutions of the problem concernqd, and enumerate the drawings of the
individual parts of the invention. Thereupon follows a complete description of
the invention specifying the peculiar features and the essence of the new device,
machine, product or chemical substance, and enumerating its main parts and
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assemblies with an explanation of their functions and interactions and references
to the corresponding markings in the drawings. A patent specification ends up
with the so-called "Claims", that is a brief summary of the object of invention
underscoring the essential features which are regarded as the invention proper
and are subject to legal protection.

Patent literature is very ample. The first patent was granted in Britain
in 1449 and since the middle of the 16th century patenting of inventions has been
a regular practice. The overall number of patent specifications published since
is estimated at 7.5 million items, to which some 300,000 new titles are added
every year. Pericdical publications of the patent offices are likewise treated
as patent literature. These arc bulletins signalizing inventions, classifiers
serving as aids in classifying inventions, and other publications giving informa-
tion on patents and author's certificates.

Technical catalogues (also called industrial, commercial and company
registers) are lists of products manufactured by industrial enterprises and con-
cerns or sold by trading companies. These usually contain a specification of
each product with drawings and pictures and sometimes also indicate the price,
scope of application, and type or model. Technical catalogues are of three main
types: the first type are those describing ..,:moducts of a particular kind or
designation and manufactured by the different enterprises, trusts, and companies;
the second type, by contrast, are those enumerating the different items produced
by some one enterprise, trust or company; and the third type, reference catalogue,
give comparative data on various kinds of similar products. The number of tech-
nical catalogues is so great that it is hard to keep account of them: their
annual output is over half a million new titles. They are widely used by engi-
neers, economists and scientists to study the up-to-date technical equipment with
a view to its acquisition, economical utilization or improvement.

Information leaflets or newsletters are one example of the numerous pub-
lications issued by information agencies. They are circulated in series of
several hundred copies, serving for information exchange between the research
institutes, design bureaux of enterprisea, and the design and development organi-
tationa, to prevent duplication and parallelism in their work. The liflets, of
3 to 4 pages, briefly describe the engineering calculation techniques, novel
procedures used in production, regulation, adjustment, testing and control of
instruments and apparatus. Information leaflets deal with the particular techni-
cal solutions of a general significance and are published before the completion
of an overall research or design project. They often contain the electrical or
mechanical diagrams of the particular elements, assemblies and blocks, describe
their design and ci%e the characteristics and properties of new materials.

Unpublished scientific documents, as we have seen, are a conventional
category that includes very different documents: scientific and technical reports,
dissertations, information cards, and translations. They all may be issued in a
great number of copies and circulated as fullfledged publications. Another group
of unpublished documents - manuscripts, proof sheets and pfeprints - are products
of intermediate stages of the printing process. Let us dwell on some kinds of
unpublished documents.
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Scientific and technical reports (that is reports on the results of
research and development projects are a major source of information which is
necessary for the development of science and technology, introduction of their
accomplishments into the industrial practice, and improvement of engineering
procedures. The teohniqueu of writing reports are different in the different
branches of science and technology, countries and even organizations. Nonethe-
less, certain common features are d1s.tinguishable in all these documents.

A scientific or technical report usually opens with an abstract or summary,
briefly stating the task of the research and the results obtained. This is fol-
lowed by an introduction giving background facts on the state of the elaboration
of the problem under consideration both at home and abroad. The main text of the
report contains the statement of the problem, the formulation of the technical
assignment, an analysis of the existing methods of solution, a substantiation of
the approach adopted, the necessary calculations and experimental results. The
report closes up with conclusions that compare and analyse the theoretical and
experimental data obtained during the research. The last section of the report
contains an assessment of the results and their comparison with the technical
assignment, as well as an outline of their prospective utilization. Usually a
scientific or technical report is furnished with a review of the sources used.
At times such a review is given in the first section of the report, in which case
the latter is concluded by a subject index to the references.

This kind of document has become particularly widespread in the postwar
years so that it is now vying with journals. The number of reports is also very
great. In the USSR, some 5,000 research and development and over 8,000 design
and development organizations carry out and describe in their reports up to
150,000 projects annually. In the USA, federal agencies alone issue over 100,000
reports every year. Since scientific and technical reports are not considered as
publications and their circulation is restricted,many countries take steps to
arrange for en official registration of these documents and their centralized
signalisation.

Dissertations are research works submitted by those applying for a degree
in science. Depending on their discipline and subject, dissertatitns may belong
to different types of research work. In experimental works, the greatest atten-
tion is paid to the description of experiments carried out and the conclusions
drawn. Methodological studies evaluate the existing methods, identify their
heretofore unnoticed features, addze fresh arguments in favour or against this
or that method, or develop perfectly novel research or production methodologies.
Descriptive studies give documental description of unknown scientific facts and
phenomena, reveal their essence and interrelations with other facts and phenomena,
and advance theoretical hypotheses proceeding from theoretical generalisations.
Computational and analytic studies lay the emphasis on a mathematical interpreta-
tion of processes and phenomena. Finally, historical and bibliographical studies
investigate into the role and importance of the individual scientists, trends and
schools in the development of science and technology. In practice most ditserta-
tations are studies of a mixed pattern, possessing most if not all of the above
features.
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Dissertations are normally not published and are available but in two or
three copies. What is published are 100 to 105 copies of abstracts 15-20 pages
long, written by the author for the preliminary communication of the principal
propositions to the scientific community.

Information cards can be used to serve as the main form of supply of scien-
tific, technical, industrial and economic information by the local enterprises and
organizations to the central agencies, that is as the main source of primary in-
formation. Information cards communicate on the accomplishments of research and
development institutes, design and development bureaux, institutions of higher
learning, enterprises, construction projects etc. A card is made in one copy
immediately At the corresponding establishment in conformity with a standard
pattern and signed by the head of the establishment.

Preprints are offprints of a paper or other work typographically printed
before its official publication in the current issue of a periodical and intended
to be sent out to a limited number of interested persons. Many periodicals and
serials make offprints of the particular papers along with the main run and
deliver them to the authors who use to send them out to their colleagues. This
is a time-honoured practice and it has paved the way for preprints. These have
the advantage of being ahead of the official publication of science documents,
sometimes by several months, and of providing for faster communication of scien-
tific facts and ideas to specialists.

Deposited manuscripts are a special category of unpublished primary docu-
ments. Manuscripts of monographs, collections of papers, and separate papers
that are of interest to a limited circle of specialists can be transferred, on
decision of publishers, journal editors or research institutes to a central in-
formation agency for deposition. This means that the manuscripts will be
announced in special bulletins or catalogues and that their copies will be
available on request from the information agency.

Unpublished documents are gaining importance as a mears of communicating
the latest results of scientific researci..

The patterns of the distribution of scientific publications

So much for the main types of scientific literature. Until quite recently,
a descriptive approach of that kind was the only one applied in the study of the
system of scientific publications. Bibliologists and bibliographers aspired
towards a most detailed typology of scientific documents and publications and
wanted to ascertain the part played by each type in scientific work. The develop-
ment of informatics has ushered in a new stage in the study of science publica-
tions. Science revealed some of the general regularities that charwIterite the
inner connections existinrs between science publications and the growth of science,
and derived quantitative relations between the number of publications and the
indicators of the growth of science.

:"t has been ascertained that there exists a common and regular pattern of
distribution for the number of authors who publish a given number of papers
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during their lifetime, the nwiber of journals annually publishing a given number
of papers, and the number of publications containing a given number of reference
to other publications. "They follow the same type of distribution as that of mil
lionaires and peasants in a highly capitalistic economy. A large share of wealt1
is in the hands of a very small number of extremely wealthy individuals, and a
small residual share in the hands of the large number of minimal producers. Whe-
ther the exact form of the distribution is lognormal, exponential, a Zipf Law,p]
an :reverse square has been a matter of much conjecture in each of the cases".( 1)

This means that the majority of authors proauce but one or two papers in
their lifetime, while a small group of writers are very proliferous and publish

tens or even hundreds of papers. Periodicals that cease publication are for the
most part those which had put out but ono or two issues, while a small number of
them issued since long ago account for the lion's share of all papers published.
About half of all published literature id due to such number of authors or
journals that is equal to the square root of their total number. "In short if
there are for example 30,000 journals alive in the world, or 1,000,000 publishing
scientists in a country then A selected list of about 175 journals or 1,000
scientists would account for ha.f,2( the bulk of the literature but probably for
70-80% of the important contont".k`i This is a discovery of great consequence;
it helps to overcome the awe inspired by the tremendous amount of literature and
provides theoretical grounds for finding the publications of a genuine value
among the innumerable multitude of others.

In this connection, the questions arise: what is the proportion of the
articles dealing with a given problem to the total number of scientific periodi-
cals; and what is the proportion of the publications of genuine value to their
totality.

Bradford's Law of Scattering

The former question has been answered two decades ago by British informa-
tion scientist S. Bradford. He established that, taking for the unity the
totality of publications dealing with a subject, the specialized periodicals in
the field concerned will contain but one-third of these publications. Another
third of the relevant articles will be found in a much larger number of journals
of a different profile but having a relation to the given subject. And, finally,
the last third of publications will be scattered among a vast number of periodi-
cals in which it would have been impossible to predict their appearance as these
periodicals are either of a too general nature or absolutely alien to the subject
in question. This appearance of publications belonging to a field of knowledge

in journals bearing no relation to that field is explained by the unity of tcienef
by the fact that along with the differentiation of knowledge reverse integrative
processes are unfolding.

.1

1. Price, D. de Sella. Regular patterns in the organization of science. -
"Organon", 1965, No. 2, p.246.

2. Price, D. op.cit., p.247.
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Bradford has thus formulated the Law of Scattering of publications that he

discovered: "If scientific journals are arranged in order of decreasing produc-
tivity of articles on a given subject, they may be divided into a nucleus of
periodicals more particularly devoted to the subject and several groups or zones
containing the same number of articles as the nucleus, when the numbers of
periodicals in the nuoleus and succeeding zones will be as 1: n : n2 ..."(1)

Another British information scientist, B. Vickery,(2) refined the Law of

Scattering, by deriving the following relation:

1 : n n
2

,T
x 2x

1 T
3x

where T is the number of journals containing x articles on a given subject; T,x
is the Aumber of journals: containing 2x such articles: Tjx is the total numbeP.
of journals containing ,x articles; and n is any number depending on the value to
which x has been set equel.

The scattering of publications over soientific periodicals, as has become
clear, is a particular instance of the distribution characterized by the above-
mentioned Zipf Law. The Zipf Law is an expression of a universal property
inherent in very different languages. The property consists in the fact that the
bulk of any text in any language is made up of a very small number of frequent
words white the rest of the words are used only rarely.

The law of scattering of publications is of great practical importance.
It implies that the coverage of all the publications on a subject cannot be en-
sured by scanning only the periodicals of the given or related profiles: for this
it is necessary to look through practically all the scientific and technical
periodicals. In addition, the law can be used to determine the number of periodi-
cals suffie_ent to provide for the coverage of a specified percentage of publica-
tions in a subject field or discipline. Later we shall describe how this law is
taken into account in organizing information activities.

Bibliographic coupling of documents by citations

To answer the second question, it is necessary to get a notion of one cf
the novel methods of the study of scientific publications - known as the method
of bibliographic coupling. It has struck the information scientists that it is
possible to turh to account the fact that scholars regularly make references to
the works of their predecessors who have explored the same, similar or related
subjects. This practice, first emerged a century ago, has been for the past
fifty years an indispensable standard and criterion of the thoroughness of a
scientific publication.

1. Bradford, S.C., Documentation. 2nd ed. London 1953, p.154.

2. Vickery B.C., Bradford's law of tcattering. - "Journal of Doeumentation",
194F, vol. 4, No. 3, p. POO,
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The study of bibliographic references contained in most publications has
shown that they form a dense network of associations between scientific publica-
tions. Grouping of documents that cite the same publications reveals internal
relations between the remotest subjects long before these relations can be other-
wise noticed and explored. This is achieved by a purely automatic procedure
since the writers of publications on most diverse subjects may cite the same
document that they regard as their point of departure.

Citations of the materials used have long been serving scientists and
practicians as important clues in searching for the relevant information sources.
This path, however, is long and laborious, and, what is worse, it does not ensure
the detection of all the pertinent works. For a better insight into the system
of citations, let us consider some single subject of research.

American biologist G. Allen compiled a map of the citations of the earlier
documents in fifteen articles on nucleic acids published between 1941 and 1960.
This map, represented in Fig. 4, shows that for the complete coverage of all the
15 articles on the basis of citations they contain it is necessary to refer to
six articles at least: 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 5, published between 1956 and 1958.
Some articles that are rarely or never cited-namely, 7,8, and 9 - are hard to
find by this technique. It is quite natural, too, that the latest publications
(14 and 15), issued simultaneously, are not connected by reciprocal citations.

If it were possible to trace the bibliographic relations between publica-
tions on the basis of citation data not from bottom to top, that is from the
recent works to the earlier ones, as has been done usually, but vice versa, from
Lop to bottom, that is from earlier to the recent documents, this would make the
finding of all the articles pertaining to a given subject much easier. Refer-
ences to article 2 alone would identify at once a half of the remaining articles -
3,5,6,7,11,12,15, while references to three articles 1,2,4, would provide
information on almost all the publications, leaving out of sight but two of them -
9 and 13. Of late, this has become possible. The bibliographic coupling method
has found its practical implementation in citation indexes compiled with the aid
of electronic digital computers. These will be dealt with later on. Meanwhile
we are going to dwell on the application of this method for a theoretical study
of the system of science publications.

It might be asked, to what extent bibliographic coupling of documents
provides for an adequate and exhaustive reflection of the connections actually
existing in science. To answer this question, E. Garfield, the author of the
first modern citation index and head of the Institute for Scientific Informat'
(Philadelphia), staged the following experiment in 1964.(') The history of t,

most important discovery of the present-day biology - the mechanism of transf
of hereditary characteristics through desoxyribonucleic acids - was subjectod
parallel studies by means of conventional techniques and by the bibliographic
coupling method. The conventional method was based on a historical monograph

1. Garfield, E.a.o. The use of citation data in writing the history of scieh
Philadelphia, 1964. V, 75 p.
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the well-known American scholar and writer Isaac Asimov entitled The Genlitic

Code", while the bibliographic coupling used a special computer-produced citat:
index to genetics literature.

The comparison showed that 65 per cent of the publications identified by
both methods as turning points on the way towards the discovery were identical,
The conventional method proved more efficient only in identifying the publica-
tions of the last century when the practice of making references to the papers
used was insufficiently developed. As to the past few decades, bibliographic
coupling spotted a great many associations between publications missed in Asim<
book. The experiment granted a number of untrivial conclusions. The most re-
markable one was that bibliographic coupling of documents on the basis of
citation data does provide for a correct and full recognition of the actual
relationships between research papers. The assumption was corroborated, too,
that the greater the attention paid by the scholars to some publication - and
consequently the greater the number of references they make to it - the greaten
its scientific worth.

We have already mentioned that the distribution of citations over the
citing articles follows the general pattern of distribution of mass-scale pheno
mena, it is analogous to the numbers of authors and journals publishing a give
number of articles during their lifetime. To illustrate this by figures: 10

per cent of scienY,ific publications make no references at all, 85 per cent of
publications containing from 1 to 25 references account for a half of the total
citations, while the remaining 5 per cent of publications with a very great
number of references - surveys and reviews - account for the other half. Despi
the fact that some publications lack references altogether, while some may con-
tain a sizable number of references to earlier works, certain average figures
can be derived. These are: 15 citations per publication, of which 12 or 13 ar
references to journal articles.

At this point it is possible to try to derive the ratio of the publicati
of genuine worth to their total number. For this we shall observe how the new
works put out in a field during one year are linked by citations to all the pub
lications existing in that field. /Fig.5/. To make the picture clearer suppos
that by the beginning of the year there were 100 publications dealing with the
field or subject under consideration. Assuming the regular exponential growth
of literature (a 7-per-cent annual increment), seven new papers will be publish
during the year, each containing - according to the above average data - 13
references to earlier journal articles. The total for the whole year will be 9
references (13 x 7) to earlier publications.

As shown by a special analysis, the new citations will have the following
pattern of distribution with respect to the earlier publications: 40 of the
earlier papers will not be mentioned at all 10 references will be to publica-
tions in other fields of knowledge, 50 will be to 50 papers in the field, that :

each of these will be mentioned once during the year, and 31 references will be
to 10 papers cited more than once. These latter 10 papers (their associations
with the 7 new ones are shown on Fig. 5) are the most important for science.
(Recall that the more often a paper is cited in later publications the greater
its scientific value.)
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We see that the new publications tie toguther, as it were, by their refer-
ences but a small part of the previous literature, which may be regarded as the
active front of research, while the rest of the literature is on the whole of
minor significance.

It is interesting to analyse the dynamic characteristics of this active
research front and assess its relative distance from the publications of the
preceding year. For this purpose, 200 consecutively issued papers constituting
the literature of a narrow topic in physics were studied. In the autumn of 1903,
French Academician R. Blondleau announced his discovery of a new radiation that
he called N-rays. This communication gave rise to wide discussions and many
publications until at last the discovery was recognized to be a mistake and the
N-rays mere fancy of the famous physicist. The episode, well known to the his-
torians of science, is convenient for building a model of the distribution of
citations over publications as it is definitely localized and fixed in time.

Figure 6 shows a matrix where every dot marks a citation of a paper in
another one. The horizontal axis shows the numbers designating the citing papers
and the vertical axis, the cited papers, designated by the same numbers. The
papers are numbered chronologically, as published. The matrix is a graphic
illustration that a great number of references fall in the band of the 50 papers
immediately preceding each publication concerned. Thus the continuous and the
dashed lines are the boundaries between which lies the active research front
identified on the preceding diagram.

Remarkable are the vertical bands of dots corresponding to the publications
that contain the maximum number of references and the horizontal bands that cor-
respond to the most frequently cited papers. The former bands indicate that after
every 30 or 40 publications the need arises for a survey that would serve as sub-
stitute for the older publications which are lost out of sight behind the active
front. The latter bands point to the classic works in the given field which are
perpetually referred to with a roughly constant frequency and constitute but a
minor percentage of the total publications.

This model can be considered in general as showing the pattern of the dis-
tribution of citations in publications dealing with any subject, problem or
discipline, and hence, as a characterization of the distribution of the most
frequently used publications over their totality.

The regularities of the obsolescence of scientific publications

Studies of bibliographic references relatively long ago made it possible
to establish certain regularities of the obsolescence of science publications.
Thirteen years back American bibliographer Ch. Brown analysed some 40,000 cita-
tions in the leading journals published in English, French and German in
mathematical, physical, chemical, geological and biological disciplines in the
period 1952-1954. He took several volumes from each of the 56 journals and
serials covered in his study to a total of 40,000 pages. Among the many conclu-
sions he made we are now interested in his data on the obsolescence of scientific
books and periodicals. These show that the faster the growth rate of a scientific
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discipline the quicker its literature becomes obsolete. In the journals covered
in Drownls study, references to books dated at most ten years back accounted for
64% of all references to books of physics end chemistry, 62% of physiology, 56%
of geology, 38% of botany, and 27% of mathematics. The picture was much the same
with the references to journal articles. However, the percentage of references
to papers younger than ten years was conspicuously higher than that to books, and
the obsolescence rate of the papers -f preceding decade was more rapid,

To characterize the process of obsolescence of literature in a field of
science, a concept borrowed from nuclear physics has been applied of late. By

analogy with the life period of disintegration of radioactive substances an
attempt was made to measure the periods of half-life of scientific literature.
Half-life is defined as the time during which a half of all currently utilized
literature in a field has been published. It is exactly equal to the time during
which a half of all the literature published in the field by the present moment
will pass out of use. This fact is of major importance as it enables us to make
reliable predictions of the future relative worth of publications on the basis of
an analysis of the current obsolescence rates of the literature in the field
concerned.

Proceeding from the findings of Brown (supplemented by their on data)
librarian R. Burton and physicist R. Kebler of the United States computed the
following half-life periods of papers in the different branches of science:

Physics 4.6 years
Physiology 7.2 years
Chemistry 8.1 years

Botany 10.0 years
Mathematics 10.5 years
Geology 11.8 years

This shows that a great part of physical papers becomes obsolete very
soca., being so to say ephemeral literature, that in physiology and chemistry
there are approximately as much short-lived as there are lasting, classic works,
while in mathematics the latter type is predominant. The age of publications
that constitute the active research front depends, it will be recalled, on the
field of knowledge. It is shorter in the fields characterized by shorter half-
life, such as physics, physiology, and chemistry, and longer in the fields with
longer half-life, such as botany, mathematics, and biology.

We are now able to derive the general averages, too. Fig, 8 shows the age
distribution of works cited in the publications of 1965. The data are based on
an analysis of 3.3 million scientific papers issued within several hundred years
and cited in 296,000 publications put out in 1965 in the exact, natural, and
applied sciences.

The greatest proportion of the cited papers (13 per cent of the total)
are dated 1964. Since fresh publications have to wait before the scientists get
aware of them, the percentage of references to the publications of 1965 is
naturally much lower (5 per cent of the total citations made that year). Then
follows a decline the middle of which (6.5 per cent of publications) falls to
1960. Publications dated from 1960 to 1965 make 52.6 per cent of the total cita-
tions made in 1965. This means that the average lifetime of the publications
constituting the active research front does not surpass 5 years.
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To sum up. We have seen that among the many types of scientific litera-ture, this major means of knowledge
dissemination, of paramount - though varying -importance ire journal articles, books, and scientific and technical reports.Recent research has shown that far from all of the huge number of scientificdocuments accumulated by mankind possess any real significance for the furtherresearch. The analysis of the interrelations between science publications on thebasis of bibliographic

citation data helped to establish that the core of thescientific works of genuine value is made up of but a minor proportion of thepublications of recent
years, namely those most

frequently cited in later booksand rapers. It is these works which constitute the active research front, thatsho'Ald be sought first of all.

All the subsequent
lectures will deal wit'. the different aspects of thelvailable means and methods for the searching of these

publications and theirefficient utilization.
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Checkup Questions

1. What are the development stages through which written records have passed
from antiquity till our day?

2. What is a scientific document and what are the existing types of scientific
documents?

3. What is book and what kinds of books are important for scientific work?

4. What are the existing types of periodical publications and what are their
characteristic features?

5. What does the importance of journals and Journal articles lie in?

6. that functions are fulfilled by the special types of technical publications?

7. What are the contents of scientific and technical reports?

8. How are scientific publications interconnected by bibliographic references?

9. What regular patterns of distribution of scientific publications do you know?

10. What regularities of the obsolescence of scientific publications do you know?

Literature
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3. Price, D.J. de Sol]a. Net,:orks of scientific papers. - "Science ", 1965, vol.
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4. Burton, R.E. and KeUer, R.W. The "half-life" of some scientific and techni-
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5. Merton, R.K. The Matthew effect in science. - "Science", 1968, vol. 159,
3810, p. 56-63.
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3. INFORMATION AND BTBLIOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS -
SOURCES OF DATA ON LITERATURE

As was established in the previous lecture, scientists at all times consi-
dered scientific literature to be too abundant and diversified to serve as a
medium for dissemination of scientific knowledge. Therefore, along with those
kinds of scientific literature which we have studied, special kinds of scientific
documents were evolving whose primary mission was to serve as guides to the
literature of science and to scientific documents.

Stages in the development of secondary documents

Even hoary antiquity saw the existence of lists of scientific books.
Among the clay tablets dating back to the 2nd millenium B.C., there were found
some on which no texts and only titles were inscribed. They were prototypes of
present-day book catalogues. In ancient Greece and Rome very large and highly
sophisticated book lists were compiled. The "Tablets" of the scholar of antiqui-
ty Callimachus, compiled around 250 B.C., comprised 120 volumes and contained
detailed and accurate data on the author, title and size of books, and the time
when they were written. These lists or catalogues gave rise to a special kind of
literature - bibliography. About the close of the 4th Century St. Jerome wrote
"De Viris Illustribus," which is believed to be the earliest of all known biblio-
graphies.

A century and a half following production of the first printed books,
scientific periodicals made their appearance; as you already know, they have
for a long time served to announce to scientists new scientific publications.
Another hundred and fifty years later, in mid-18th Century, Diderot's and
Willembert's "Ehcyclopedie, ou Dictionnaire universe/ des arts et des sciences"
started publication, giving a powerful spur to the development of reference
literature. The first quarter of the 19th Century saw the beginning of national
(State) bibliographic registration of printed materials regular publication of
national bibliograik!ta, and the appearance of first abstract journals interpre-
ting the contents of journal articles.

Each of these document types performs some useful function within the
contemporary system of scientific literature, and their appearance was in res-
ponse to a certain social need, as often as not unrealized at the time, which
was surely generated by the growth in the number and variety of scientific liter-
ature. Therefore, although we often express our dissatisfaction with the histo-
rically evolved system of communication of scientific knowledge, we cannot deny
that its progress is subject to certain regularities.

According to the previously established typology of scientific documents,
those which contain memly information on scientific literature or results of its
analytIco-synthetic processing are placed among the secondary documents. As the
majority of these are published in the course of information or bibliographical
work, we call them information and bibliographic publications.
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Types of secondary documents

If the degree of information processing be taken as a criterion, the
different kinds of secondary publications can be conveniently placed in the
following order: reference literature, reviews, abstracts and annotations,
bibliographies, catalogues and card indexes. Here the first document kinds are
those in which information has been subjected to maximum processing, while the
last ones are those where it was minimal. We shall adhere to this order in
characterizing secondary documents and publications, which are the subject of
this lecture. We shall speak only of the basic types and give the respective
illustrating examples. The particular titles of information and bibliographic
publications which are necessary for searching scientific literature will be
cited in selective annotated lists printed in the Appendix.

Reference literature is intended for rapidly obtaining data of scientific,

applied or instructional character. These data include results of theoretical
generalizations, basic scientific facts, mathematical, physical and chemical
constants, industrial information accompanied by various tables, diagrams, draw-

ings and formulas. The most significant of reference publications are
encyclopaedias, industrial handbooks, glossaries, vocabularies of terms, bio-
graphical dictionaries, bilingual and multilingual dictionaries.

Encyclopaedias are reference publications which contain the most essential
information (comprehensive or brief) on every or some particular field of know-

ledge and practical activity. They divide, according to content, into general
(universal) and those devoted to a particular topic; according to structure,
into alphabetical and systematic; according to size, into desk-type (1 to 4

volumes), small (5-12 volumes) and great (several dozen volumes). Encyclopae-
dias are usually written on the basis of a topical plan, by which the bulk of
the work is broken down into different scientific disciplines or their parts and,
of a word-list giving all the words for which separate entries are prepared.

Entries in encyclopaedias vary in type and length. The largest are

review entries covering broad topics. The majority of entries are references
which provide a definition and some basic information on a subject. Short
interpretative entries include only a definition and sometimes the origin of the

word. Finally, encyclopaedias contain a great deal of cross-reference entries
which indicate that the relevant information should be looked up under a differ-

ent word. A great help are the bibliographical lists appended to entries: they
enable the reader to study at greater length a subject only superficially trea-
ted in the encyclopaedia. Many encyclopaedias are provided with subject indexes
which heighten their value as reference tools.

General encyclopaedias are represented in the U.S.S.R. by all the three

types: great, small and desk-type. The Great Soviet Encyclopaedia (GSE) has

appeared in two editions thus far. The first, completed in 1947, comprises 65

lain and one supplementary topical volume "U.S.S.R." The second appeared in

1949 through 1958; it comprises 49 main and 2 supplementary volumes. New data

are published regularly in GSE Yearbooks. There is a two-volume alphabetical

subject index. The Small Soviet Encyclopaedia has passed through three
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printings: the first edition, in 10 volumes, was brought out from 1928 through
1931; the second, in 11 volumes, from 1933 through 1947, and the third, in 10
volumes, from 1958 through 1961. For the latest edition, containing some
48,000 entries, a 165,000-word subject and name index was printed in a separate
volume. Desk-type encyclopaedias are represented in the U.S.S.R. by the Encyclo-
paedic Dictionary which is intended fir the general public. It was brought out
in three volumes in 1953-1955, and in two volumes, in 1963-1964.

Of the general encyclopaedias, the oldest and probably best known is the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, or Britannica, which has been appearing for nearly two
centuries past. Its first three-volume edition went off the press in Edinburgh
in 1763-1771. The Britannica is traditionally considered to be one of the most
authoritative encyclopaedias. This is particularly true of the second, 25-
volume-, edition published in 1910-1911. It was that edition to which the eminent
Russitn scientist K.A. Timiryazev referred as the first genuine encyclopaedia of
our century. A feature of the Britannica is its small word-list and most minute
review entries; it contains some 43,000 entries, with the subject index running
up to 500,000 entries. The latest completely renewed edition of the Britannica
was the 14th edition in 24 volumes, brought out in 1929.(1) It has been re-
printed annually since then, with one-eighth of the entries undergoing changes.
The encyclopaedia thus renews its contents rather rarely and contains much out-
dated information. Besides, this type of encyclopaedia is no longer wholly
satisfactory to the scholar; with the ever deepening differentiation of scienti-
fic knowledge the system of review-type entries detracts from the value of the
publication as a reference tool.

In sharp contrast to the Britannica stands the multi-volume German en-
cyclopaedia Der Grosse Brockhaus, which was first published in 1796-1811. It

contains a great many reference-entries and is intended for the broad reading
public. Its latest, 16th edition comprises 12 main and 2 supplementary volumes
totalling more than 150,000 entries.(2) Der Grosse Brockhaus is distinguished
by a uniform coverage of the whole universe of knowledge, with a slight bias
towards natural sciences. It can be said to be the most up-to-date, detailed
and carefully prepared of all existing encyclopaedias.

Among French encyclopaedias, the greatest popularity is enjoyed by the
numerous Larousse publications. Natural and exact sciences and technology fea-
ture rather prominently in the 10-volume Grand Larousse encyclopedique, which
provides the most up -to -date and detailed inforTation on nuclear physics, astro-
nautics, electronics and similar disciplines.(3) Particularly widely used is
the Petit Larousse, first published in 1966 and reissued annually ever since.(4)

1. Encyclopaedia Britannica. 14th ed.

2. Der Grosse Brockhaus. 16 Aufl. Bd.
baden, 1952-1958.

3. Grand Larousse encyclopedique. Vol

4. Petit Larousse. Paris, 1967.

Vol. 1-24. Chicago-London, 1929.

1-12, Erganzungsband, Atlasband. Wies-

. 1-10, Paris, 1959-1964.
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Encyclopaedias for special topics differ from general encyclopaedias not
only in coverage but in a more limited purpose as well, being, as a rule, de-
signed for specialists and researchers. To cite a few examples, the following
publications were brought out or reissued in recent years:

- McGraw-Hill Encyclopaedia of Science and Technology. Vol. 1-15, Yearbooks.
New York, 1960-1969.

- International Dictionary of Applied Mathematics. New-York, Van Nostrand,
1960.

- Kirk R.E. and Othmer D.F. Encyclopaedia of Chemical Technology. New ed.
Vol. 1-18, Supplements. New-York, Interscience, 1963-1969.

- Gray P. (ed.) The Encyclopaedia of the Biological Sciences. New York,

Reinhold, 1960.

Encyclopaedias can serve as sources of scientific information. However,
a critical approach is warranted in using an encyclopaedia. The latest editions
are to be preferred, and the date of publication printed on the title-page should
be checked in order to verify whether it stands for a new edition or merely a
reprint. The rule of thumb to follow with respect to encyclopaedias is sum-
marized in the words of the distinguished historian of science G. Sarton who
said that to turn to an encyclopaedia for a primary reference is clever, to
ignore encyclopaedias is unreasonable, to rely on them too much is stupid.

Handbooks provide data which can be useful for different subject specia-
lists. They vary broadly in subjeot-matter, structure, and size. For example,
there are very compact handbooks, such as:

- American Institute of Physics. Handbook. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1957.

- Lange N.A. (ed.) Handbook of Chemistry. 10th ed. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1961.

- Marinery's Handbook: A reference book for the mechanical engineer,
draftsman, toolmaker, and machinist, 17th ed. New York, Industrial Press,
1964.

- Flugge W. (ed.) Handbook of Engineering Mechanics. New York, McGraw-
Hill, 1962.

Such a classic work as "Beilstens Handbuch der organischen Chemie"(1)cocprises
about 100 volumes, which have been brought out in three cycles from 1918 to this
day. The sane great size and elaborate structure are typical of the well-known

1. i3eilstein's Handbuch der organischen Chemie. 4. Aufl. Dd. 1-27. Berlin,

1918-1940, Bd. 1-31. 1928-1958, Bd. 1-27. 1941-1955, Bd. 1-. 1965-.
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inorganic chemistry handbook popularly known as "Gmelin".(1) The hundreds of
its issues and their indexes call for a special study before a specialist can
make full use of them.

Closely associated with handbooks are tables of constants, guides to
minerals, plants and animals, drawing and map atlases, collections of formulas
and diagrams, and similar publications, for example, Handbook of Mathematical
Tables. Supplement to Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. Cleveland, Chemical
Rubber Co., 1962; Kaye G.W. and Laby T.H. Tables of Physical and Chemical Con-
stants and some Mathematical Functions. 12th ed. London, Longmans, 1959.

Biographical (who's who) dictionaries supply data on the life, activities
and works of eminent scientists, engineers, physicians, agronomists, public
figures etc. Such dictionaries are particularly useful in studying the history
of a science, technology end production. The examples are:

- American Men of Science. Vol. 1-5. Arizona, Cattell, 1960.

- Directory of British Scientists. London, Benin, 1963.

- World Directory of Mathematicians. Bombay, Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, 1961.

Dictionaries may be a very useful starting point as an aid to establish-
ing a clear definition and the precise meaning of a term. Any single-language
dictionary is concerned essentially with information about word-spelling,
pronunciation, derivation, meaning and usage, e.g. The Concise Oxford Diction-
ary of Current English. Ed. by H.W. Fowler and F.G. Fowler. 4th ed. Rev. by
E. McIntosh. London, Oxford Univ. cress, 1956.

Translating (bilingual and multilingual) dictionaries contain words and
terms of one language and their equivalents in other languages. They can be
either general or special, i.e. explaining terms in a special subject field, for
examples:

- Hoyer- Kreuter's Technological Dictionary in three Languages: English-
French-German. New York, Ungar, 1944.

Callaham L.I. 40.1ssian-English Chemical and Polytechnical Dictionary. 2nd

ed. New York, Wiley, 1962.

- Emin I. Russian-English Physics Dictionary. New York, Wiley, 1962.

- Russian-English Atomic Dictionary. New York, Technical Dictionaries,

1957.

1. Gmelin-Krauts Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie. 8. Aufl. Klausthal-
Zellerfeld, 1924-1965.
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Guides to general reference books contain bibliographical details of such
books. The most important guides are:

- Walford A.J., Guide to Reference Materials. 2nd ed. London, Library
Assoc., 1966-1969,

- Winchell C.M., Guide to Reference Books. 7th ed. Supplements 1-4.
Chicago, American Library Association, 1951-1963.

We can mention also: Maichel K., Guide to Russian Reference Books. V.I.

General bibliographies and reference books. Stanford, Hoover Institution, 1962.
92 p.

Reviews of progress in different fields of science and technology have
been in existence for quite a long time. In the last decade they have come to
occupy a steady position among the other secondary publications. Surveys sum-
marize the data contained in primary documents, such as articles, monographs,
conference reports, technical reports, invention specifications. They generally
cover materials in one subject field over a definite time period. Surveys can
be analytical or informative.

Analytical reviews are distinguished by deeper analysis and based on ap-
propriately ordered data selected from primary scientific publications. They
usually contain all basic facts concerning the progress in a subject field, and
permit to assess the advances in the study of an issue or problem or in an area
of research.

Surveys are very valuable sources of information. They initiate an inci-
pient researcher into his field of interest, familiarize him with the progress
in related fields of science and technology, help to choose or more precisely
define the direction and methodology of his own study or design work; they are
great time-savers, sparing a specialist long hours of searching and scanning of
primary materials.

Surveys are published in different forms, such as an article in a common
journal, or in a special reviewing journal (e.g. "Advances in physics" , a

separate issue of a periodical, or of an irregularly appearing book series.
They are typified by surveys of different disciplines published by the British
quarterly "Science progress", which prints review papers on advances in astro-
nomy, meteorology, physics, chemistry, geology, mineralogy, zoology and botany.
Among others, the following surveys have been published in recent years:

- Annual Report of Progress in Physics (Inst. of Physics and Physical
Society).

- Chemical Reviews ( American Chemical Society).

- Advances in Space Science. Vol. 1-11 New York, Academic Press, 1959-1969.

- Progress in Aeronautical Sciences. Vol.1-9. London, Pergamon, 1961-1969.
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Abstract journals are probably the most important secondary information

publications now. They appear regularly and reflect the contents of the most
recent scientific documents in abstracts or, to a lesser extent, in annotations.

An abstract is a summary of a document specifying its character, as well
as the techniques, findings, time and place of an investigation. An abstract
also indicates the objectives and main theoretical premises of a study, supplies
the pertinent figures, formulae, tables, charts and diagrams. In conclusion, thE
number of illustrations, tables and references in the abstracted publication are
indicated, as well as the abstractor's name. All abstracts fall into two general

types: informative (abstract-synopsis) and indicative (abstract-summary). An

informative abstract contains in an abridged form all the main ideas of a primary
publication, while an indicative abstract recognizes only the most important of

them. An abstract, as a rule, does not reflect the abstractor's subjective
views, and does not make any judgments on a document.

It is worthwhile 4 : cite here the Guide to the preparation of abstracts
formulated by one of the leading abstracting services, "Biological Abstracts":
"An abstract should be a non-critical, informative digest of the significant
content and conclusions of the paper, not a mere description. It should be in-
telligibll in itself, without reference to the original, but is not intended to
substitute for it. It should be brief (preferably less than 3% of the original),
written in whole sentences, not telegraphic phrases".(1)

Naturally, the size of an abstract depends on th:. size and importance of

the abstracted document. However, the abstract length in different abstracting
services has stabilized at the 800-900 character mark. The average length of
abstract in sone leading abstract journals in 1965 was as follows: "Physical
Abstracts", 500-550 characters; "Chemical Abstracts", 900-1000 characters;
VINITI's Referativnij Zhurnal, 1100-1200 characters.

Annotations, in contrast to abstracts, are not summaries of primary docu-
ments but only short communications on their theme or content, although they also
detail their character. According to purpose, annotations divide into descriptive
annotations, which provide a factual description of the content and some other
details of a document, and recommendatory (critics:.) annotations, which give an
appraisal of a document from the point of view of Its usefulness to a particular
user catego-y.

Information and bibliographical services usually prefer the descriptive
type. These may be very short, consisting of a few words or short Phrases, or
more detailed, but in either case they only characterize and not expound the
main ideas and conclusions of a primary document. This feature mattes annotations
particularly suitable for revealing the contents of books. The reason Is that
the multidimensional content of books does not lend itst'f easily to abstracting.
A descriptive annotation usually details the kind of book, its purpose, and
Structure, the scientific school to which the author belongs, the topic of the

1. Biological Abstracts, 1969, vol. 50, I. p. XXI.
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study and its conclusions, as well as the auxiliary and illustrative material,
supplements, addenda, and the reference apparatus, including indexes and biblio-
graphy. An annotation does not on the average exceeds 400 to 600 characters. A
characteristic feature of the annotation is that it must be closely associated
with the description contained in the entry, which in abstract journals immediate-
ly precedes each abstract and annotation, but may also be included as a separate
entry, that is as a secondary document in its own right. In addition, each
document indexed in an abstract journal is assigned a registration (serial) num-
ber and a classification number (document symbol). For foreign materials, a
translation of the title is also given and the language of the original document
is indicated.

Abstract journals have two main objectives: to keep specialists in touch
with all significant current developments in their respective fields, without
recourse to primary publications, and to help them find materials on a specific
subject published over a fairly long period of time. The first objective is
taken care of by the publication of monthly issues of specialized series of an
abstract journal, in which the material is grouped by subjects, and by their dis-
tribution on a subscription basis among specialists and research libraries. The
second objective is ensured by the regular printing of subject, author, formula
and other special indexes to each issue or yearly set of the journal.

It has to be admitted that abstract journals are not up to the mark with
respect to either of these objectives: in the former case, because of considera-
ble publication delays (an abstract appears in an abstract journal at best four
months after publication of the original paper); in the latter case, because of
the inadequacies of reference tools and lack of cumulations (in searching for
literature over a fairly long period of time, a large number of annual indexes
have to be looked up, and a portion of indexed materials will always escape the
search). However, abstract journals are steadily improving their euality and
also grow in number; at present they run up to several hundred titles.

In using different abstract publications, the quality, type and size of
abstracts, their arrangement, the time lag between the appearance of a publica-
tion and of its abstract, the availability and quality of indexes, are not the
only features to be considered. An equally important factor is the coverage of
scientific publications, their languages and country of origin, as well as their
categories. In other words, it should be known whether papers alone or also
books, patent specifications, technical reports are abstracted, and whether these
are only in European or in Oriental languages as well, etc. By way of Illustra-
tion, we shall present data on several well-known abstract journals.

Referativnij Zhurnal, the Abstract Journal of the All-Union Institute of
Scientific and Technical Information (VINfTI) has been published since 19521in 15
years it has grown to be a unique service, the largest of its kind in the world.

The Referativnij Zhurnal comprises the following series: Automation and
Radioelectronics, Astronomy and Geodesy, Biology, Biological Chemistry, Geography,
Geology, Mining, Geophysics, Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering, Metallurgy,
Mechanics. Physics, Chemistry, Industrial Economy, Electrical Engineering. In
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1963, the separate series "Scientific and Technical Information" was started to
cover materials in the discipline which is the subject of our lectures (from 1966
it appears also in English). Each series comprises annually 12 issues included
in cumulative volumes, with the "Chemistry" series comprising 24 issues. The
material is arranged systematically, i.e. according to the framework within which
different problems are treated in the respective areas of science and ,.ethnology.
This framework is presented in a special publication, "Subject Headings of viNrri
Abstract Journal", which is published annually. Some large portions of the main
series included in the cumulative volumes appear in separate series of issues
for the convenience of narrow subject specialists.

The Abstract Journal surpasses all similar publications in the length of
its abstracts which average 1100-1200 characters and approximate the informative
type. The time lag between the appearance of a publication and of its abstract
has in many instances been reduced to 4 months, which is quite a low figure.
Each series is provided with indexes: an author index to each issue and an annual
one, and an annual subject index; the "Chemistry" series has, in addition, annual
classified, formula and patent indexes. The VINITI Abstract Journal covers
articles and materials from over 20,000 periodicals in 70 languages printed in
more than 100 countries. The most significant scientific books and patent speci-
fications are also abstracted.

The "Chemical Abstracts", brought out by the American Chemical Society
since 1907, covers scientific and technical materials in theoretical and applied
chemistry, chemical technology, metallurgy and metallography, chemistry of food-
stuffs, fuels, textile and leather industries, etc. Its abstracts are somewhat
shorter than those in the VINITI Abstract Journal, being an average of 900 to
1000 characters in length. The material is arranged systematically. The journal
appears semi-monthly, resulting in two volumes a year comprising 13 issues each.
Each issue is provided with to author and subject indexes; each volume, has an
author, subject and fcrmula index; there are also cumulative indexes for 10 years
(the latest appeared in 196), and a list of abstracted periodicals including
7,000 titles. The distribution of the periodicals by countries is approximately
as follows: USA, 25%; US.TA, 20%; Britain, 15%; Japan, 10%; '..iermany (East and
West), 10%; France, 5%; and other ectntriea, 15%. The weekly current awareness
service "Chemica, Titles" Is produced by means of a computer, and covers 350
(mainly English-language) chemical publications. Fig. 9 compares two abstracts
of the same paper which appeared in VINITI Abstract Journal "Chemistry" series
and in "Chemical Abstracts".

Among abstracting publications the following can be particularly useful:
Engineering Index, United States Government neseerch Reports, Mathematical
Reviews, Science Abstracts, Nuclear Science Abstracts, Analytical Abstracts,
Biological Abstracts, Building Science Abstracts, Computer Abstracts, Inter-
national Aerospace Abstracts, Metallurgical Abstracts, Copper Abstracts, Zinc
Abstracts.

Express-information service is a broad and rather vague term embracing a
variety of infcrmation services, e.g. sets of printed book cards, lists of new
articles, lists of current titles of periodicals. The only feature they have in
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common is that all of them were established to speed up information on new publi-
cations. The emergence of this type of service is directly related to the consi-
derable delays in most of the existing abstracting services, which is reduced
multifold in express-information publications.

Recently, the term "express-information" has came to be increasingly
applied also to periodical bulletins containing detailed abstracts or digests of
the most significant inventions, discoveries or investigations, which must be
promptly made known to specialists. This kind of publication is typified by
VINITI's Express-Information which appears (in Russian) in 50 series on problems
of topical interest, e.g. "Astronautics and Missile Dynamics", "Computer Techno-
logy", "Automatic Control of Production Processes", "Synthetic High-Polymer
Materials", or on major branches of economy and industry, e.g. "Radio Engineering
and Electronics", "Oil Production", "Railway Transport", "Ferrous Metal Industry".
A total of 48 issues each comprising 5 to 8 digests of articles, reports, inven-
tion specifications, i.e. some 300 different papers, are printed yearly in each
series. Digests in the VINITI Express-Information appear approximately in a
month's time after the original publication.

Library catalogues, are listings of books held in a library, designed for
the benefit of the readers to serve as a key to the library's stock. Library
catalogues are the principal means to reveal the contents of library collections,
to popularize literature and to guide reader in selfeducation. Catalogues have
much in common with bibliographical card indexes, both being listings of publica-
tions. The distinguishing feature of the catalogue is that it is confined to the
contents of a particular library, whereas a card index includes materials irres-
pective of their locations. Catalogues differ in the arrangement of entries, in
the categories of material included, in the coverage of the library holdings, in
the language of the material covered, in their purpose, in Physical form, and
some other characteristics.

According to the arrangement of entries, catalogues are divided into
classified, alphabetical subject, ane author and name catalogues.

In order to facilitate the selection of literature by subject, and to
meet the thematic requests of readers, information agencies and libraries keep
classified and alphabetical subject catalogues. A classified catalogue arranges
subject entries for books according to the parts of knowledge witih which these

books are associated. Within a subject field the entries are first grouped in
classes, then in subclasses, and so on. The structure of a classified catalogue
is directly related to the library or bibliographical classification adopted by
the library. Some of the classification schemes will be introduced to you
later. Classified catalogues serve as a useful tool in scientific information
and play at important role in 'Library activ'Aies. Grouping library materials by
fields of knowledge greatly facilitates reading guidance and selection of books.
Classified catalogues are also used for in-ouse operations, such as acquisition
or bitliographic and reference work.

From whet has been said above one may to led to believe that a classified
catalogue will always be instrumental in establishing what materials cn a
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particular subject are available in a reference or library stock. However, If

a subject is quite specialized, and the reader is not an expert in the given

subject field, he will be hard put to it to determine under what subdivision
in the classification scheme used in the catalogue the question of his interest

should be looked up. To facilitate work with a classified catalogue, alphabe-
tical subject indexes, also called "keys", are constructed, which list in an
alphabetical order all the subjects contained in the catalogue together with
their symbols (classification numbers). An index to a classification schedule

may also include subject headings which provide different formulations or group-
ings of the topics reflected in the classification, as well as synonyms of
terms appearing in the schedules.

But even the key to a classified catalogue will sometimes fail when all
the materials on a particular topic are to be found. Imagine yourself searching

for the most recent publications pertaining to aviation. In a classified cata-

logue they will be scattered over the different parts of knowledge, according to
the aspect in which a given topic is presented, e.g., aircraft design - in
engineering, aircraft construction - in industry, aircraft operation - in trans-
port, military aircraft - in military science, occupational diseases connected
with flying - in medicine, etc. Similar situations arise when one is looking
for documents treating any other composite problem, such as a disease (e.g.,
problem of cancer), manufacturing process, farm crop, literature pertaining to
a particular locality, or to the life and work of a person who contributed great-

ly to science, technology or public affairs. Often in such cases a catalogue
which groups literature not t,y field of knowledge (as a classified one) but by
some other, subject complexes, may prove to be helpful.

Alphabetical subject ca/ialogue also reveals the contents of documents,
but the entries are filed alphabetically by the subjects dealt with in the docu-

ments. The word or phrase denoting any one subject (notion) and used to express
the subject-matter of a document or of Its part is called a subject heading. The
arrangement of tubject entries in an alphabetical subject catalogue will be made
clearer by drawing an analogy between it and the already familiar book types,
notably, a textbook where the material is arranged systematically, and an ency-
clopaedia where the material is arranged by subjects. Or take any scientific

book: there the table of contents will simulate a classified catalogue, while
the index will stand for an alphabetical subject catalogue. Alphabetical subject
catalogues are eminently suitable for reflecting publications in applied sciences --
technical, agricultural or medical. This is the principal reason for their
popularity chiefly with special libraries, which use them to cover both domestic
and foreign materials, books and reriodical articles.

The author and name catalogue lists works, irrespective of their content,
alphabetically under their authors, names Of institutions, or, in ease of anony-
mous works or works having more than three authors, under titles. Such an

arrangement enables the author and name catalogue to answer two principle ques-
tions: (i) Has the library a specific work whose author and title are known?

and (2) What works of a given author, which have appetred as separate published
items, are available in the library? If an author and name catalogue Includes a
suffic.,ent number of added entries under persons that took part in the preparation
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of certain books, it will provide answers to some secondary questions (e.g. in
what works did a given person participate as compiler, editor, illustrator,
translator, etc.). The importance of the author cataloguo is determined by it
providing a facility of answering questions on the avdilability of this or that
item in library stock. The author catalogue is thus one of the principal refer-
ence tools of an information agency or a library. This is explained by the fact
that most readers when they come to a library already know what books they want.
They use the author catalogue to check on the books sought, and find the class
marks by which they rage filed in the stacks. All library operations - acquisi-
tion, processing and stovage of the holdings, service to readers, bibliographic
and reference work and social activities - are only made possible by the exis-
tence of an author catalogue. Besides, an author catalogue is the only means of
reflecting what authors are represented in library holdings. It provides for the
popularization of the works of domestic and foreign classics of science, of out-
standing personalities of today in all walks of social life. Therefore it would
be wrong in all walks of social life. Therefore it would be wrong to treat the
author catalogue as a formal one and to allot to it a subordinate place among
the other types of catalogue.

The catalogue types that have been described are the principal ones as
regards the rethod of arrangement of their entries. Some documents, e.g. stan-
dards and patent specifications, are more usually sought by their numbers than
by titles. Therefore, numerical catalogues are used in which entries are ordered
not alphabetically by titles, but numerically by the numbers assigned to them.
Combinations of the principal types of catalogue are occasionally encountered.
For instance, some special libraries maintain alphabetico-classed catalogues in
which the main divisions are arranged systematically, i.e. according to a classi-
fication scheme, while the subject headings under these divisions are listed
alphabetically. In the United States, the dictionary catalogue, which mechani-
cally combines an author catalogue and an alphabetical subject catalogue, has
taken root.

Bibliogremlat is a special kind of v!ientific literature. It occupies a
position of inportance for science, culture and national economy being a means
of bringing together, recording and classifying the contents of published and
unpublished materials. Bibliography has its own object, purpose, techniques and
form. Written works, duplicated by some means and designed for an indefinitely
broad sections of contemporary and future readers, form the object of bibliography.
An Immediate purpose of bibliography is to influence the dissemination of written
and printed recolds. The tracing and recording of written works, their selection
according to some criterion, their description, sometimes supplemented with a
critical appraisal, and their classification, constitute the techniques of biblio-
graphy. Listings and literature surveys are the forms of bibliography. This
definition of bibliography - which, in our opinion, is the most felicitous of all
existing one - belongs to the distinguished Soviet bibliographer K.R. Simon
(1887-1966).0) This tern, bibliography, as you learned from the firat lecture,

1. Simon, K.R. - PAbliografija: osnovnye ponjatija i terminy. (bibliography:
basic concepts and terms). Moscow, Kniga Publishers, 1968, p. 26-35.
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applies also to the discipline dealing with the elaboration of theory, methodolo-
gy, and history of bibliography as a speical kind of scientific literature.

Bibliography, considered here as the last - but not least - type of
secondary documents, holds a prominent position among other secondary documents
by its importance, diversity and complexity. To describe the whole system of
bibliography, even in brief outline, several special courses of lectures might
not be enough, to say nothing of one lecture. That is why the only goal we can
set ourselves here is to attempt a general outline of the most important types
of bibliographies with a few illustrative examples.

According to their content and kinds of indexed materials, bibliographies
can be general or special. General bibliography lists materials irrespective of
their content and kind, while special bibliography covers only publications in a
particular subject area, topic, or of a particular kind.

According to purpose, bibliographies can be enumerative, scientific, and
recommendatory. Enumerative, cr recording, bibliography registers, as exhaus-
tively as possible, materials in different parts of knowledge, subject fields,
or of specific character. Scientific bibliography aims to inform the specialists
of the publications in their field of knowledge, theme, subject, or problem under
study. Recommendatory bibliography has the objective of active reading guidance
and of helping certain reader categories to choose literature that will suit them.

According to the time of publication, bibliographies divide into current,
retrospective, and prospective. Current bibliography records materials as they
are brought out, retrospective bibliography covers a certain time period prior to
the time of compilation of the bibliography, and prospective bibliography re-
flects publications that are in press.

According to the place of publication of the literature indexed the fol-
lowing kinds of bibliography are distinguished: international, national and
regional. International bibliography lists materials in different languages pub-
lished in different countries. Nattonal bibliography covers materials appearing
In a certain country or in a particular language. State bibliography is a
variation of national bibliography; it includes materials published in one
country. It is brought out by special State agencies, e.g. by book chambers in
the USSR.Regional bibliography records local. press, i.e. publications issued
within a region, district, or any other locality.

Bibliographers distinguish many more types of bibliography according to
different characteristics of division. We thall mention only two. Bibliography
reflecting primary documents is commonly considered to be primary bibliography
and is simply called "bibliography". Bibliographies listing bibliographies are
considered to be secondary bibliographies and called " bibliographies of biblio-
graphies", or guides to bibliographies. Work has lam; been in progress on
compiling a bibliography of such guides, which would be a tertiary bibliography.
Finally, according to the method of arrangement of entries bibliographies, as
yell as catalogues, may be classified, subjelt or author.
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The types enumerated above by no means exhaust the existing types of
bibliography. They were meant to give some general idea of the multiplicity of
bibliographical sources and to help in the appraisal of specific bibliographical
indexes used. There exist an enormous number of bibliographical indexes and aids.
In the Soviet Union alone, thousands of titles of bibliographies and more than
150 special bibliographical periodicals are brought out every year. All biblio-
graphies published in the world run well into tens or hundreds of thousands.
Mastering all this wealth of information sources offers great opportunities to an
incipient s.7,holar. It is no chance that early European writers used a golden key
as the symbol of bibliography and its motto read: "Omnium scientiarum clavis"
("Key to all sciences").

The most typical literature requirements of a specialist Are the need to
follow all current publications in his subject fle:td and in related fields, and
the need, which generally arises at the start and at completion of a study, to
get familiar with all published sources pertaining to the theme of the study. The
first need is met primarily by general current bibliographies, and the second, by
special retrospective bibliographies. Since any particular bibliographic publica-
tion can be classified according to any of the characteristics listed above, we
shall describe, by way of illustration, a few typical publications.

General bibliographies are typified by current enumerative national biblio-
graphies. The Soviet current State bibliography is published by the All-Union
Book Chamber as "annals". The weekly "Book Annals" provide details of current
books and pamphlets, as well as standards, technical catalogues, abstracts of
theses and ether separately issued materials. All data appearing during the year
in the "Bock Annals" are cumulated with some abridgments in the "Bibliographical
Yearbook of the USSR", printed in two half-volumes. Entries in both publications
are filed systematically. They are provided with a subject index, an index of
names, and an Index of places. Details of newspapers, journals and magazines,
bulletins, and serials are listed in the "Annals of Periodicals", which appear
every five years with yearly supplements. Details of journal and newspaper arti-
cles are given by the weekly "Annals of Journal Articles" and "Annals A' Newspaper.
Articles"; details of reviews and critical surveys printed in journals, newspapers
and collections, are given in the quarterly "Annals of Reviews".

Similar publications exist in many countries. The popular American weekly
"Cumulative Book Index", appearing since 1898, covers the books published in
English in most of the countries of the world. Its specific feature is cumula-
tivity, which means the Inclusion of naterial from previous issues in subsequent
ones. Cumulative volumes appear as substitutes for the April, July, September
and December Issues Of the index and cover data for a period of, respectively,
three, six, nine and twelve months and several years. The material is arranged
as in a dictionary, with each book entered under its author, tit'.e and subject
headings. The main medium of recording current rritish publications is the weekly
'British National Bibliography", appearing sin=e Details of new publications
are arranged systematically: they are cumulated in quarterly issues and annual
volumes. France boasts the oldest national bibliography - the weekly "Biblio-
graphie de la Prance", published since 1811. It covers books, first issues of
periodicals, Cleses, official and ()the: publications. The material is arranged
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systematically; an author index and an index of titles of anonymous works bre
provided, as well as cumulative volumes printed every three, six, nine and twelve
months. A special feature of this bibliography is that it announces books in
press, which are subsequently included in the cumulative listings "Books for the
Week", "Books for the Month", "Books for the quarter", "Books for the Half-Year",
Books for the Year". These lists are provided with indexes of authors and titlee;
the last one has, in addition, a subject index. The German Democratic Republic
brings out the "Deutsche Nationalbibliographie", founded as early as 1931, which
covers all publications appearing in the GDR, FRG and West Berlin, as well as
books in German published all over the world. The "Deutsche Bibliographie", pub-
lished An the Federal Republic of Germany since 1947, has approximately the same

scope. Both bibliographies appear in several series as classified weekly issues
which are cumulated every six months and five years.

Apart from these publications, designed for bibliographers, a range of
general current bibliographical aids keep the scientists abrest of current lite-
rature. Details of the most significant books in all parts of knowledge which
are published in Britain are provided by "Reference Catalogue of Current Litera-
ture" (Vol. 1-2, London, Whitaker, 1965). American books are listed by the
annual "Books in print" (Vol. 1-2, New York, Powker).

Details of periodicals can be found in slme catalogues and lists:

Ulrioh's Periodicals Directory: a classified guide to a select list of
cur.nt periodicals, foreign and domestic. 10th ed. Vol. 1-2. New York,

Hawker, 1963-1965.

Gregor: W. Union list of Serials in Libraries of the U.S. and Canada.
3rd ed. Vol. 1-5. New York, Wilson, 1966.

British Union Catalogue of Periodicals, incorporating World Lint of Scien-
tific Periodicals: new periodical titles. London, Butterworths, 1960 - (Month-
ly with quarterly, annual and 5-year cumulations).

Social bibliographies can best to described using as illustrations inter-
national and national special retrospective bibliographies:

Maitcl R.E. and Siege.. ?. The Periodical Literature of Physics: a hand-
book for graCtate students. New York, 1961. (American Institute of Physics).

World Nuclear Directory: an international reference book. 2nd ed.

London, Harrap, 1963. 626 p.

Burman Cll. How to Find out in Chemistry: a guide to sources of infor-
mation. Oxf)rd, Pargamon, 1965, 220 p.

Bottle R.T. (ed.) Use of the Chemical Literature. London, Butterworths,
1962. 231 p.

Mann B. (comp.) The Literature of Geology. New York, American Museum
of Natur..1 History, 1953. 155 p.
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?erker A.E. and Schlundt E.M., Literature Sources in the Biological
Sciences. Lafayette, Purdue University Library, 1961. 133 p.

Smith R., Guide to the Literature of the Zoolog-cal Sciences. 6th ed.

Minneapolis, Burgess, 1962. 232 p.

Moore C.K. and Spencer K.J., Electronics: a bibliographical guide.
London, Macdonald, 1961, 411 p.

Fry B.M. and Mohrhardt F.E. (eds.), A Guide to Information Sources in
Space Science and Technology. New York, Interscience, 1963, 579 p.

Examples can be cited ad infinitum, but even the few presented above can
give some idea of the nature of special retrospective bibliographies. The pro-
blem is then how to be made aware of the existence of such bibliographies on a
discipline, theme or problem you are interested in.

Secondary bibliographies ( bibliographies of bibliographies, or guides
to bibliographies) serve exactly this purpose. They may supply information on
the whole universe of knowledge or one part of it. Examples of such a guide

are:

Besterman T.A., World Bibliography of Bibliographies. 4th ed. Vol. 1-5.
Lausanne, Societas bibliographica, 1965-1966.

Malcles L.-N., Manuel de bibliographie. Paris, Presses universitairea de
France, 1963. 328 p.

Totok W., Weitzel R., Weimann K.-H., Handbuch der bibliographischen

Nachschlagewerke. 3. Aufl. Frankfurt an /Main, Klosterman, 1966. 3625.

Mention should also be made of soviet bibliographies of bibliographies:

Krichevaky G.G., Obshchie biblicgrafii zarubezhnykh strap (General

Bibliographies of Foreign Countries). Moscow, Publishing Office of All Union
Pock Chamber, 1962. 290 p.

Simon K.R., Istorya inostrannoi bibliografii (History of Foreign Biblio-
graphy). Moscow, Publishing Office of All Union Book Chamber, 1963. 736 p.

Gudovshchikova I.V., Obshchaia mezhdunarodnaia bibliografiAa biblio-
grain (General International Bibliography of Bibliographies). Leningrad,

KrupSkaya Institut of Culture, 1969. 105 p.

Novel indexes

The bibliographical indexes which have been .Zonsidered above originated
at different tines and are long since in bibliographical practice. As is natural,

they are used in information work, although somc of their shortcomings have
come to be felt particularly acutely only recently. Cne of the main faults with
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conventional indexes is the relatively long time they take to prepare and produce.
This is due to the fact that they are prepared exclusively by means of manual
operations and do not lend themselves easily to mechanization and automation.
Meanwhile, researchers and practical specialists feel a strong need for a biblio-
graphy that would have a short time lag between a publication and the appearance
of systematic data on it, and would thus minimize one of the basic shortcomings
of the abstract journal, its showness. Considering all that we have learned
about the aging of scientific documents, we cannot but admit the fairness of this
requirement. Such a kind of bibliography has come to be increasingly called
current awareness service, because ito purpose is to make scientists aware of all
current publications in their respective subject fields.

It was quite clear that the necessary promptness here could be achieved
only if modern technology, in particular electronic digital computers, was to be
put to use. But, the biggest share of time and effort is spent in syltematiza-
tion, which as yet defies all efforts at automation. A way out was found in the
development of new kinds of indexes in which systematization is performed auto-
matically, without human intervention. The makeup and production of the new
indexes will be made clearer if we go back to the methods of arrangement of index
et:tries. We have seen that most indexes use classified srrangement, and some,
arrangement by subject. Filing by authors is employed in a few bibliographies
only, which are In fact printed catalogues reflecting the contents of several
library stocks, i.e. union catalogues. Like eny author catalogue of a library,
they indicate whether a given publication is available, and in what libraries.
Now it was discovered that alphabetization is rich in possibilities that had
never been utilized in library catalogues and conventional bibliographical in-
dexes.

Each word in the title of a document, composed by its author, is a poten-
tial subject heading, and the name of the author himself is a key to those
bibliographical groupings which were treated in the previous lecture and which
are established by means of citations. At the same time, punched card equipnent
and electronic computers have tremendous capacities for sorting and filing of any
information collections by formal criteria, in particular for alphabetization.
This fact was utilized in new kinds of indexes among which the widest use in
information work is enjoyed by permuted-title and citation indexes.

Permuted -title indexes are based, by definition, on document titles.
Experience shows that titles of the majority of documents in the fields of
natural, exact and applied sniences are fairly accurate idenz.ifiers of document
contents. In the preparation of a permuted-title index, n computer program,
using a so-called stop-list, identifies in titles end skips all common words
(syntactic words, such as pronouns, numerals, conjunctions, prepositions, psrti.
ales, auxiliary verbs) as well as general nouns and adjectives (e.g., "problem",
"study", "method"). The rest of the words and terms appearing in docurent titles
are used as subject headings. They are called keywords and are displayed in the
index in the context of their title. That is why suen indexes have been termed
KWIC (Key-Word-In-Title) indexes.
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All keywords contained in abstract titles are alphabetized vertically in
the search column which is justified on the left, with the rest of the title
words displayed to the left and to the right of the keywords. The index -line

generally does not Exceed 80 characters in length, including spacing. Therefore,
if the text following a keyword does not fit into the right-hand part of the
index-line, while there is room in the left-hand part, then the line is "wrapped
around", i.e. transferred to the left.

If the title is still too long, it is truncated to match the length of the
index-line. The end of the title is marked by an asterisk, which helps the title
to bo read correctly. If the title ending is cut off, the whole of the title can
be reproduced in other parts of the index, which are easily located through title
keywords. A title usually comprises not less than 4 or 5 keywords and therefore
is displayed in the index 4 or 5 times mirimum. Because title words appear in
the index in different groupings the index is called a permuted Index, although
it should more aptly be called a rotated one. It is to be remembered in using a
permuted-title index that the same concepts can be physically separated in it if
they are expressed by synonymous words. For example, if you are looking for
materials on transistor triodes, in addition to titles containing the word
transistor", you will have to scan all titles containing the synonymous term

"semiconductor" and its derivatives. The strategy of searching in a permuted-
title index is easy to learn and usually presents no difficulty in practice.

Permuted-title indexes may be used as current-awareness publications or
as auxiliary indexes to abstract journals and other secondary publications. In

the former case they are provided with a name and a bibliographical index, and
the codes located in the right-hard column denote the title abbreviation, year,
number and the first page of the periodical in which the respective article ap-
pears. In the latter case these codes stand for the ID numbers of the abstracts
in the abstract journal. In either case, these codes will be used to locate the
ere.ry which provides full bibliographical description of the publication.

Permuted-title indexes were first produced in the United States in 1958.
They owe their introduction in information work to the late M.P. Luhn, the
American engineer who is credited with being the principal originator of the
method. The Chemical Abstracts Service publishes since 1961 the semi-monthly
current-awareness index "Chemical Titles", which announces new articles from 600
major journals in elemistry and chemical technology. Each issue comprising
details of 3,000 papers and including an author and bibliographical indexes,
takes 5 hours of computer time to compile. Another instance of an extensively
used permutedtitle index is the index to the abstract journal Biological
Abstracts. Called B.A.3.I.C. (Biological Abstracts Subjects in Context), it
appears semi - monthly since 1962. It replaces the former subject index and is
appended to every issue of the abstract journal. 1:s yearly coverage is about
120,040 absfl.tets. Regularly ioroduced permuted-tifie indexes are scheduled for
the nearest future for individual series of the VINITI Abstract Journal.

Citation indexes constitute a 'casically new kind of index: they supply
answers to such requests of researchers and specialists as cannot be met by
conventional indexes. The main question which they answer is in what new
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publications the former works of particular authors are cited. By cited works
are meant those works to which bibliographical references are made in the texts
of other publications. These indexes embody the bibliographic coupling method
which was discussed in the last lecture.

The first, largest and best known index of this kind is the Science Cita-
tion Index (SCI) regularly produced since 1964 by the Institute for Scientific
Information (U.S.A.). In 1966, it covered 12,500 issues of 1,573 journal titles
in all exact, natural and applied sciences. It included 3,000,C00 references to
former publications of different years contained in the 300,000 publications
which appeared in 1966. The index is composed of two parts: the index proper
(Citation Index) and the Source Index. The indexes appear in four issues each -
three quarterly issues and one annual issue. The cumulative volume of the Cita-
tion Index for 1966 comprised 5 volumes, and the Source Index, three.

The material in the Citation Index is arranged alphabetically under the
names of the authors of cited documents; after each of these the authors of the
source (i.e. citing) documents are listed, also alphabetically. Details on works
of the same author are filed chronologically. Following the name of the author,
the source of a publication is given, including an abbreviated journal title,
year of publication of the cited or source document, volume, and the number of
the first page. Preceding the year of publication, a code is printed deslribing
the source document type, viz., abstract, review, bibliography, patent specifi-
cation.

In the Source Index, the material is also arranged alphabetically under
first authors. In contrast to the Citation Index, where the first author alone
is entered, here all the joint authors are given, if they are not more than ten.
A specific feature of this index is the availability of the full title of an
article or patent specification. It also gives the abbreviated title of the
journal in which the article is published, the volume and page number, year of
publication, the code for the source document, the number of citations, the issue
number, and the ISI accession number.

Document searching in this index is conducted in the following manner. A
starting (or "target") reference is first established, which is known to the
searcher beforehand, or obtained from conventional sources (encyclopaedias, text-
books, handbooks, guides, bibliographical indexes, abstract journals, library
catalogues.) Under its author, details of all the documents related to it are
found in the Citation Index. Full entries for the source documents are found in
the Source Index, and their relevance to the query is assessed. If these docu-
ments are not sufficient, any of the earliest documents citing the target refer-
ence is used as a new target reference for further searching. This cycle is
repeated until all the necessary documents are identified or until the searching
yields no more information.

The technique of searching in a citation index can be illustrated using as
example a search for documents on nucleic acids, which was instanced in the
previous lecture (Fig.4). The 1941 paper by E. Rabinovitch and L. Epstein which
was taken as the target reference, cites five other works. If the earliest of
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the references listed under the first work (L. Mikheelis 1947 and 1950, filed
one after the other) are taken as target references for further search, they will
provide details of four more works on this subject. Finally, using V. Tsanker's
work as the target reference will help to identify three more papers. Thus, by
knowing only the name of the originator of this tneory, 13 cut of 15 works on
the subject published between 1941 and 1960 can be found in three searches.

The most important and most typical trait of a citation index is that it
provides answers of a thematic nature, although the entries are arranged alpha-
betically under authors. All conventional indexes designed for this purpose
require content analysis of each indexed document. This is the reason why they
cannot be automated as yet. The Science Citation Index is fully computerized,
because formal rules are used for its compilation: automatic grouping of mate-
rial by subject-matter is effected, as has been said before, by the principle of
bibliographic coupling of documents.

The idea of such an index was first put forward by E. Garfield, now
director of the Institute for Scientific Information, as early as in 1955. It

was suggested to him by the Shepherd's Citation (Chicago, 1873-) published in
the United States since 1873, and in part also by bibliographies of reviews
which use the same principle of material grouping and have been a standard fea-
ture of bibliography since the 18th Century. (The first bibliography of reviews
appeared in Paris in 1771-1772). The importance of citation indexes is by no
means confined to thematic searching. These indexes helped to discover many
scientific publication patterns, which were discussed in the last lecture. They
allow to trace the evolution of a scientific idea as it is reflected in the pub-
lications of different authors, help to establish how a problem stated in some
work has been treated, whether an author's theory has been supported, whether it
found application, and wilether it was original.

All this assumes special importance in the context of the interpenetration
of sciences, which is a sign of the times. If a work of an author in a given
field of knowledge is cited by many workers in other fields, it points with cer-
tainty to the fact that the ideas expressed in this work have proved fruitful
for a number of scientific disciplines. The important point is that the
establishment of new links between disciplines and theories is detected and
recorded by citation indexes with a promptness which cannot be achieved by any
other means, and irrespective of the quality of any existing classification
schemes or the Skills and subjective judgments of indexers. In a citation index,
the relationships of a given idea expressed in a document are established by the
scientists themselves, viz, authors of the publications citing this document.
The number of references to one or another document provides an objective basis
for the assessment of the significance and viability of the ideas it contains.

Current-awareness information

A form of rapid information, called current-awareness service, has been
gaining popularity recently. It consists in timely (a maximum of one month fol-
lowing publication) alerting of information users to the appearance of useful
materials and is accompanied by a duplicating service supplying prompt and not
too costly copies of any of these materials.
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According to the organization of the searching apparatus, two types of
current-awareness services can be distinguished: information and bibliographic
publications, and selective dissemination of information. Information and biblio-
graphic publications present data in a definite order and in various aspects - by
subject, by author, by language, by time of publication, etc. - using the appro-
priate indexes.

The most extensively used current-awareness publications are classified
or alphabetical subject indexes, and permuted-title indexes, discussed above. A

specific form of current-awareness service are contents-lists, compiled from the
contents of the recent issues of the major journals in particular subject areas.
The most popular of these publications, "Current Contents" (USA) includes an in-
dex of authors and their addresses and appears weekly in three series covering
in excess of 2,000 journal titles in the natural sciences.

With selective dissemination of information, an Information user entrusts
to an information service the searching for the information that might interest
him. He specifies his profile of interests which may include class marks, sub-
ject headings, descriptors, names of authors of the works sought or their
references. All the materials accessioned by an information service are checked
for these characteristics, and, in case of matching the user interest profile,
he is supplied with the specific data that interest him. The feedback to the
user provides for constant adjustment of document selection, thereby improving
the personalized service.

A typical example of selective dissemination of information is the ISI's
weekly service Automatic Subject Citation Alert (ASCA). This service notifies
individual subscribers of the details of all the publications contained in the
1,500 journals received by the Institute which match the title keywords or names
of the authors of cited works, i.e. the characteristics included in their profiles.

We have considered the most important kinds of secondary documents, infor-
mation and bibliographic publications. They remain the main sources of data on
scientific literature. This lecture is only the first step in getting familiar
with them. It is our wish that at all stages of your scientific work these tools
should receive your most considerate attention. Familiarity with these sources
and their skillful use are major elements of a scientist's qualification. But
treat them critically, for along with science as a whole, they too are under-
going revolutionary changes. Novel index forms bear witness to it. The next
lecture will deal with the activities of information agencies and libraries,
which are responsible for the preparation and publication of secondary documents.
Further lectures will detail the principles and procedures of their preparation
and use.
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Checkup Questions

1. What are the typical traits of a modern encyclopaedia?

2. What is the role of surveys of science and technology?

3. What is the structure of an abstract journal and what are its functions?

4. What principal answers are provided by catalogues of libraries?

5. What are the existing kinds of bibliography and what purpose do they serve?

6. What is a permuted-title index and how is it used?

7. What new opportunities are offered by citation indexes as compared with
conventional indexes?
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4. INFORMATION AGENCIES AND SPECIAL LIBRARIES -
AUXILIARY INSTITW'IONS OF SCIENCE

Any study or R & D work requires certain knowledge on the part of the
specialist concerned. A portion of this knowledge has been acquired by him
during training, the rest accumulating in the course of his research and practi-
cal work, through the continuous contact with life and production, as well as
in the course of his life-long self-education and raising of his qualificatiOns.
This knowledge determines the skills and constitutes the experience of a scien-
tist or practical worker. But however high the qualifications and broad the
experience, they are not sufficient in themselves. To solve any scientific
problem, the latest data on what has been and is being done on it are an absolute
necessity. In other words, initial scientific information has to be obtained.

Channels of dissemination of scientific information

We have familiarized ourselves with the manner in which scientific data
are spread in a modern society, and in the two previous lectures have considered
the system of scientific publication as the main medium for the communication
of scientific knowledge. Today we shall discuss this problem in a somewhat dif-
ferent aspect and find out how scientific information is channeled, i.e. what
routes it takes from the scientists who generate it to those who use it. Parti-
cular attention will be paid to the activities of those ancillary institutf.ons
of science which are positioned along these routes.

Personal contacts and correspondence had long been the principal :Worms-
tion channel. It is for this reason that the conventional form of a letter from
one scientist to another has for many years endured in scientific publications.
Personal contacts between scientists remain to this day one of the ways of infor-
mation transfer. They are supplemented by the exchange of offprints and pre-
prints of journal papers, by participation in scientific congresses, conferences
and symposia. Recent investigations in the science of science, in particular
those using the method of bibliographic coupling, testify to the importance of
these channels of information transfer. It has been found that the front of
scientific research divides into small stretches, each corresponding to the work
on a particular problem conducted in parallel by a small (100-150 persons) team
of leading researchers in different countries and establishments, which form a
sort of corporation, or "invisible college", as it was termed. Personal contacts,
direct exchanges of information are of great significance for the members of these
invisible colleges.

However, at the present time the bulk of scientific information is dissemi-
nated through scientific documents.

Fig. 14 is a block diagram of the main channels of distribution of scien-
tific information from generators to users. The outward lines represent personal
contacts among scientists, their correspondence, exchange of offprints and pre-
prints, as well as participation in congresses, conferences and symposia. The
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inner lines represent the distribution of unpublished documents,which after ha
received the approval in scientific or technological institutions where their
originators work are normally made known to the users by the scientific informs
tion agencies. Dissertations, defended in research and academic institutions,
are made available to users through special libraries.

The bulk of scientific documents, it will be recalled, consists of the
published records. The channels of diffusion for these are at the centre of tt.
diagram. The generators of these records, namely, the authors of books, period
cal articles or other materials ready for publication, pass them over to the be
publishing houses or editorial offices of journals, as the approving bodies.
Frequently, an author hands his manuscript to the publisher after a discussion
and on recommendation from a scientific or educational institution where he is
employed, but this is not reflected in our diagram.

Publishes house and_printing office operations

In order to understand how scientific documents are published, it is nec
sary to get a notion, if only superficial, of the major steps in the publishing
and printing routines. The manuscript of any work handed over by its author to
the publishing office is reviewed to evaluate its theoretical and practical wor
The manuscripts accepted for publication are thoroughly edited from the scienti
and literary points of view. The editor sees to it that the author's ideas are
stated clearly, the terminology and formulations are correct, and the style is
concise; he verifies as far as possible the reliability of the facts and figur
cited. After the editing the manuscript is retyped. It is then read out by th
proof reader, who is responsible for the spelling and punctuation, as well as 11)3
the copy preparer who decides all typographic features of the future publication
the type size and face, the method of illustration reproduction, the set of type
and paper size, the quality of the cover and binding. This completed the editir
routines, and the manuscript proceeds to the printing office.

The complex typographic process can be broken down into three steps: pr(

paration of the form, or composition; printing; and binding. Composition may b(

performed by hand, but more often it is done mechanically, on line-setting
machines, or linotypes, and monotype composing machines, or monotypes. The com-
posed lines are put together in galleys, from which a trial print is made, read
by the printer's readers or sent to the publisher for reading. After making
corrections in the galleys, the makeup follows, i.e. the type pages of the same
size are formed from the setup type. The proof sheets of the makeup are read
again in the publishing office (and usually also by the author), and the compose
matter is corrected according to them. This procedure is repeated for the third
time as the so-called revision, following which the form is considered to be
ready for the press. The form is used in the printing, i.e. in the preparation
of the necessary number of prints. The work on a publication in the printing
office completes with the binding i.e. finishing of the printed pages. They are
folded into signatures, usually 16 pages large, collated into an unbacked book,
and stitched. The unbacked book is trimmed on three sides, provided with a cove
or inserted into the binding.
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After a book has been produced, its run is forwarded to my bookshops,
while journals are mailed to the subscribers. It is self-evident, however, that
the buying of books for personal libraries and the individual subscription, to
journals can only satisfy a small fragment of the scientists' and practicians'
information needs. To put the case, the limited resources of a researcher have
only to be compared with the colossal and ever growing volume of scientific
literature.

Relationships of the information agencies and the libraries

This explains why the information agencies and special libraries serve as
the major auxiliary institutions of science, discharging the functions of inter-
mediaries between the generators and the users of scientific information, and
providing for the normal operation of information channels through which scienti-
fic documents are spread.

The tasks of these institutions have much in common, as they correspond in
the main to the tasks and stages of scientific information activities which were
formulated in the first lecture. Their mission is to identify and collect scien-
tific information, to analyse and process it into forms suitable for storage and
searching, to provide for its prolonged storage and dissemination, including
retrieval on demand. But each of these institutions performing information, func-
tions has certain peculiarities, and different particular tasks solved by
different subject specialists employing different techniques. Today we will
reveal these differences in order to learn how to better use the opportunities
offered by the information agencies and libraries.

One of such differences related to the staff of these institutions, was
succinctly stated by a group of leading American scientists in a report to the
President of the United States: "In short, knowledgeable scientific interpreters
who can collect relevant data, review a field, and distill information in a
manner that goes to the heart of a technical situation are more help to the over-
burdened specialist than is a mere pile of relevant documents. Such knowledgeable
scientific middlemen who themselves contribute to science are the backbone of the
information center; they make an information center a technical institute rather
than a teChnical library".(1) Thus, an information specialist is a specialist in
a certain field, a researcher participating in the solution of a scientific pro-
blem, who provides the research team with information. On the other hand, a
librarian -- who may also have a training or even qualifications in one of the
broad fields of knowledge -- is primarily an expert in reader psychology, profi-
cient in teaching methodr, and capable of seeing his way in the multifarious book
production environment. An information specialist and a librarian are experts in
different fields.

The ultimate goal of an information service is to notify of new facts and
ideas, to provide answers to questions about facts, e.g. What are the properties

1. Science, Government, and Information. A report of the President's Science
Advisory Committee. Washington, 1963, p.33.
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of the given object? What objects possess the given properties? What is known
on this problem? Since answers to these questions today are provided by scienti-
fic documents - books, journals, patent specifications, technical reports etc., -
information agencies handle these and will frequently supply only references, not
data, e.g. tell what facts are to be found in certain documents or what documents
contain the wanted information. Hence, working with documents is not the primary
task of the information agencies, but only a means of manipulation of scientific
information contained in them, in order to obtain new data by its logical proces-
sing. The library is an educational and ancillary scientific institution provi-
ding for public use of the library materials and designed to help the reader in
choosing his books, and to guide him in his reading. Special libraries are an
important link in the information service of science, and one of the most impor-
tant auxiliary means of elaboration of strategical problems of science, national
economy and culture. Therefore, these auxiliary institutions of science have
differing ultimate objectives, although now they work with largely the same
scientific documents.

Another difference pertains to the individuals to whom thf., work of these
institutions is addressed. While these are the selfsame persons, namely, scien-
tists and practical workers, they are called differently by the information
scientists, who use the term "information users", and' librarians, who use the
term "readers". It should be admitted that the existence of different terms is
justified to the extent that they express different notions. An information user
refers to an information centre or its publications in order to obtain specific
data which are necessary for his research work. He has a right to demand an
accurate and complete answer to a specific query from the information specialists
that keep track of the advances in this specific field by means of the documen-
tary sources. In the library, the same person appears in the capacity of a
reader, who is to be provided, besides the materials pertaining to the topic of
his immediate concern, also with books which would broaden his world outlook,
improve his skills, acquaint him with related parts of knowledge, and satisfy
his general scientific and broad social interests.

And finally, the institutions under discussion operate in different modes.
While this difference is not one of principle, it is nevertheless apparent in
practice, and is probably not accidental. Most information agencies provide
their services on a regular basis, which corresponds to the rate of advancement
of a science, to the frequency of appearance of new publications and unpublished
materials. Information agencies attempt to cover as fully as possible the new
documents, to effect their analytico-synthetic processing, and then to bring
their contents by equal portions to the scientists in the shape of separate
issues of periodically appearing abstract Journals, surveys, express-information
bulletins or bibliographies. True, parallel with this the information agencies
will preserve the documents for prolonged storage and searching and retrieval on
the users' requests. But this work occupies a secondary place in the majority
of information agencies. The libraries, on the other hand, operate in the
"question - answer" mode. They accumulate materials, reveal their contents, and
organize them for storage in such a way as to be able to produce them on request.
It is a known fact that almost every library regularly informs its readers of
the accessions, but it is also known that this work is by far more limited in scope
than their on-demand service to readers.
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Organization of scientific information activities in the USSR

Information work in the Soviet Union is based on the principle of centra-
lized processing of the world's scientific and technical information and its
dissemination to the different branches of national economy. this means that all
kinds of scientific documents are processed in centralized State agencies, with
their output in the form of abstract Journals, express-information bulletins,
surveys, bibliographical indexes and printed cards distributed among the various
research institutes, design offices, industrial enterprises, institutions of
higher learning, as well as branch and regional informational agencies. On re-
quests from these institutions and offices, the centralized information agencies
furnish copies of the original primary documents announced in the secondary
documents that have been enumerated above. This flow of scientific and technical
information is usually called a downward one. Another downward flow of informa-
tion to the information centres of enterprises and institutions is generated by
the branch-oriented information bodies in the form of newsletters or informaticn
leaflets, surveys and other documents in the respective fields of science, engi-
neering and national economy, as well as by the territorial (republican and
regional) bodies which put out state-of-the-art reports on problems of topical
interest to the enterprises and institutions of the giver region, and channel
scientific documents in local (other than Russian) languages.

This flow is countered by the information blowing in the opposite direc-
tion, which was termed the upward flow of information. It consists of R & D
reports and information cards with details of the studies conducted, which are
directed by research institutions and educational establishments, design offices
and industrial enterprises to the All-Union Scientific and Technical Information
Centre and to the branch-oriented information centres for registration and storage.

All information agencies in he Soviet Union thus fall into four large
groups: all-union (national), branch-oriented, regional, and in-house centres
serving the needs of enterprises and institutions. The all-union information
agencies include the All-Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Informa-
tion (VINITI), the All-Union Scientific and Technical Information Centre,
(VNTIC), the Central Research Institute for Patent Information (CNIIPI), and
the All-Union Research Institute for Technical Information, Classification and
Coding (VNIIKI). The branch-oriented information agencies include a few dozen
central institutes for scientific and technical information (CINTI) and technical
and economic research in the respective areas of science, technology and national
economy, each of which has its own central scientific and technical library
(CNTB). The regional information agencies include 15 republican institutes of
scientific and technical information and popularization with their respective
republican scientific and technical libraries (RNTB), as well as several dozen
central bureaux of technical information (CBTI) in the regions, with their central
scientific and technical libraries (CNTB) and houses of scientific and technical
popularization (DNTP). Finally, the information bodies at enterprises and ins-
titutions comprise scientific and technical information departments (ONTI) of
scientific research institutes (NII), design offices (KB) with their own scien-
tific and technical libraries (NTB), as well as technical information bureaux
(BT.° with technical libraries at enterprises. There are about 5,000 of such
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ONTIs and BTIs. The same functions are performed by tens of thousands of sepa-
rate technical libraries functioning at enterprises, and academic libraries at
higher educational establishments.

The general supervision over the scientific information activities is
exercised by the State Committee for Science and Technology of the Council of
Ministers of the USSR. The ministries and departments organize and control the
work of the corresponding branch-oriented information agencies.

The All-Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Information (VINITI)
of the USSR Council of Ministers State Committee for Science and Technology and
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR was organized, as has been mentioned, in 195;
In the 17 years past, it has grown into the world's largest information centre.
It employs some 2,500 staff workers and more than 22,000 supernumerary research
workers. The volume of, its publications exceeds 30,000 publisher's signatures a
year, which ranks it with the largest publishing houses of the Soviet Union. Thi

VINITI has great typographic resources which include its Publishing and Painting
Combine with a staff of over 1,700. The main functions of the Institute are as
follows: the study and processing of the world's scientific and technical lite-
rature in all parts of knowledge; the preparation and publication of abstract,
survey and bibliographical information; the duplication of the original publica-
tions on requests from institutions, enterprises and individuals; the organiza-
tion of information and reference services; the co-ordination of translation
activities in the country; the publication of collections of digests of articles
of topical interest ("Express Information"); the conducting and co-ordination of
research in informatics; the organization of advanced training courses for
specialists employed in information bodies.

The VINITI can serve as a good example to chow the internal workings cf a
large information centre, and the procedures of preparation of abstract publica-
tions. The daily batches of material coming to the Institute are forwarded to
the department of preliminary scientific processing, where the scientific worth
of each publication is assessed, and the relevant series of the Abstract Journal
are indicated where it is to be indexed. The publications selected are marked
with special symbols, and passed over to the bibliographers who prepare them for
description by underlining the necessary bibliographic data. A card is prepared
for each publication which accompanies the publication throughout its processing
cycle. Card copies are added to the catalogues and auxiliary indexes. Because
most of the publ!nitions go simultaneously to several Abstract Journal series,
the corresponding number of their copies is made, while the original is stored in
the department of scientific resources.

After the department of preliminary scientific processing and the biblio-
graphic group, publication copies with cards are distributed among the subject
departments where they are assigned to the staff and extranumerary abstractors,
according to their type, content, and language. The abstractors return the
copies of the publications together with an abstract, which is then thoroughly
edited and checked for errors in the corresponding subj n department. Then the
abstracts, classified according to a special list of su,,,ent headings, are
grouped for the next Abstract Journal issues; following a discussion at the
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editorial board, the manuscript of the journal is sent for publication to the
Publishing and Printing Combine. There the usual publishing routines already
discussed in the beginning of the lecture are performed. You may imagine what
high level of discipline and co-ordination must be maintained by the numerous
persons participating in these processes in order to complete them in four months'
time, which is the optimal information delay, as you will recall. And these are
the techniques and procedures of only one of the various functions of the VINITI.

Now let us familiarize ourselves with the functions of the other national
information agencies. The All-Union Scientific and Technical Information Centre
(VNTIC) of the State Committee for Science and Technology of the Council of
Ministers of the USSR at the present--initial--stage of its development Is charged
with the following: the State recording and bibliographical control of the R & D
projects carried out in the country; the :oaintenance of a file of R & D documen-
tation; the publication of regular information on technical reports accessions;
the reference and information services.

The Central Research Institute for Patent Information (CNIIPI) of the
USSR state Committee for Inventions and Discoveries is charged with the following:
the scientific processing of the world's patent materials; the preparation and
publication of current-awareness and survey information for the field (abstracting
services are provided by he VINITI); the information provision for patent exami-
nation work; the reference and information services on the domestic and foreign
patent materials; the publication of Information materials on the problems of
invention and patent work. The All-Union Research Institute for Technical Infor-
mation, Classification andSodins (VINIIK1) of the USSR State Committee for
Standards, Measures and Instrumentation performs the following tasks: the

scientific processing, preparation and publication of analytical information or
standards; the reference and information work on standards and interdepartmental
norms; the conducting and co-ordination of research projects on classification
and coding systems; the orgenization of a State Service of Standard heference
Data (GSSSD); the publication of information materials on standardization problems.

The branch-oriented information, agencies are represented in the Soviet
Union by the centidl institutes of scientifi..1 and technical information (C1NTI)
and technical and economic research under the different ministries and departments,
as well AS by the scientific and technical information department (ONTI) of the
leading scientific research institutes (NII). They have the following objectives:
to ensure the scientific processing of information on the advances made in the
appropriate organizations, institutions and enterprises in the corresponding
fields, to prepare on its basis current-awareness, abstract and survey information;
to provide reference and library services over the range of specific subjects of
the field; to conduct analytical survey and comparative technical and economic
studies into the problems of the development of the field, and some others. They
lay particular emphasis on a systematic study of the technical and economic
performance indices of industrial enterprises, of the design and operative tech-
nical and economic data on products and technologies, as well as of the methodo-
logy of organization of production, research and development work.
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Regional information agencies, as has been said before, are represented by
different types of institutions. Republican institutes of scientific and techni-
cal information and popularization provide the following services: the informa-
tion services for the Tarty and government bodies of the Union Republics; the
reference, information and library services to the enterprises and institutions
within the respective republic; the dissemination of interdisciplinary informa-
tion witnin the republic; the preparation and publication of information
materials in the corresponding national languages; the co-ordination and con-
ducting of scientific and technical populatlzation In the republic, and some
others. The central bureaux of technical information (CDTI) and houses of scien-
tific and technical popularization (DNTP) in regions, cities and other localities
carry out similar functions within their respective administrative areas.

The information bodies of enterprises and institutions are represented by
scientific and technical information departments (OM) or bureaux of technical
information (13TI) et enterprises, research institutes (NII), and design offices

(KB). They are entrusted with the following teaks; the prompt and pinpointed
information and library services to the scientists, specialists and industrial
workers; the popularization of progressive scientific and technical experience;
the control over the utilization of information materials; the supply of silien-
tific and technical information and documentation to the corresponding all-union
and central branch-oriented information agencies. Such is, presented in very
general terms, the framework of information services and the missions of the main
information agencies in the Soviet Union.

Special lLestaL

Now we must get a bird's eye view of the libraries, another important type
of auxiliary institution of science. According to function, all libraries are
grouped into public and special (research) libraries. Public libraries provide
their readers with the most significant literature which is necessary for the all-
round development of man, for his education, and mastering of general and poly-
technical knowledge. They are not oriented towards any particular reader category
and engage in active populatization of books and in reading guidance.

The mission of the special (research) libraries is to assist in research
and development activities, in industrial and agricultural production, in the
advancement of construction, transport, public health, communications, social and
cultural life of the country, as well as in the training and upgrading of the
skills of the personnel in these fields, by providing for public use the library
materials, by guiding specialists in their reading with the aim of improving
their ideological, politico', scientific, professional and cultural levels. These
libraries belong to the four principal types: (I) large independent scientific

libraries of universal character; (2) libraries of research institutes; (j)
college and university libraries, and (4) ineLstry-oriented libraries.

Large independent universal libraries are A special type of library.
Along with meeting the information needs of the readership at large -
in science, industry or culture - they also discharge cultural and educational
functions which are typical of public libraries.
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Libraries of research institutes provide scientific literature to their
research teams.

College and university libraries, apart from serving scientists, assist in
the educational process and play a significant role in the training of specialists.
University libraries hold a special position in that in keeping with the specifics
of university education, they help the students in acquiring a broad scientific
background.

Industry-oriented libraries help practical specialists in resolving their
production tasks. They form a majority of the special libraries and include
technical, mei.ical, agricultural libraries, as well as libraries of transport and
communication institutions, construction and similar organizations. In those
institutions and organizations which have scientific information centres of their
own, libraries form subdivisions of these; where such information centres are
lacking, their functions are performed by special libraries.

Library routines

With all the diversity of library types, their structure and operations
are basically the same and can be described in a generalized form. The main
library routines are the acquisition of library materials, their cataloguing (or
scientific processing), the organization of library holdings, and service to
readers. To these four functions correspond the principal divisions of a special
library which are, as a rule, functionally structured: the acquisition depart-
ment, the cataloguing (or processing) department, the stack department, and the
service department. Many large libraries also have a bibliographic (or biblio-
grsphic reference) department, research and methodological department, adminis-
trative and other departments. As the Indian library s:lient!st S. Ranganathan
has aptly put it, "Library it a growing organism". Ttansfers of large masses of
literature are taking place in it daily. Two flows are clearly discernible:one
consists of the new books and periodicals received by the library, and the other
of the literature issued on requests from the readers and returned after hav'ng
been read. The first flow has been termed the way of the new book", and the
second, "the way of the reader's request".

The starting point in "the way of the book" is the acquisition department.
There, on the basis of a special document stating in general terms the reader's
demands, which is called "acquisition policy", it is decided which of the new
publications should be acquired by the library. The librarians learn of the
appearance of these publications from current bibliographies. The sources of
acquisition are bookshops taKi specialized library institutions - bock supply
agencies - carrying out centralized acquisition, as well as other libraries with
which book exchange is maintained. The purchased books are accessioned, after
which they are considered as added to the stock. the accessioning consists in
marking a new item with the library stamp and an accession nurrber. The acces-
sions records are used in the individual and summary stork-taking of accessions.

Now the accessions go to Cho cataloguing (processing) department. There
a card is prepared for each item, containing its main bibliographical details,
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and its subject matter is briefly identified by means of conventional symbols --
class marks or subject headings. These symbols are inscribed on the book and the
card, following which the book proceeds to the stacks, while the card is repro-
duced in the necessary number of copies. The cards are put together to form
catalogues of libraries, described in the previous lecture. The system of cata-
logues in a library, which may comprise up to several dozen catalogues - author,
classified and alphabetical subject - introduces both the readers and the staff
to the library holdings.

The literature is filed in the stacks in a certain order. It varies
according to the principle of arrangement of the book stock (or shelving arrange-
ment) adopted in the library. In case of a classified arrangement, it resembles
the filing cf entries in a classified catalogue. The books are filed by parts
of knowledge according to their subject matter. However, unlike a catalogue
entry which can be placed under several divisions corresponding to the different
subjects dealt with in the book, the book itself can only occupy a single place
on the shelf. Classified arrangement is advantageous for a small library where
the book stock does not exceed a few tens of thousands volumes. The librarian is
enabled then to give advice to a reader straight from the shelf, he can more
easily memorize the location of each book and the general layout of the stock.
The library can provide open access to the shelves, that is let the readers make
their own selection among the books on the Shelves. True, even in this latter
case, catalogues offer a more effective means of interpretation of the book col-
lections and recommending books, since they reflect the books in several aspects,
as well as those books which are off-the-shelf at the moment. Most public
libraries use the classified shelf arrangement of books.

In larger libraries, whose holdings mey amount to several hundred thousand
volumes, the above-mentioned advantages of classified arrangement will fade,
while its shortcomings will become more pronounced. Spare place for accessions
has to be provided in each section, class and subclass, and when it is found to
be still lacking, the labour-consuming shifting of the holdings has to be made.
Because books of the same content vary widely in height, the vertical shelf spac-
ing must be 'well as to accommodate the largest book. This results in stack space
being lost both vertically and horizontally, as a librarian would say. For this
reason the larger special libraries increasingly adopt one of the formal arrange-
ments, which take into consideration certain formal characteristics, and not the
content of the books. The most popular method is Shelving by site, when bocks are
ordered on the Shelf according to their height (size) and the date of arrival in
the library (accession number). Such an organization of the stoek saves much
space in the stacks and ensures a prompter and more accurate issuing of books to
readers. In this ease a book's call mark (or its location ma,-10 will not be its
classification number, as with classified arrangement, but its format mark and
accession (or serial) number.

Filing of the cards for accessions in catalogues, and of the new items In
the stacks completes "the way of the book". Now these publications are ready to

to used. A reader, when he comes to the library, finds out what publications he
wants. To do this he makes use of secondary documents: bibliographical indexes,
card indexes, abstract journals, card catalogues. In the catalogues the reader
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finds out whether the wanted publications are in the library holdings and looks
for their call marks. He is assisted in his searching by the bibliographic refer
ence department of the library or by the bibliogr.:pher on duty. He then fills it
his requests for the books, giving the main bibliographical details and the call
marks. This starts the second library flow, termed "the path of the reader's
request". The request form, sometimes checked for possible errors in a special
division, is then sent to the stacks, where the librarians remove from the
shelves the books sought. These are forwarded to the delivery station from which
the reader takes them for his use. The time lag between the moment of handing
in the request to the moment of book issue ta the reader may vary in different
libraries all the way from a few minutes to several hours.

Provision of library materials to the readers is effected in two ways. A

reader can either use them in the reading room, or take home. In the former case
.he library literature is issued for the period until the closing of the library
and reserved for this particular reader on special shelves for several consecutive
days. In the latter case, the reader is issued his literature for a fixed period
of time ranging from one week to one month in the lending (circulation) department
In some libraries the books issued in the reading room, and those loaned to the
readera have different physical locations in the stacks and are reflected in
separate catalogues. As a rule, the delivery station or the circulation depart-
ment will keep a file of reader's cards, in which the issued books are recorded,
and a file of book cards in which the names or numbers of the readers who are
issued a given book are marked. Thus the librarians at any one moment can tell
what books are borrowed by a given reader, when he must return them, who is read-
ing the book which is off-the-shelf and requested by another reader. On return
of the loaned books, they are restored in their places in the stacks. This com-
pletes the second continuously circulating flow of library materials. It should
be added here that if the books requested by a reader are not available in a li-
brary, they can be ordered in other libraries within the country or even abroad
using the so-called interlibrary loan service, which links together many special
libraries.

Thus, special libraries are important auxiliary inatitituions of science
cherged with providing scientists and practical workers with the necessary scien-
tific documents. Ideally, every such library should give prompt and complete
answers to a request asking what documents exist on this or that subject or theme,
and after the reader has specified the type of the wanted materials, time of
their publicat.cn, their language and the aspect of treatment of the corresponding
subject, should submit these documents for the reader's use. In actual fact,
special libraries are far from such a happy state of affairs. Not a single of
them, not even their totality in any one country, can hope to accumulate all the
world's scientific literature, to say nothing of all the scientific documents.
Moreover, although libraries attempt to cover all bibliographical publications,
the sheer bulk and diversity of these materials will not permit a timely and com-
plete coverage of all the eats on the existing scientific literature in a Oven
subject. Catalogues of libraries reveal only the main items of scientific docu-
ment contents and are not meant for multi-aspect literature searching. The
majority of basic library routines are performed by hand, they are poorly mechani-
zed and totally lack automation. The time it takes to locate, retrieve and use
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library materials by very far surpasses the time that a researcher or praotician
is prepared to spend for his information vork. Hence a certain dissatisfaction
with the present-day special libraries and the persistent efforts to develop tech-
niques and means of improving their operation, which are frequently labelled, not
too felicitously either, as the techniques and means of creating "the library of
the future". It would be more appropriate to speak of the necessity of creating
a truly modern library.

A Universal Information System and the developing countries

It is a very important task to coordinate the information activities
throughout the world, to organize a wide exchange of primary and secondary docu-
ments, programs for machine procersing of texts in natural languages, uniform
information media and so on. But this is a very diffictftt problem.

The organizational principles and the build-up of a national system of
scientific and technical information are entirely determined by historical,
economic, social and other conditions prevailing in the country concerned. Tech-
nical means employed in scientific information activities depend on the country's
area and population, level of technological development, economic conditions and
a great many other factors. For that reasoi any attempt to make general recom-
mendations that would be valid fcr a majority of nations or universal are doomed
to failure.

This is partioularly true of developing countries. In this connection
J. Dean from the Institute of Librarianship, University of Ibadan (Nigeria) said
in his review of L. Ashelm'a book "Librarianship in the developing countries"
(Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1966. 95 p.) t The main limitation of
Dr. Asheim's book is implicit in its extremely broad approach. He deals neither
with particular developing countries, nor with a group of developing countries,
but generalizes about all developing countries as though they possess to a great
extent a common identity. This is not so. These countries comprehend a vast
area of the world; the whole Latin America and most of Africa, Asia and the
Middle Fast. They present a picture of infinite variety. Each has been subjected
to different historical, economic and political influences and has its own
individuality. (...).

Dr. Asheim's list of characteristic defeats in the library systems of the
developing countries (he deplores the almost total absence of public libraries
and of service to children, the existence of national libraries with seemingly no
;unction, the lowly status of the librallan in the community and the fact that
the book so frequently has primacy over the reader) is reasonably valid for some
groups, but not for others. For example, If we consider the library situation
in those English-speaking territories which have achieved independence during the
past ten years or so, we shall find some at least of his criticisms very wide of
the mark. Public library systems have been established in a number of these
territories, university libraries are waking signal:Ant progress, the primacy
of the reader over the book is generally accepted and last, but vitally important,
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librarians everywhere are accorded considerable status in their various eom-
munities".(1)

A major obstacle on the way towards coordination of the information
activities throughout the world is the growth of "language barriers". The solu-
tion of the language barriers problem becomes increasingly complex and urgent
from year to year. Whereas early in this century the main languages used for
scientific communication were English, German and French, nowadays 50 percent of
scientific and technical literary output is in languages unknown to more than
half of the scientists of the world. Over the past decade, the proportion of
scientific and technical literature published in Asian, African and Latin American
countries in Spanish, Portuguese, Hindi, Urdu, Arabic, Suahili and other languages
has been rapidly growing.

We believe that the only way of overcoming the language barriers is the
solution of automatic translation problems on the basis of an intermediary lan-
guage. Coordination of national programs for the compilation of bilingual and
multilingual dictionaries in science and technology would by very useful. An

important prerequisite for a Universal information System is the compatibility of
national scientific and technical information systems available or being developed
in different countries. This necessitates the elaboration of international stan-
dards for information media, codes and types, transcription and transliteration
systems, abbreviations of periodical and serial titles, bibliographical descrip-
tions citations, etc. Also necessary are uniform international rules for the
preparation and presentation of primary publications, with special emphasis on
providing adequate titles for these publications. It seems to us that it would
be most convenient, when publishing a document, to index it by UDC and keywords
(descriptors) and to provide it with a brief abstract.

These tasks are to be solved through the joint efforts of international
organizations concerned:

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco),
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU),
International Federation for Documentation (FID),
International Federation for Information Processing (IEIP),
International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA),
International Organisation for Standardization (ISO).

To ensure effective coverage of developing countries by the Universal
Information System being developed, wide-scale measures should be taken in these
countries to train Skilled information workers. This calls, among other things,
for the speedy provision of appropriate curricula, programs, and study aids, and
scholarships for specialists from developing countries as well as for the creation
of a network of training centres both in the advanced and developing tountries.
This will enable some eo developing countries to upgrade their information activi-
ties thus speeding up their economic and cultural development.

. Unesco Bulletin for Libraries, 1968, vol. PP, N 2, r.90-92.
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Thus, we have considered in this lecture several hemes which ought to
broaden our view of the routes or, as we call them, channels of dissemination of
scientific knowledge. You have come to know the fundamentals of organization of
information activities, the principal types and functions of the information
agencies and special libraries, the stages and routines in the operation of then
ancillary institutions of science. This will help you in making use of these
institutions in your work. Besides, it will facilitate your understanding of th
basic principles of information retrieval, which is the subject of the next lect
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Checkup questions

1. What are the channels by which scientific information is spread from the
generators to the users?

2. What are the main stages in the publishing and printing processes?

3. What are the differences between the scientific information agencies and the
special libraries?

4. 4hat principles underlie the scientific information activities and how are
they realized?

5. Whet are the functions of the major information centres in the USSR?

6. What are the missions of the special (research) libraries?

7. What are the main library routines?
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5. ESSENTIALS OF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

The problem of information retrieval is contral to informatics. By now
you have learned how scientific data are communicated in the contemporary world,
what the sources of scientific information are, what institutions are positioned
on the route of scientific information and provide for its transfer from the
generators to the users, what difficulties arise in conducting information work
by conventional means.

Further upgrading of this work calls for mechanization and automation of
information routines. This in turn requires that these routines be formalized.
In order to understand the gist of these processes and to P.I.entify their common
features, they are embraced by the concept of information retrieval. The in-
formation retrieval problem can be viewed as the constant accumulation of an
ever-growing bulk of scientific information, on the one hand, and the growth and
increasing complexity of information needs of the specialists, on the other hand.

In a generalized form the problem can be seen as the nee to select for
each user from the totality of the available information only those dato Ach
are necessary for him at the moment to conduct scientific research or p...1cal
work. It is quite evident that no specialist is able to read all existing
documents of science in order to select the necessary ones. For this veason,
scientific documents are stored in special collections, and the users wishing
to extract from these collections the necessary documents use a certain procedure
which we call information retrieval.

This procedure can be illustrated by a hypothetical example shown in Fig.
16. Let us assume that we have a collection of ten documents. To eliminate the
need for scanning the whole file each time the documents containing the needed
data are to be located, the document contents have to be analysed beforehand
according to certain characteristics and with a view to the possible questions.
If now all the documents are numbered and the characteristics coded by letters,
and each document number is linked with its content characteristics, a certain
system will evolve which permits formalization of the process of document retriev-
al. Let ua assume further that documents represented by combinations of charac-
teristics C and D or characteristics C and F are to be retrieved. Successive
scanning of the columns in which the availability of a characteristic is marked
with i dot, permits to establish quickly that documents t, 3, 6 and 8 meet the
above combinations.

This example Shows that to implement information retrieval, it is neces-
sary first to select documents for the system which we call an information
retrieval system, and to assign each document a number which will serve as its
address in the system. Then a multiplicity of characteristics by which these
documents will be searched in the system has to be established. This multiplicity
of characteristics expressed, according to certain rules, by terse or conventional
sylibols (numbers) constitutes an information retrieval language.
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The subject matter of each docament is matched against the terra; or num-
bers of this language in order to establish which of the characteristics they
represent are contained in the document. The terms or numbers selected as the
result of this matching procedure form the search pattern of e document; its
formation is called indexing.

During a search, a user' query is also expressed in terms of the Informa-
tion retrieval language and the search request formulation thus obtained is
matched against the documents' search patterns. In case of their complete or
partial matching the decision is taken to furnish the appropriate doouments to
the user. The necessary level of matching is determined by a speoified matching
criterion.

Basic notions

We shall now define and interpret the basic notions of this seotton of
informatics. Information retrieval is a multiplicity of consecutive operations
performed to locate the necessary information or documents containing it, with
subsequent retrieval of these documents or their copies. Information retrieval
is effected by means of information retrieval systems.

An information retrieval (IR) system is generally formed by an information
retrieval language and a matching criterion designed tor information searching in

a certain information collection. Specific IR systems are realized by means of
certain technical facilities, which are nevertheless not included in the abstract
notion of an ER system, because the same system can be realized using different
means. These technical faoilities, various equipments and machinery will be
considered in a separate lecture.

The systems divide into document retrieval and data (fact) retrieval
systems. Document retrieval systems produce, in response to a query, documents
containing the information sought, their copies, or their addresses in the storage,
Data retrieval systems are designed to produce facts, e.g. the properties of a
particulai substance, the structural or molecAlar formu)a of a chemical compound,
the characteristics of a particvlar biological species, or the names of thole
species which possess certain characteristics, etc. The common feature of these
systems is that they can retrieve only the information that has been introduced
into them beforehand.

At the present time. investigations are under way aimed at creating logi-
cal information systems, in which logical processing of information will be
possible. Such systems will permit to obtain, in answer to a request, not only
the previously introduced information but also new information which has not been
exrlicitly entered into the ystem. Before such systems can be made operational,
however, complex problems must be solved, many of which are of a general scienti-

fic consequence. The IR systems under review will form part of more elaborate
logical information systems.

An information retrieval language is a major component of an ER system.
It is ft specialized artificial language designed to express the subject- matter of
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documents and information requests, in order to locate in an information collec-
tion these doouments which provide answers to certain questions. Every IR
language must meet certain requirements. First of all, each notion in it must be
expresded by one and only one word (a certain sequence of symbols) and vice versa,
each word must express a single notion. This requirement can be referred to at
uniqueness of the vocabulary. Naturally, the ER language vocabulary should not
be emotionally coloured, that is, should not refleot the attitudes of the infor-
mation generator and user to the given notion. Another requirement, that of a
formalized grammar, stipulaxes that any statement formulated in terms of an IR
language must admit of a single interpretation. Only when these requirements
are satisfied will be possible to formally match document search patterns and
search formulations. It is self-evident that the natural languages, in which
one and the same wood may have different meanings (homonymy) and one notion may
be expressed in different words (synonymy), where the meaning of a sentence is
modified by grammatical means or by context, are unfit for information retrieval
purposes.

That is why specialized IR languages have long been a standard feature of
information retrieval. Conventional kinds of such languages include library and
bibliographical classifications (such as those used in a classified catalogue)
and alphabetical subject classifications (such as those used in an alphabetical
subject catalogue), which we have come across while discussing secondary docu-
ments. A feature of these conventional Information languages is that the totality
of existing knowlldge has been distributed in them among the words and Phrases in
conformity with tne possible information requests.

However, 'vtch a structure is a eaarce of a certain weakness on the part
of the conventiolal ER languages, as the document contents and user requests
depend on the progress of science and technology, on the varying interests and
personalities specialists, ie. to all intents and purposes, they escape
accurate accounting and prediction. The setting up of an ER system, the indexing
of documents ard their retrieval are separate operations divided in time, some-
times by very Large intervals. For this reason a gowld porticn or information
contained in eocuments that were indexed by means of a conventional IR language
will be lost 'n searching. Po obviate this disadvantage, new types of IR
languages are created in which the words ere not grouped in previously estab-
lished statenents (search patterns). This process takes place either during the
indexing stage or even during retrieval. Particular IR languages will be the
subject of t. large portion of the two lectures that follow.

The second component of an IR system, as we have seen, is the matching
criterion. A matching criterion is a set of rules according to which the degree
of semantic similarity between a document search pattern and a search request for-
mulation is established in an ER system and the decision is taken as to whether
to retrieve or not to retrieve the given document in response to a query. Special
attention should be paid to the notion of semantic similarity contained in this
definition: it has been termed relevance. At the present time this semantic
similarity (relevance) cannot be yet established formally and hence, automatical-
ly. 'therefore, the relevance judgments, normally made by the user himself, will
be necessarily subjective.
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The situation is further complicated by the feet that requests are not
adequate representations of the specialists' information needs. Information
needs are dynamic in character and will continually change with the receipt of
new information. When formulating a search request a specialist is not always
aware of this actual information need. Getting to know the contents of the do-
cuments retrieved may change the specialists' idea of his actual need, which will
immediately affect his request formulations. Thus a sort of user - system
dialogue takes place in which the operation of the whole system is optimized
through a succession of iterations.

Something like this is observed in everyday life. When a person applies
to a consultant, the latter will supply an answer not before he identifies, by
posing a number of questions, the actual 'nformation need of the applicant. The
latter may sometimes gain full realizatiwi of his needs only following a talk
with the consultant. A strong side of the conventional IR systems, e.g. cata-
logues of libraries or bibliographic indexes, is that the feed-back to the user
is a built-in feature of their structure. Automated document retrieval systems
should also be designed in such a way as to enable the searcher to investigate
the search file, modifying his search request formulations in conformity with the
intermediate retrieval results. In other words, they must be designed as systems
of the "man-machine" class.

Another way of overcoming this difficulty is the perfection of the IR
languages and matching criteria. For instance, the matching criterion in a
Soviet ER system, named "Pusto-Nepusto" (or "Empty- Non - empty "), provides retriev-
al of documents not only when a match of a term or terms occurs in a document
search pattern and a search request; if desired by the user, the system can
retrieve a document if the terms in its search pattern occupy a higher or lower
position in a logical hierarchy than at least one term in a request formulation.
Thus, in response to a query concerning documents the subject of which is the
properties of some liquids, the system can provide documents dealing with the
boiling point of water, or vice versa.

IR system efficiency,

It has been noted before that a document search pattern recognizes only
the main subject treated in the document. Therefore, such a method of document
identification cannot ensure the complete recall of all pertinent information in
each particular case. On the other hand, part of the retrieved documents may not
contain pertinent information at R11. These documents constitute tho so-called
false drops, or noise, and reduce the precision of information searching. The
incompleteness and imprecision in information retrieval are a kind of price that
has to be paid for facilitating the searching procedure. The price is lower with
the more advanced IR languages and matching criteria and, consequently, with the
more elaborate searching strategies.

This reasoning brings us to an understanding of the methods of evaluation
of document retrieval systems. Operational efficiency of an IR system (economic
efficiency will not be discussed here) can be defined as the measure of the
system's ability to discharge those functions for which it is designed. The
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function of a document retrieval system is to pull out, in answer to a request,
from an information file relevant documents, i.e. documents that are semantically
related to the query. As a rule, in experiments comparing the efficiency of
several IR systems the documents are assessed for relevence by a team of judges.
In practical operation of IR systems, the relevance judgments are made by the
user himself, who assesses a document crIntent in terms of his actual information
needs. It follows that all evaluation studies are formal in character and their
significance lies mainly with comparisons of different types of IR systems.

The most widely used measures of IR system effectiveness are recall and
precision. Recall can be defined as the ratio of the number of relevant docu-
ments retrieved to the total number of relevant documents in the information file.
The precision refers to the ratio of the number of relevant documents retrieved
to the total number of (both relevant and non-relevant) documents retrieved.
Both measures are usually expressed as percentages. The upper part of Fig. 17
illubtrates these definitions by a contingency table of relevance and recall.

As has been demonstrated in the experiments of the British documentalist
C. Cleverdon, popularly cnown as the Cranfield Project, there is an inverse rela-
tionship, although not strictly formal, between recall and precision values. An

increase in precision will bring down recall. This relationship can be traced in
the diagram also contained in Fig. 17. Therefore, increasing the complexity of
an ER language and matching criterion, and thereby the searching procedure gene
rally, with the aim of reducing noise will result in the loss of many relevant
documents. If a 100-percent precision is sought for, i.e. only relevant documents
are wanted in the search output, the recall will approximate zero. And the other
way round if the aim is a 100-percent recall, i.e. retrieval of all relevant
documents in the collection, the prevision will approximate zero on account of
the increased noise.

The choice of the recall-precision ratio is of major importance in deve-
loping specific IR systems. Most systems have a recall of from 70% to 90%, and
precision, 8% to 20%. These values can be held to be satisfactory for meeting
information requests of scientists and engineers, because with a certain informa-
tion redundancy of the contents of primary scic:ntific documents, the loss of a
small proportion of relevant documents will not be felt, and the possibility of
iterative searching will help to overcome the adverse effects of noise. When the
recall reaches 90%, its further increase will be attended by a sharp drop in
precision. It would not be an exaggeration to say that the provision in the
search output of the last 10% of relevant documents will demand a higher price
than all the previous output. The data cited indicate that there are limits to
the efficiency of any IR system, and that both information losses and noise hire
to be accepted in their operation.

General framework of an IR system

Although the notions of information retrieval and an information retrieval
system had their origins several dozen years ago, the corresponding processes and
facilities have been in we in scientific work for hundreds and thousands of years.
It was the achievement of informatics -chat the operations of a multitude of
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empirically evolved facilities for information retrieval (reference books, cata-
logues, bibliographical indexes, libraries, etc.) could be fitted into a common
framework. The general layout of an ER system is shown in Fig. 18.

We shall analyse its structure in terms of a document retrieval system.
You will recall that such a system is designed to vetrieve scientific documents
in answer to the information requests of the userf. Therefore, when an IR system
is set up, it should be provided with an initial :input of documents, and the new
emerging documents should be added to it in the future. This process is shown
symbolically in the left-hand part of the scheme. The documents come to the In-
put Converter (IC) where they are subjected to a number of operations. Each
document undergoes an analytico-synthetic processing yielding its search pattern.
The search pattern contains a brief formal description of the given document
which distinguishes it from all the other documents (bibliographical entry), as
well as a concise statement of its subject matter (notation, terms, annotation,
abstract).

In addition, each document is assigned an address (usually a number), by
which it can be located later. The documents themselves can be converted into a
different form (miniaturized or machine-readable). This completes the conversion
of the documents at input into the system, and the documents (in the original or
converted form) with their storage addresses proceed to the Passive Storage (PS).
They are kept there until requested by the information users.

The search patterns recorded on some material medium (catalogue cards,
purched cards, microfilm, magnetic tape) together with the respective document
addressed, are separated from the documents and forwarded into the Active Storage
(AS). There they are arranged in an order faci1J.tating their matching against
every incoming request.

The input of informatioa requests into the system Is symbolically shown
in the right-hand portion of the scheme. First of all, they go into the Input
Device (ID) where they are converted from the searcher's natural language into
the information retrieval language used in this system. After the conversion
they emerge as search request formulations, suitable for matching against the
search patterns stated in the same information retrieval language. The request
formulation proceeds into the Resolver (R) through which are passed the search
patters of the documents from the AS (that ie Prhy it is called "active"). There,

in the Resolver, the search request formulation is matched against the search
patterns. In case of a match (complete or partial, depending on the matching
criterion applied), the R gives an instruction to the PS to retrieve UT, corres-
ponding document by its address. Between the PS and the user there is usually an
Output Device (OD) which provides for the return of the documents into the PS,
and also converts into the original form the documents which have been stored
as microreproductions or as machine-readable records. The furnishing of the
wsnted documents or of their hard copies completes the operation cycle which is
started by a user request. Such are in very broad outline the structure and
operations of any information retrieval system.
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Examples of specific ER systems operation

This can be illustrated using the already familiar example of library
operation. The Input Converter (IC) in a library is the cataloguing (processing)
department. It is there that a record is made on catalogue cards of the search
pattern of a document (bibliographical entry, classification numbers, subject
headings) and its address (call mark), which is also inscribed on special labels
pasted onto the documents (books or Journals). The PS is the stacks where the
books are shelved according to their call marks, and the AS is the catalogues,
where they are searched. Tho bibliographers in the bibliographic reference
department and the catalogue-room attendants serve as the Input Device (ID), and
the reading-room or counter attendants, as the Output Device (OD). The Resolver
(R) in this case is simulated by the intellectual efforts of the reader who scans
the cards in the library catalogue, deducing from the entries which books may be
of use to him for solving the problems of his concern.

This example can help to spot some faults of the conventional library as
an information retrieval system, in addition to its general shortcomings which
were discussed in the previous lecture. They consist primarily in the principles
of organization of the Passive and Active Storages.

The PS in the library takes the form of tier stacks, where the document
originals are arranged on the shelves. These documents occupy a great amount of
space, their issue, shelving arrangement an rearrangement are very labour-
consuming and do not lend themselves readily to mechanization. In consequence,
the greatest difficulties in the work of the modern libraries are those presented
by the lack of suitable storage room for the stocks. Besides, the lending of
literature. can lead to situations where requests for the literature of constant
demand cannot be met because the books sought are not in the stacks, having been
issued to other readers. These difficulties can be overcome only if the docu-
ments in the PS are stored as microreproductions or machine-readable records and
the readers are issued only true-size hard copies of these documents.

The active storage, realized in the library in the shape of card catalogues,
also suffers from serious disadvantages. Because the cards in a catalogue are
filed in a lineal sequence, any one catalogue can interpret a book collection in
one aspect only. We have learned already that the librarians make do with three
such aspects: author, subject and classified. Within an aspect a separate card
is made for each characteristic for which a search may be conducted.

Thus, increasing the number of aspects and characteristics by which a
reader can search his literature will result in more complicated and cumbersome
systems of catalogues. This, in turn, increases the labour costs of catalogue
maintenance and hampers their use by the readers. For this reason the librarians
are obliged to restrict the number of catalogues in libraries, as well as the
amount of duplication of bibliographical entries. This, of course, detracts from
the search capabilities of the library as an information retrieval system.

This disadvantage of the library catalogues as active storages springs
from their inherent organization, which requires that each document be provided
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with a search pattern on a separate information carrier - a catalogue card. A
card duplicate with the given search pattern must be reserved for each search
characteristic. A card duplication ratio of 1.5 for each catalogue has come to
be accepted in library practice. This means that within each aspeot a document
will have, on the average, one or two search characteristics. But even with this
restriction, a library reflecting its stock in three catalogues will have to keep
four or five cards per document.

Such an organization of AS is called serial. It presents another incon-
venience, namely, that separate searches are necessary for each aspect or
characteristic, and multi-aspect searching is difficult. Most mechanized and
automated IR systems use an inverted organization of the AS. Essentially it
means that a separate information carrier (e.g., a card) is assigned a certain
search characteristic or aspect. The eddresses of all documents whose search
pattern contains this characteristic or aspect are recorded on this carrier.

The inverted scheme has several advantages in comparison with the serial
one-; it is more compact, it permits multi-aspect searching, and by the feed-back
to the user it permits adjusting the search strategy. Adding or deleting certain
search characteristics in the request formulation will reduce or expand the search
output. These problems will be treated in more detail later on, while discussing
descriptor ER systems and technical means of their implementation.

It should be mentioned in conclusion that the one important advantage of
the conventional library IR systems over mechanizes and automated systems is that
in the former the functions of the Resolver are performed by the reader himself,
who during his searches in catalogues can modify his requests and the intuitively
applied matching criterion. This to some extent compensates for the shortcomings
of the organization of the AS and makes for higher efficiency of the library IR
system as a whole.

In this lecture we have considered the essentials of information retrieval,
defined the main concepts of this part of informatics, made acquaintance with the
methods of assessment of IR system efficiency, with the schematic diagram of an
IR system and the interactions of its component parts, discussed the advantages
and shortcomings of the different methods of organization of active storage. All
this information forms the necessary background for a deeper understanding of the
structure and principles of utilization of the existing conventional and automatic
IR systems, which will be dealt with in the next lectures.
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Checkup questions

1. What is information retrieval and what are its basic principles?

2. What component parts constitute an information retrieval system and what are
their functions?

3. What is the gist of the relevance problem?

4. How is the efficiency of an IR system determined?

5. What is the purpose and structure of the schematic diagram of a.1 IR system
and how do its components interact?

6. Describe the operations of a library and the use of an abstract journal in
terms of IR systems.

7. What is the advantage of the inverted organization of AS over the serial one?
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6. CONVENNONAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

Information and bibliographic publications as well as catalogues of
libraries and bibliographical indexes, which were the subject of our third lec-
ture, may serve as particular examples of conventional IR systems or their
separate parts.

In this lecture we revert to them in order to consider the principles of
their design and operation in terms of information retrieval.

We know already that the basic types of conventional document retrieval
systems are the author, alphatetical subject and classified systems. Since in
conventional ER systems the matching criterion is not explicitly utated (it is
applied by the searcher intuitively), their sole component is information retrie-
val language. In the author systems the IR language is formed by the rules for
bibliographical description and alphabetization; in the alphabetical subject
systems, by lists of subject headings and methods of subject indexing, and in the
classified systems, by hierarchical or faceted classifications and classification
methods. These conventional-type IR languages will be the subject of this lecture.

Author systems

Author systems originated many centuries ago as bio-bibliographical lists
and were designed mainly for the identification, first, of different manuscripts,
and subsequently, of different editions of the same work. The turning-point in
their development aid use was the mid-19th century when they enjoyed widespread
acceptance as author catalogues in large public libraries. It was then that the
theory of cataloguing and author catalogue arrangement began to develop, giving
birth, by the 20th Century, to the various national cataloguing codes, and in our
day, to the internationally approved principles of descriptive cataloguing.

The main idea behind the rules for bibliographical description is to iso-
late in every type of work a bibliographic particular (e.g., names of the authors,
the title, the sponsoring institution) which would best characterize the given
type. These basic data, extracted from a work according to certain rules and
recorded in a symbolic form, constitute what is called an index entry; the totali-
ty of these data make up the vocabulary of an author system IR language. The

other data, also extracted and recorded according to special rules, constitute
the text of the entry and form an integral part of the search pattern of any docu-
ment in an IR system. The entries are arranged alphabetically by headings in
conformity with strictly defined rules which serve as the grammar of the given
IR language.

The need for elaborate rules for bibliographical description follows from
the IR sy;....tem requirements which we formulated in the previous lecture, namely,
the uniqueness of the vocabulary and the formality of the grammar. But the biblio-
graphical data are, unfortunately, far from being unique and their manner of
presentation varies in different publications. For this reason the descriptive
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cataloguing methods rigidly regulate the sournes,kinds and elements cf an entry,
as well as its language and spellthg. In principle, the source of description if
the document as a whole, but primarily its title or front-page which is charac-
terized in the language of the original but in modern spelling. Abbreviations of
certain words, prescribed by a special list, are used in the text of the entry.

The bibliographical entry contains the following particulars: (1) Author(

or the heading. (2) Title. (3) Sub-heading data - the data explaining and
qualifying the theme and content of the document, its nature and purpose; data
concerning the approval or endorsement of official documents; data on the per-
sons participating in the compilation of the document or its preparation for
publication; data on the edition or the official character of the publication.
(4) Imprint - place of publication, publishers, and year of publication. (5)

Collation - number of pages, and the presence of illustrations. (6) Informatior

before the title - the name of the institution which sponsored the publications;
the title of the series in which the work appears, and its serial number. (7)

Bibliographical notes - data on the authors given in the publication (if they
disagree with the data accepted for the entry, or if the work has more than two
authors); data on the variant readings of the title, on the availability of a
bibliography in the document, on publication defects. Fig. 19 gives a break-
down of bibliographical data on the title-page of a publication and in its entry.

Different approaches to descriptive cataloguing arise in connection with
the authorship, number of volumes, frequency of their appearance and the poly-
graphic autonomity of a work. Authorship is the most individualized attribute
for some of the more widespread publication types. Works by one, two and three
authors are entered under the surname and forename (initials) of the first author
An added entry is made for the second and third co-author (or they are listed in
the alphabetical index of names), so as to reflect the given work in the common
alphabetical sequence of their works. The names of these authors and presented
in the headings in a unified form, in order to ensure the unique location of the
works of the same author in the common alphabetical listing.

The authors are called compilers in such publications as dictionaries,
guides, handbooks, study aids and guidance manuals, reading books, antologies,
technical and scientific information materials, advanced methods exchange mate-
rials, and fundamental bibliographical indexes. All these publication types are
indexed under their compilers, who have done a piece of full-fledged research.

Works by four and more authors, collections of works of different authors,
syllabi, procedure manuals, statistical handbooks and similar publications are
entered under the title, even where the compiler or editor are indicated. (In

some countries, e.g. in English-speaking countries, such publications are in-
dexed under compiler or editor). Added entries are made for the first author, if
a work of four or more authors is indexed, and for the compiler or editor, if a
collection is indexed, which is a great help to those users who will memorize a
book by such names rather than by its title.

Official publications are issued on behalf of institutions, organizations
or agencies as their documents for which they bear full responsibility and which
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are the end product of their activities. These include statutes, regulations,
manifestos, appeals, reports, plans, decrees, resolutions, instructions and
other similar materials. Their titles usually begin with these standard words
and contain the name of an institution or organization, e.g., "The Charter of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union". The salient feature of an official
publication, which determines information requests for it, is the name of the
institution which put it out. For this reason official publications are commonly
indexed under the name of the institution, which in this case appears as a cor-
porate author (not to be confused with composite authors, which are several
Persons joined in the writing of a work). The same indexing procedure is used
with many non-official publications, suOl. as "Transactions", "Proceedings" or
"Papers" of institutions of science, congresses, symposia, if their title begins
with or is confined to these standard words, and contains as an integral part the
name of an institution or organization. For example, "Transactions of the
Krupskaya Institute of Culture in Leningrad".

According to the number of volumes (issues) and their frequency of appear-
ance publications are divided into multi. volume and serial books, and periodicals.
The typogrrphic make-up of a multi-volume publication or a series is such that
many bibliographical data will recur in each of its volumes or issues. For such
publications a series entry is made, the general part of which gives all the re-
curring details, and the specification lists only those details which distinguish
one volume from another. This saves a lot of entry space and indexing time. It

is important though, that not only the similarities but also the differences
between multi-volume books and series should be realized. A multi-volume publi-
cation is limited by its content to a certain number of volumes, while a series
comprises quite independent works united only by the commonness or similarity of
their subject matter. Therefore, the series entry for a multi-volume book is its
main - and normally its only - entry, citing full bibliographic details. For
serial publications, on the contrary, main entries will be the entries for indivi-
dual issues, which ought always to be made. Here the series entry is an auxiliary
one it is very brief and only made in those cases when a series as a whole can
be of scientific interest.

Periodical publications, which are taken to include serials, journals and
newspapers, are also indexed by means of a series entry, usually under the imme-
diate title. The only exception to the general rule is constituted by the serials
which occupy an intermediate position between the book series and the journals.
Occasionally, they are entered under a corporate author and, in addition, sepa-
rate entries are made for the individual volumes or issues which may have an
author or be collections of works having a title of their own.

To index a part of a publication or work which is in itself an independent
work (e.g. a paper in a collection or journal), an analytical entry is made under
the author and title, as with the other independent works. However, in place of
imprint, details of the publication in which the work is included are indicated.
These details may vary according to whether the publication in question is a
collection, serial, journal or newspaper. An entirely different matter is making
an analytical entry for a part of a work, such as a chapter or section of a book,
which cannot be viewed autonomously, out of the context of the work to which it
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belongs. Therefore,
of the r.orresponding
cites the number and
pages it occupies in

chapters or sections are entered under the author and title
work. But instead of the collation such an analytical entry
title of the chapter or section indexed, as well as the
the book.

The same procedure applies to reviews, or critical comments on books,
which usually appear in journals, serials or collections. What the reader wants
to know is primarily whether there is a review for this or that book, and often
he will not know who wrote the review, how it is titled and where it is published,
for this reason reviews are entered under the author and title of the book re-
viewed. The entry lists all the particulars which are usual in book entries up
till collation, instead of which details of the review and of the publication in
which it appears are given. The most important reviews may be also indexed as
separate works. The above rules for description of the main publication types
are schematically displayed in Fig. 20, with illustrative examples shown in
Fig. 21.

Rules for alphabetical filing of entries, which form the grammar of this
conventional IR lantuage, specify the various methods of such filing within one
and within several natural languages. There are two commonly used methods of
alphabetization of words, names or sentences, which are both based on the order
of letters in the first words. By the first method ("word-by-word"), entries are
filed in the sequence of words, by the second ("letter-by-letter") strictly in
the sequence of letters of the alphabet, without consideration for the division
of sentences into words, e.g.

"Word-by-word" "Letter-by-letter"

New England
New wives for old
Newark
Newman

Newark
New England
Newman
New wives for old

Most alphabetical systems employ the first method as the more common-sense
and less formal. It applies not only to preporttions and other function words
(articles, particles), but also to complex and compound words, including fore-
names and surnames. In some systems this rule is made still more complicated: if
the first words coincide, it is not the alphabetic sequence of the words that
follow which is taken into consideration but the heading category: entries are
listed first under the names of the authors, then under the names of institutions,
and finally, under the titles beginning with the same word. Since this facili-
tates locating entries in long alphabetical sequences, it is sometimes practised
to list these three heading categories in three different alphabetic sequences.

There is another range of problems of alphabetization of index entries,
which is connected with the fact that different languages use different alphabets
and systems of writing. Most of the nationalities of the USSR, for instance,
make use of Russian letters, many nations in Europe, America and Africa use
Roman letters, some nations of Asia employ national systems of writing, e.g. the
Arabic, Red Indian, Chinese hieroglyphic etc. Moreover, different languages
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using the same letters may have different alphabets. Thus, the alphabet of the
Azerbaijan language differs from that of the Russian language, and the English
aphabet'differs from the Polish one. Because of that, entries in languages
which have different letters and alphabets have to be placed in different alpha-
betic sequences. If an occasion demands a common alphabetic sequence for entries
in different languages within the same system of letters, the basis is provided
by some artificial alphabet that usually ignores auxiliary letters and diacritics.

In conclusion it should be noted that until quite recently the alphabetic
systems had been the only means of identification of publications, of searching
for specific titles in IR systems, and of searching for works by specific person-
al and corporate authors. Excessive labour costs incurred due to the existing
cataloguing rules and their insufficient standardization on the international
level should be pointed to as the principal faults with these systems. An attempt
to rectify these inadequacies was the recent proposal to use standard numbers
for books and serials as their identifiers in information work. The main idea of
the proposal is to assign to every new book and every serial title a unique num-
ber associated with the respective entry in a national bibliography. Implementa-
tion of this proposal would appreciably facilitate the input of documents in
automated IR systems and the exchange of bibliographical data both on a national
and international scale.

Subject systems

We have already seen, as in the case of permuted-title and citation in-
dexes, that a listing of some particulars of a bibliographic entry can, under
certain conditions, provide a subject searching capability. This fact has long
been utilized in subject (or alphabetical subject) systems. Examples are subject
catalogues and alphabetical subject indexes which were discussed in the second
lecture.

Subject cataloguing is a special kind of document classification which is
concerned with the concise formulation of document contents by means of one or
several standard words called subject headings. These are arranged alphabetical-
ly and followed by either bibliographical entries, as in subject catalogues, or
classification numbers, bibliographic entry numbers or book page numbers, as in
alphabetical subject indexes.

The task of subject cataloguing is to identify the subject which is the
main theme in a document, as well as to establish the main aspect of its
characterization and its relationships with other subject. The different aspects
of the characterization of a subject are its history (origins and development),
structure, composition, properties, state, purpose, interaction with other sub-
jects, investigation, evaluation etc. In subject cataloguing, documents are
grouped by subjects not belonging exclusively to any one area of knowledge.
This makes it possible to form different complexes ("subjects") such as a per-
sonality, human activity, geographical notion, natural phenomenon, social
phenomenon, material, property, etc. Thus, the subject heading "X-rays" will
bring together the documents which are concerned with the nature of X-rays
(physics), their use in medical diagnostics (medicine), design of X-ray apparatus
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(X-ray engineering). As subject headings are listed in a common alphabetical
sequence, it is not necessary, while searching fcr a document on a specific sub-
ject, to know the place of this subject its the general systematics of scientific
knowledge. Subject headings of quite different content will be listed side by
side in alphabetical subject systems, e.g.:

Apricots
Archangelsk
Aristotles
Automobile

On the other hand, alphabetical arrangement joins together words of the
same root which often prove to be associated semantically; this will help to
create in a subject system a broad thematic complex, e.g.:

Atom
Atomic bombs
Atomic electric power station
Atomic energy
Atomic ice-breakers
Atomic nucleus
Atomic spectra
Atomic thermal capacity

A subject heading may be selected from a special previously established
list or it may be formulated by the indexer; in either case it recognizes only
the main aspects of a document content, which in practice is usually covered by
a very few headings. The major problems faced in building up the IR language of
a subject system are the use of "generic" and "specific" headings, the inverted
word order in the formulation of subject headings, and the use of sub-headings.
Without going deeply into the methodology of subject classification, solutions
for each of these problems can be illustrated by a few examples.

A subject heading must be most specific in defining the subject of a
document. Thus, a document dealing with motor-car carburettors should be entered
under "Carburettors" and not under "Internal combustion engines". In this case
the subject heading is "specific", or rather, adequate, i.e. corresponding to the
main theme of the document. If, in anticipation of the possible requests of the
system users, it is thought desirable to enter the given document under a heading
expressing a more general idea (in our example "Internal combustion engines"),
such a heading is taken to be "generic", or more correctly; generalizing.

In order to join together related subject materials in a subject system,
the words in a heading can be reordered (inversion). Thus, adjectives are often
placed after a noun, e.g.:

Microbiology -
Microbiology
Microbiology -
Microbiology -

veterinary
- medical

industrial
agricultural
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In some cases, however, inversion is out of place; as when an adjective
defines an important attritute of a subject ("Computational technology", "Elec-
tronic valves"), or in the names of historical events and other fixed phrases
("Roman Empire"). In order to divide the materials within a subject heading
subheadings are used, e.g. topical ("Water - Analysis, Evaporation, Purification,
Chlorination"), geographical ("Animal Breeding - USSR, Great Britain, France,
USA"), form ("Standards - Bibliography, Classification Schedules, Indexes"),
chronological ("Periodicals - History - 17th Century, 18th Century, 19th Century").
A special position is occupied by the standard or common subheadings, e.g. those
used in the subject cataloguing of the literature on materials ("Concrete -
Analysis, Defects, Substitutes, Testing").

Subject systems are most effective in searching for narrowly defined sub-
jects and far less useful for broad thematic searches in a particular area of
knowledge. This is their peculiarity which should not be viewed either as an
advantage or disadvantage: it merely defines the conditions of their application.
On the other hand, subject systems have a number of unquestionable advantages.
They are simple in operation and require no preliminary training on the part of
the user; introduotion of new subject headings does not involve any changes in
the existing headings and re-indexing of the documents already in the system.
Growth in the number of subject headings and documents in a system does not create
any special difficulties either for the indexers or for the users. Subject sys-
tems are easily implemented as either manual card catalogues and card files or
as bibliographical lists.

But subject systems also suffer from a number of shortcomings. Triiy will
retrieve only those documents whose main subjects match document requests, and
will not recognize the other subjects discussed in scientific documents. (This,
however, is the common inadequacy of conventional IR systems oriented to manual
handling). Another shortcoming which is equally common to all conventional IR
systems is the difficulty of multi-aspect searches, since a subject system will
not permit to obtain simultaneously details of several documents entered under
different headings, that is to say, it is impossible to conduct a search using
any combination of characteristics, or their logical produet. The retrieval
languages of subject systems employ the vocabulary of some natural language and
are therefore unsuitable for international use. Finally, in comparison with
other conventional ER systems, the setting up and maintenance of a subject sys-
tems, is a very laborious task for highly skilled personnel.

Hierarchical classifications

Classification is tht grouping of subjects or relations in classes
according to a common property wnieh is inherent in all the subjects of the given
kind and distinguishes them from the subjects of the other kinds, the grouping
being done in such a way as to put each class in the system in a definite, fixed
position with respect to the other classes. The property according to which
classification is done is called a characteristic of division.

The classification process obeys some formal rules of logic: subjects or
relations may be divided according to only one characteristic of division at a
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time, and the resulting classes and subclasses should be mutually exclusive, the
division into olasses should he balanced and continuous, without leaps. Classi-
fications in which every subclass has only one class that immediately precedes it
(relations of strong hierarchy), and all subclasses are subordinated to only one
more general class (collateral subordination relations) are called hierarchical.
By way of visual demonstration of a hierarchical classification, Fig. 22 shows its
graph, that is a diagram consisting of points (apices) and the lines (edges) that
connect them, as well as an Euler-Venn diagram indicating the relationships
between the classification divisions.

Classification of documentary information, which is one of the most impor-
tant IR language types in conventional systems consists in the grouping of
scientific documents by parts of knowledge according to their content. Such docu-
ment classifications are more or less assooiated with classifications of sciences,
as their main classes will broadly accord with the particular fields of knowledge,
and further division of these classes will correspond to the structure of these
fields of knowledge.

However, these classifications, which have been termed library olassifica-
tions, are not identical with classifications of sciences. Library classifications
must be built according to some formal rules of logic, because only under this
condition can they serve os IR languages and provide unique identifications to
the documents. But rules of logic are inapplicable to classification of sniences,
since there are no clear-cut boundaries between the different sciences. The
other distinctions also spring from the strictly practical charaoter of librar,
classification and the peculiarities of the subjects olassified. Aside from the
division by document content, a library classification must include division by
types of publications (books, periodicals, special technical publication types),
by their purpose (scientific, popular science, instruotional\, by language, etc.

Schemes of library classification are generally published as schedules
consisting of two parts: the mr.in tables and the tables of auxiliaries or com-

mon subdivisions. Main tables list all fields of knowledge and their sections in
a logical order, each level of division accomplished according to only one charac-

teristic. Each heading has a number of subordinate headings forming a certain
hierarchy Because of these characteristic traits the conventional library
schemes are sometimes called linear-hierarchical. Tables of auxiliaries or list-
ings of common subdivisions display the recurring characteristics of different
subjects, e.g. the characteristic of place and time to which a document content
refers, or that of type of publication.

Each division of a classification is assigned a conventional symbol called
a number. The totality of classification numbers forms its notation which may be
numerical, alphabetical, or mixed. The merits of a numerical notation spring
from the fact that a numerical sequence is more obvious and familiar than an
alphabetic oho; that any combinations of digits are easily pronounceable as
numbers or figures; and that the Arabic numerals are understood by all nations
whatever their spoken or written language.
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At the same time numerical notations have a serious drawback, namely, a
limited base. Because there are only ten digits (from 0 to 9), in order to desig-
nate complex or very specific notions very lengthy numbers comprising many digits
have to be built. A solution is frequently sought in the use of mixed numbers
which include letters as well as numerals.

From the standpoint of structure, notations may be non-struotural and struc-
tural or hierarchical. Non-structural notations make use of the serial numbers of
classification subdivisions in a common numerical sequence. Such notations have low
mnemonic power, do not reflect the hierarcy of classification subclasses, and will
not admit of further division of these subclasses. For this reason most of the
modern library classifications employ structural notations which may be either
numerical, alphabetic or mixed. Structural notations represent the conceptual
structure of a classification, since every class is designated by one symbol, and
all divisions of this class, by two symbols, of which the first stands for the
class, and the second, for the corresponding subclass. Structural notetion will
permit an indefinitely long process of detailing of a classification scheme.

Universal Decimal Classification

Library classifieations have been with us from very ancient times, and this
is hardly surprising, as the need for such classifications had arisen simultaneous-
ly with the emergence of the written records. Nowadays, dozens and hundreds of
various classifications are in use.

The Universal Decimal Classification is admittedly the most significant of
the classification schemes that were developed around the turn of this century.
at well as the one which is most extensively used in all countries of the world.
It owes its origins to the work of the two eminent Belgian bibliographers, Paul
Otlet (1868-044) and Henri Le Fontain (1854-194)). The international conference
of bibliographers which was convened in 1895 through their efforts, formed two
organizations: Bureau International de Bibliographie and Institut International
de Bibliographie which were later to unite under the other name. The Institut
International de Bibliographie which had its headquarters in Brussels was entrus-
ted with the teak of compiling an Universal Bibliographical Repertory, i.e. a
bibliography that was to cover the literature in all fields of knowledge pub-
lished in all countries in sll languages since the ancient time to our day.
Although this evidently unfeasible task has never been realized, it required for
its fulfilment the provision of a deep classification scheme that encompassed all
parts of knowledge (that is a comprehensive classification), and which could also
be used on an international scale.

The basis for the new classification scheme, developed by a group of ex-
perts headed by P. Otlet, was furnished by the Decimal Classification of Melvil
Dewey, which was considerably reworked. The new decimal classification version
was brought out in French in separate issues since 1897. In 1905 it appeared as
a complete work, and in 1907 reprinted under the title *Manuel du repertoire
bibliographique universel".0) The present-day editions of this version which are

1. Manuel du repertoire bibliographique universal. Bruxelles, 1907.
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published by the International Federation for Documentation, the successor to the
Institut International de Bibliographie, and also in the different countries in
different languages, have been called the Universal Decimal Classification, or
UDC.

The UDC comprises the main tables, the auxiliary tables and the alphabetical
index. The main tables contain the numbers by which the documents are systema-
tized by their contents. Each concept presented in the main tables must have a
certain UDC number. The sum total of human knowledge is divided into 10 main
divisions, shown in Figs 23 and 24. Each successive digit added to the designa-
tion of a main division does not change its general content but merely qualifies
it. Such a method of building UDC numbers makes it possible to divide any general
idea into narrow specialized topics. The greater the depth of division the longer
will be the notation. Thus, "compressive strength of grounds" in construction
engineering is denoted by 624.131.439.4. To facilitate the reading 14 the nota-
tion, every three digits are followed by a full-stop. The numbers are pronounced
as a sequence of integers, e.g. six hundred and twenty-four, one hundred and
thirty-nine, four. Fig. 25 instances an example of interpretation of a UDC num-
ber, 556.23 Heat Conductivity of Oases. UDC numbers are filed, within one
division, according to the principle from the genus to the species. Their order
depends only on the sequence of figures in each division and not on the length of
a number.

Aside from the main classification numbers the main tables list the special
(analytical) subdivisions which represent the characteristics and properties typi-
cal of a limited range of notions and are limited to use in the section which
they immediately precede. They are joined to the main numbers by a hyphen, if
applicable in many subdivisions of a given section, or by means of .0 (point 0),
if applicable only in the subdivision concerned.

The auxiliary tables list the common auxiliaries which represent the recur-
ring characteristics according to which dctuments can be divided in all the parts
of knowledge and which are applicable in all sections of UDC, as well as special
signs which serve to join several main UDC numbers. The common auxiliaries may
be of language, of form, of place, of time, of race and nationality, of viewpoint.
They are used in all sections of the scheme in the same unchanging meaning. If

occasion demands, letters of the Roman or Cyrillic alphabets, separate words or
names (e.g. 92 Einstein, for a biography of Einstein) can be attached to UDC num-
bers.

For a more exhaustive and accurate representation of the subject-matter of
the documents classified, the UDC employs, in addition to the main numbers and
auxiliaries, the joining of several numbers with the help of different symbols.
The common auxiliaries and the connective symbols are shown in Fig. 24. The addi-
tion (plus) sign is used in those cases when a document deals with several
separate concepts of equal value. The extension (stroke) sign is used to join
the first and last of a series of consecutive numbers denoting closely related
concepts. The relation (colon) sign permits to classify documents dealing with
toncepts that are internally related. lhe synthesis (apostrophe) sign is used
with documents on chemical compounds and alloys.
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The task of classifying by the UDC is made much easier by the availability
of the alphabetical subject index to the tables. Having established the primary
subject-matter of a document you will have to look up in the index the division
or subdivision that corresponds to the document content. Then you should learn
the makeup of the relevent section, select the most appropriate heading and write
down its number. In establishing the heading it is not necessary to follow the
last level of division in the tables used. You should be guided here by the
availability of .materials on this subject and tn* prospects of their growth. The
use of too general numbers, though, is undesirable, because then ye,u will sacrify
the depth of classificatory analysis of your document.

In classifying documents in the mathematical, natural and the applied
sciences (UDC divisions 5 and 6) the most important thing to do is to delimit
their topics. It should be remembered that the natural sciences study the laws
of nature, while the applied sciences use their findings for practical purposes.
It in known, for instance, that X-rays are studied by physics, while the different
aspects of their application, by technology and medicine. Hence, the documents
which describe the direct observations or results of laboratory studies of X-rays
are entered under 537.531 X-rays and Gamma-ray. Non-Corpuscular Rays in Dis-
charges; documents on the design and manufacture of the various X-ray Apparatus,
under 621.386 X-ray Tubes and Accessories, and the materials on the diagnostic
application of these rays, under a subdivision of Medicine, 616-073.7. The use
of other subdivisions is also possible here. For example, if a document deals
with the subject of films for X-ray photography it should be indexed by
771.531.34 in Photography and Cinematography.

The UDC has the following specific features: (1) coverage of all fiefs
of knowledge (the recent UDC editions contain in excess of 100,000 subject head-
ings)! (2) the decimal principle of division which permits unlimited division of
subclasses without doing violence to the basic structure of the scheme; (3) the
use of exclusively numerical notation which is relatively easy to memorize and
equally comprehensible to specialists spe..king different languages; (4) the
availability of en elaborate system of auxiliaries; (5) the use of the principle
of synthetic notation; (6) the posmibility of ordering any number of documents
to any level of division.

The primary distinctive features of the UDC are its elaborate system of
auxiliaries and the synthetic notation. It was precisely because of these fea-
tures that the emergence of the UDC meant in a way a break-through in library
classification. The former "enumerative" schemes with previously established
headings and ready-made numbers had been ousted by a new flexible classification
in which the necessary headings are formed during the classification process
either by combining numbers with auxiliaries or joining together two or more
numbers. The existence of a well organized international system for keeping the
UDC up-to-date is its unquestionab:e merit and places it in an advantageous
position with request to any of the present-day classifications. As is natural,
the institution of such a system takes much time and its operation presents
great difficulties and entails much spending. Rat it is only through such a
system that the development and perfection of a classification is possible.
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At the same time it should be noted that the division of the whole uni-
verse of human knowledge into mere ten classes and the order of these classes in
the UDC do not accord with the present level of the development of science.
Despite this and some other defects the UDC has become widespread and found
application in thousands of institutions in 50 countries of the globe. Presently
the size of the complete UDC schedules is approximately 500 author's Sheets,
which occupy some 10 volumes each 300-500 pages large.

Concluding, it would not be out of place to enumerate the principal merits
of UDC which are: universality, international usability, the decimal system of
notation, the number-building principle and a smoothly functioning body for keep-
ing it up-to-date. At the present stage of development of the classificatory
theory and practice tho UDC remains the only internationally accepted universal
system which enables to reveal the contents of reference collections in sufficien
detail, ensures speedy information retrieval, and makes for closer international
co-operation. These merits of the UDC point w!th certainty to the profitability
of using it in scientific information agencies and in the special libraries for
classification of the literature in the natural sciences and technology. The
Council of Ministers of the USSR has decreed on 11 November 1962 the compulsory
use of UDC by the information bodies and technical libraries for classification
of literature in the natural and technical sciences.

Decimal classification has been in use in the USSR since 1921. The public
libraries still utilize the different versions of the library classification
schedules which are based on a modificataon of UDC made by Soviet bibliographer
L.N. Tropovskiy. Work on a new Soviet scheme of classification foal, the research
libraries, based on the Marxist-Leninist classification of science had been
going on for many years; it appears in separate issues since 1960.(1)

The new Soviet scheme makes wide uae of the techniques which predetermined
the success of the decimal classification' the decimal structure of notation for
the subdivisions of each class, the synthetic principle, the minutely elaborated
tables of common subdivisions. At the same time, the mixed (numerical-letter)
notation employing different punctuation marks appears to be rather complicated
in comparison with the UDC. Below are the main divisions of the scheme:

A Marxism-Leninism

1; Natural sciences in general

IS Ehyslco-mathematical sciences

I' Chemical sciences

.1 Earth sciences (geodesical, geophysical, geological and
geographical sciences)

1. Bibliotechno-bibliograficheskaya klassifikatsiya. Tablitsy dlya nauehnykh
bibliotek. V. I -25. H. 1960-1969. (Gos. b-ka im. V.I. Lenina). (Biblio-
thecalBibliographical Classification. Schedules for research libraries.
Issues 1-25. Moscow, 1960-1969. I Lenin State Library of the USS67).
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E Biological sciences

A/0 Engineering and technological sciences

II Agriculture and forestry. Agricultural sciences

P Health protection and medical sciences

1' Social sciences in general

T History. Historical sciences

Y Economics. Economical sciences

.1) Communist and workers' parties. Socio-political
organizations of labour.

X Government and law. Juridical sciences.

q Military science.

H Culture. Science. Education.

W Philological sciences. Literature.

W Art. Art criticism.

3 Religion. Atheism.

* Philosophical sciences. Psychology.

H Literature of universal content.

Specific features of hierarchical classifications

Classification is one of the major tools of humanity in the process of
cognition, one of the habitual methods which people use to define an object.
V.I. Lenin wrote in this connection: "What is meant by giving a "definition"?
It means essentially to bring a given concept within a more comprehensive con-
cept".(1) This is one of the strong sides of hierarchical cltssification as an
informstion retrieval language.

However, it Should be recognized that nierarchical classifications, like
any other ER languages, have a number of limitations. You will recall that the
development of science shows two conflicting tendencies, namely differentiation
and integration, or the division of science fields into ever new trends and disci-
plines, on the one hand, and the interpenetration of the related and even remote
fields and disciplines, on the other. The process of science differentiation is
more or less adequately recognized in the linear hierarchical classifications.
As regards the integration and interpenetration of sciences, however, they cannot
be adequately reflected in these classifications. For example, it is an extreme-
ly complex task to find in the UDC a place for the scientific trends and topics
which emerge at the juncture of chemistry, geology and biology, or mathematics
and linguistics.

V.I. Lenart, Collected works. Vol. 14. Moscow, Foreign Languages Publishing
House, 1962, p. 146
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This limitation of hierarchical classifications, which strictly delimit
the separate sciences in accordance with formal rules of logic, runs counter to
the synthesizing trend in the progress of science. The same rules will not
permit multi-aspect indexing of documents by means of an hierarchical classifica-
tion, and information searching for any combination of characteristics. It would
be wrong to assert categorically that this constitutes a fault of hierarchical
classifications. This is their inherent quality, which renders them highly effec-
tive for broad thematic searching when conducted in the conditions of traditional
realization in the form of °gird catalogues. As any other IR language, the hier-
archical linear classifications have a restricted range of applications.

Besides, they are undergoing certain modifications which are meant to
overcome these ltritations. Already the UDC offers some facilities for synthe-
sizing the notation, which enables to a degree to recognize different aspects of
a subject classified. Thus, using the relation (colon) sign we can index the
multidimensional subject "Bibliography of atomic physics" as 016:539, where 016
stands for Special Subject Bibliographies, and 539, Atomic Physics. The synthe-
tic notation principle had a very significant role to play in the further develop-
ment of classification.

One of the lecding figures in the classification theory, British informa-
tion scientist D.J. Foakett has this to say in this respect: "There is nothing
to be gained by discharging hierarchical classification altogether, provided
that we recognize that classification, in the modern sense, can and Should mean
more than this that it can cope with the most detailed forms of subject analy-
sis. ... It is evident that a scheme of terms, whether systematic or alpha-
betical, however well equipped with cross-references, cannot hope to predict all
the contexts in which every term may appear, at some time or another. It can,

however, provide a pet of roles - operating procedures by means of which such
contexts may be freshly created out of the scheme as occasion demands.

This means that a classification scheme Should no longer set out to pro-
vide a "place" for every document, in the sense that a term, or set of terms,
will be found in the actual schedules of the scheme for every subject that may be
found in a document. In a modern scheme, the art of the classifier in a 'Wary
is to construct a symbol that is, in effect, a translation of a subject".(1)

Faceted classifications

The first step in this direction was made already by the UDC. The intro-
duction of the common subdivisions and special auxiliaries and the connective
symbols, in particular the colon, has appreciably enlarged its capacity for build-
ing numbers for complex and multi-aspect subjects. But it is to the eminent
Indian library scientist S.R. Ranganathan thatme owe a fundamental and consis-
tent approach to the solution of this problem. The Colon Classification which he

1. Fotkett, D.J. Some fundamental aspects of classification as a tool in infor-
matics. In: On Theoretical Problems Of Informatics. FID 435. Moscow, 1969.
p. 65.
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developed in 1933 was a further elaboration of the synthetic principle in classi-
fication.

S.R. Rangan_than opposed the practice of building minute "enumerative"
classification +Ables in which their compilers sought to provide a separate num-
ber for every subject and concept. Instead of a single order to divisions in
every main class, he worked out tables based each on some one characteristic or
aspect which were later termed "facets". Classification number for any document
is built from the symbols used in every table, which are Joined by means of the
colon. Hence the name - Colon Classification. The classification scheme has not
found wide application, but the idea of facet analysis, which forms its most
important premise, gave a powerful spur to the development of the library classi-
fications called faceted or analytico-synthetic.

The facet analysis is essentially as follows. At first, a field of science
or technology is thoroughly analysed, ".iceted classification scheme is built,
and a collection of documents in the re.,vant field is studied. The analysis
yields a list of main facets, while the documents provide the essential terms in
the subject field, which are grouped by the appropriate facets. Each term in a
facet is called a focus. A special significance is attached to the order of the
foci within a facet, and the facets within a classification scheme. This order
is called the facet formula. S.R. Ranganathan suggested a facet formula that
includes five categories:

Personality (class, subclass, subject)
Matter (material)
Energy (Operation, process, action)
Space (place, territory)
Time.

A number of Indian classificationists and a group of British scientists
are presently engaged in the further reworking of this formula, increasing the
number of the categories it is to contain. The indexing procedure in a faceted
classification begins with the formulation of the main subject- matter of a
document. It is expressed by a chain of fact which are taken from the facets and
arranged in a fixed order. Often instead of the foci their numbers will be used.
Such a procedure enables classes to be formed for those documents the subjects of
which are expressed by a combination of characteristics viewed from different as-
pects. To illustrate this rather complex procedure, we shall present an example
from the field of medicine (denoted in Ranganathan's system by the letter L):

Facet 0

Organs of human bojy

1 Organism as a whole
2 Digestive system
23 Esophagus

24 Stomach
25 Intestine

Facet P

Problems of medicine

1 Preliminaries
2 Morphology
3 Fhysiology

4 Disease
42 Infection

Facet H

Care and Treatment

I Nursing
2 Etiology
) Symptom and diagno-

sis
4 Pathology
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3 Circulatory system
4 Respiratory system
45 Lung

421 Tuberculosis

Ln classifying documents dealing with the "diagnosis of infectious diseases
of the: intestine", they will be indexed L 25:42:3, and the "pathology of the lung
tuberculosis", L 45:421:4.

Compared with the hierarchical classifications of the enumerative type,
the faceted classifications offer a number of attractive features: they greatly

facilitate the multi-z.spect indexing of documents, enabling to bring together in
one place all aspects under which a subject or theme is discussed; they are more
hospitable to new terms; they provide greater depth of indexing with shorter nota-
tion. However wen the fac,.ed classifications will not ensure searching by any
combination of characteristics, as this would mean that the classified catalogue
is to provide places for all possible groupings and regroupings of the foci taken

from the different facets. With card catalogues it is an equally complicated

thing as in hierarchical classification. And another point to make, the present-
day level of development of faceted schemes permits their effective use only in
very specialized document collections.

We have thus spoken of the principal types of conventional IR systems:
author, subject and classified. Familarity with the rules for bibliographical
description and the filing of entries in an alphabetical sequence, the techniques
of subject cataloguing and classification open the way to mastering the ER sys-
tems, which have evolved in the course of centuries of development and will for a
long time to come terve as mass-scsle tools of information work. Naturally, the

active utilization of these systems requires that a deeper understanding of their
languages and the practical experience in their use be acquired. However, if you

have formed an idea about the merits of these conventional systems and the limi-
tations in their use which are imposed by their structure it will be easier for
you to proceed to the study of the descriptor-type ER systems, which are of fairly
recent origin. They will be discussed in the next lecture.
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Checkup questions

1. What is the purpose of the basic types of conventional ER systems and what
are their speoific features?

2. In what context do the problems of bibliographical entry occur and how are
they resolved?

3. What properties distinguish the ER languages of subject ER systems?

4. What is the struoture of a hierarchical library classification?

5. What are the merits and demerits of the UDC?

6. What are the advantages of the faceted schemes over the hierarchical
classifications?
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7. DESCRIPTOR-TYPE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

We have made It clear in the preceding lecture that the conventional in-
formation retrieval systems, both subject and those based on hierarchical and
faceted classifications, along with definite advantages suffer from a certain
limitation : they do not provide for document searching by any combination of
characteristics that has not been established beforehand. The conventional ER
systems, in particular the alphabetical subject systems and hierarchical classi-
fications, become too cumbersome when confronted with the necessity of providing
for multi-aspect searching, i.e. searching for documents by multiple characteris-
tics belonging to the different aspects in which a subject or phenomenon is
viewed. This limitation becomes even more pronounced when a search for informa-
tion is carried out in a file of documents that have many such aspects, and the
aspects do not fit into a natural hierarchy of generic relations.

An instance of the limitation of conventional IR systemk

To remind you of this feature of the conventional tR systems, we shall use
as an illustration a homely and deliberately simplified example where these sys-
tems appear in a schematic form. Let us assume that we conduct an information
search in a file of motion pictures according to four aspects containing two
characteristics each. The motion pictures are normally divided, according to
content, into documentary and art films; according to format, into normal and
wide-screen; according to colour, into black-and-white and colour; according to
length,into short and full-length.

In a subject system the name of each of these eight characteristics will
form a heading and all of them will be arranged alphabetically:

Art films
Black -and white ...
Colour ...
Documentary

Full-length ...
Normal ...
Short ...
Wide-screen ...

The divisions under each of these headings will list the address codes
(numbela) or titles of those motion pictures which possess the relevant charac-
teristics. You remember that this system is easy to use, practically does not
require anj preliminary study of the principles of its build-up on the part of
the user, and will quite readily accept new characteristics. For example, if
we were to index educational or popular science films, stereoscopic or cinerama
films, we had only to insert into the alphabetic listing the subject headings
for these characteristics. Then in answer to a request for a film possessing
any of these features the system will promptly respond with the needed information.

The situation is radically ehanged, however, when you want to choose
film by a combination of several characteristics. The system is unable to pro-
vide an answer to a multi - aspect query such as this: °what colour wide-screen
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art films or films with alternating colour and black-and -white images are avail-
able?" To supply an answer, all the relevant subject headings would have to be
looked up and the matching film titles identified. The subject system is not
designed for a task like this. We know that a way of overcoming this limitation
is to form compound subject headings which combine several characteristics to
provide for the would-be requests. However, it is not always possible to fore-
see all possible requests, and apart from this, the system then becomes too
complex and cumbersome.

Now let us try an hierarchical classification. Taking the first letters
of the listed characteristics as the codes of the respective subject headings,
and observing the formal rules of construction of hierarchical classification, we
shall obtain the classificatory tree presented in Fig. 26. This example obvious-
ly demonstrates that the hierarchy of generic relations will not at all necessarily
be a natural once. Here the choice of the aspects to serve as the characteristic
of division at the upper levels of hierarchy depends on the nature of the poten-
tial information requests. But they are hard to predict, for they depend both on
the purpose of the show, on the film - goers' makeup, on the time they are ready to
spend, and on the projecting equipment available.

With the classification chosen in Fig. 26 the system is unable to provide
an answer to a multi-aspect request on the availability of short or full-length
pictures (eight subject headings will have to be scanned) or the black-and-white
and colour pictures (four headings will have to be scanned). It is also clear
that the necessity of adherence to the formal rules of logic in the construction
of a hierarchical classification contributes to the formation headings that are
very rarely used. Thus, to stick to the above example, the headings ANBS, ANCS,
AWES and AWCS will not contain very many entries, since short art films are pro-
duced but infrequently.

To enable the system to give answers to any request using any combination
of characteristics, it would be necessary to employ successively each aspect of
each characteristic at each level in the hierarchy. This is impracticable
because of the very great number of the subject headings that would be formed.
Another important point to make is that in order to introduce new characteristics,
e.g. for the indexing of educational and popular science films or stereoscopic
and Cinerama films the system would have to be considerably reworked to accommo-
date new classes and subclasses with all the subordinate headings.

Motion pictures where the colour and black-and-white images are alternating
would be entered under several subclasses at once. To enable the system to re-
trieve only these films, new subclasses uniting both characteristics would have
to be formed within it, thereby further increasing its complexity. The system
would be made even more complicated if it were necessary to incorporate into a
hierarchical classification news aspects of treatment of films, for instance,
according to country of origin (domestic, foreign), or according to the age
group of the film-goers for which they are meant (for the children, for the
adults), and so on. It would result in new levels of hierarchy and many new sub-
ject headings.
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The faceted classifications are able to make good some of these inadequa-
cies. Since no attempt is made in compiling them to list as many combinations of
characteristics as is possible, but instead a sort of building blocks are offered
in the shape of foci (characteristics), joined in facets (aspects), the indexer
can omit the practically inessential characteristics without running the risk of
disturbing the hierarchy, as well as form new subject headings of a specific
interest. In our example, for the indexing of short documentary newsreels a
generalizing subject heading D:S could be set up, and for the art films we could
make do with the subject headings A:N:B; A:N:C; A:W:B; A:W:C. If necessary,
to these can be added, leaving the system intact, the subject headings for the
motion pictures with alternating colour and black-and-white images: A:N:BC;
A:W:BC, as well as subject headings for new characteristics (foci) - educational
films, Cinerama films, etc.

It would not be too difficult to insert into the faceted classification
also new aspects of treatment of pictures, e.g. according to their place of
origin, the film-goers age group, etc. However, a faceted classification will
not ensure a search for any combination of characteristics either, because for
this it would have to comprise no fewer subject headings than an hierarchical
classification. In our example the system fails to answer a query on all short
colour films or black-and-white wide-screen films.

Therefore, the conventional IR systems, which have for centuries been
evolving to provide answers to broad thematic and single-aspect requests, have
proved to be poorly equipped for specific and multi-aspects searching, as well
as searching for any combination of characteristics that has not been previously
established. The most extensively used conventional IR systems, those based on
hierarchical classifications, have much difficulty in housing the ever increas-
ing number of multidisciplinary problems which often include aspects having no
clear-cut generic relations.

These circumstances furthePed the emergence, some twenty years ago, of a
new method of information retrieval which was to be called coordinate thdexing.
This method forms the basis of the descriptor-type IR systems, discussed in this
lecture.

Set-theoretic terminology

In setting forth the essentials of coordinate indexing, it is convenient
to use the elementary terms of the set theory. For this reason it may be useful
to introduce here some terms pertaining to the set theory and the logical opera-
tions on sets. A set is a collection of objects. Letters of the alphabet
papers in periodicals, books on shelves, the numbers 1,2,3,4,5, - all are exam-
ples of sets. A set may contain only one element or be empty (contain no elements
whatsoever). Sets may also be infinite, e.g. the infinite number of points on a
circle. A-set is generally denoted by writing its elements within braces e.g.
{1,2,3,4,5) . The statement "A is a subset of B" (i.e. every element of A is an
element of B) is written in a contracted form as A <:B or B :>. A (the inclusion
relation). An empty set is denoted by the zero; a set which comprises all the
objects in a given field is called universal.
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The main operations on sets are the logical sum, logical product, logical
difference, and logical complement. The union. (sum) A B of two sets A and B is
a set each element of which is an element of A or of B or of both. The union of
the set {1,20,} and the set {2,3,4,5} is the set {1,2,3,4,5} . The inter-
section (product) AnB of two sets A and B is a set each clement of which is
simultaneously an element of A and of B. The intersection of the sets {1,2,3)
and (20,4,5) is the set {2,3} . The difference, A - B, between two sets A
and B is a set of all elements of A that are not elements of B. The difference
of the sets 0,2,31 and {3,4,5} is the set (1,2) . The complement, A/B, of
a set A into a set B is a set of all elements of B that are not elements of A.
The complement of the set {1,2,3} into the set {2,3,4,5} is the set (4,5) .

The complement, A or A', of a set A in the universal set is a set of all elements
of the universal set that are not elements of A. The graphic representations of
the relations between sets are given in Fig. 27.

Coordinate indexing

The coordinate indexing method is based on the assumption that the salient
contents (subject) of a document and information request can with sufficient
accuracy and completeness be expressed by an appropriate list of so-called key-
words which are explicitely or implicitly contained in the text being indexed.
By keywords we mean the most essential words for expressing the main meaning of a
word or phrase, which have a nominative function. Most of the nouns, adjectives,
verbs, adverbs, numerals and pronouns can be used as keywords. Prepositions,
conjunctions, connectives, particles and other function words cannot be keywords.
To put it differently coordinate indexing is a method of expressing the primary
subject - ratter (subject) of a document or information request by a certain totali-
ty of keywords. In "pure" coordinate indexing, the keywords in the search patterns
are not related to each other and function independently. In contrast to the
search patterns of documents the search request formulations are presented as
logical sums, products or complements of the classes designated by the corres-
ponding keywords. In order to locate a document matching an information request
it is necessary to certain logical operations on the classes designated by the
keywords in the search patterns of the documents.

In the simplest case, when a search request is formulated as the logical
product of a certain set of keywords, the document is held to be a match if its
search pattern contains all the keywords of the search request formulation. In

a sense, this is equivalent to the operation of logical product of classes de-
signated by these words of the search pattern which coincide with the keywords
constituting the search request formulation.

To illustrate this point we shall again pick up the example instanced in
the beginning of this lecture. Suppose that our collection of films is indexed
by keywords naming the characteristics that have been chosen. To cull out from
this clllection the short films with alternating black-and-white and colour
images (a question which would present great difficulties to any conventional ER
system) it will be sufficient to state the request as the logical product of the
three keywords describing these characteristics: Sr)BrIC. Another, more ab-
stract example was given in Fig. 16, at the beginning of the fifth lecture. There
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we conducted a search by means of keywords lettered A to H. We wanted all docu-
ments containing characteristics C and D or C and F. Using the terminology that
we have introduced we can now say that the request formulation was composed as a
logical sum of two pr:ucts of keywords (CnD) u (C(1F).

Externally, the coordinate indexing method appears to ressemble an 1R
language of a subject system. In either case we are dealing with. classes desig-
nated by appropriate natural language words and phrases, that 13, by keywords and
subject headings. Each keyword, e.g. "electric", covers a class of subjects and
concepts the names of which include this word. The same is true of the formula-
tion of subject headings. But the similarity ends here.

In coordinate indexing, in order to locate a document whose search pattern
is composed of a certain totality of keywords, it is necessary to perform the
logical operations of sum product or complement on the classes designated by these
keywords. This provides an opportunity of conducting a multi-aspect search for
any previously unspecified combination of keywords. In the subject systems, OA
the other hand, as well es in the hierarchical and faceted classifications, ee.ch
subject heading or classification number appear independently, listing the adiress
codes (numbers) of all relevant subject materials. In conventional IR systems
simultaneous searching for several subject headings or clans numbers is a diffi-
cult matter indeed, and sometimes a downright impossibility, as they are not
designed for such use. For example, a search for documents using any combination
of five mutually exclusive characteristics will require, in a system based on
coordinate indexing, a search request formulation as a logical product of five
keywords. In any conventional IR system the same task will involve the scanning
of the contents of as many subject headings as there are permutations of five
headings or classification numbers, i.e. 5: 1.2.3.4.5 a 120. Thiz constitutes
one of the most important advantages of coordinate indexing over the langLages of
the conventional systems.

However the "pure" coordinate indexing procedure we described is inade-
quate, as it does not ensure the acceptable levels of recall and precision. Here
are some of the main reasons for this. The natural language words from which
keywords for coordinate indexing are chosen have the property of synonymy. One
and the same thing or idea may be denoted by different words. Such words which
are mutually replaceable in similar contexts without giving the feeling of a
change in meaning are called synonyms. Examples of synomyms are such words as
"test" - "trial", linguistics" - "science of language", "common salt" - "sodium
chloride". It can be seen that if the same subject is designated by different
words in the search pattern of a document and in a search request formulation the
document, though relevant to the request, will not be retrieved.

Another source of the inadequacy of "pure" coordinate indexing is the
multiple meaning of natural language words. It manifests itself in polysemy,
which is a transfer of meaning from one subject to another having common qualities
or characteristics, and in homonymy, which refers to the ,Accidental coincidence
of different words that have nothing in common either in respect of origin or
meaning. Examples of polysemantic words are "star" - a celestial body or a geo-
metrical figure, "bureau" - a kind of table and a collegiate body, examples of
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homonyms are "mail" - the system of communication and an armour; "ray" - a beam

of light and a sea-fish. Evidently, the multiple meaning of keywords may bring
about the retrieval of non-relevant documents which means lower precision values

and increased "noise".

One more source of insufficient effectiveness of information retrieval by
coordinate indexing may lf.e in the unspecified relationships between keywords
which results in the non-retrieval of relevant documents, that is in poor recall.
Let us assume that a search request is for documents discussing the properties of
liquids, ald the search request formulation includes the keyword "liquid". If it

is in no way indicated that water is a liquid, the documents dealing with the
properties of water will not be retrieved. The most important relations between
keywords are the generic relations, but certain significance is attached to other
relations as well, particularly to the associative relations, i.e. the relations
between keywords by association: by contiguity ("chair" - "table", "fall" -
"autumn "), by similarity ("clock" - "scales" - "thermometer", "pond" - "lake" -
"sea "), by contrast ("black" - "white", "light" - "heavy"), etc. The sum total

of the conceptual relations between keywords, based on the relations between the
ideas, things or phenomena they designate, are called paradigmatic relations.

Descriptor information retrieval language

It follows from the examples discussed above that in order to effect a
considerable increase in the precision and recall of information retrieval based
on coordinate indexing it is necessary at least tc establish control over the

vocabulary of the IR language used. Such a control should consist in the elimina-
tion of synonymy and in the building of special distionar es, tables or charts
which would graphically demonstrate the most essential paradigmatic relations
between the keywords. With full vocabulary control, the coordinate indexing of
search requests and documents will make use of only those words which are contain-
ed in a certain normalized list in which their synonymy and polysemy has been
eliminated and the paradigmatic relations shown. Such keywords have been given

the name of descriptors.

Descriptors are normalized keywords designed for coordinate indexing of
documents and information requests which have been selected according to certain
rules from the main vocabulary of a particular natural language and which have
been, by some artificial means (cross-references and notes) freed from synonymy,
polysemy and homonymy. A descriptor language is a specialized IR language the
vocabulary of which is composed of descriptors, and a grammar, in the simplest
case at least of a method of building search patterns and search request formu-

lations by correlating relevant descriptors.

It is impossible to establish now who was the originator of the coordinate
indexing idea. The British information scientist B.Vickery has noted that co-
ordinate indexing with inverted file structure was apparently known in Sumer
three thousand years ago. Clay tablets were found, each assigned to a symptom of
a disease; the names of all diseases characterized by one or another symptom were

listed on the respective tablets. Obviously, if according to the symptoms
observable in a patient the corresponding tablets are selected and the name of the
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disease inscribed on each of them is found out, it will in all probability be the
disease with which the sick man in question is afflicted. These Sumerian tablets
are the archetype of modern diagnostic machines.(1)

The coordinate indexing principle forms the foundation of the so-called
superimposable cards, which will be considered in the next lecture. In 1915,
they were used by ornitologist H. Taylor, in the 20's they found application in
the identification of minerals and in personnel selection, and in 1939, W. Batten,
of the Imperial Chemical Industries (Britain), used them for patent searching.
However, the credit for the development of the information retrieval systems which
formed the basis for the development of modern descriptor languages, goes to the
American scientists C.N. Mooers and M. Taube.

C.N. Mooers designed in 1947 a mechanized document searching device which
he named "Zatocoding system". It was he who coined many of the terms which are
now in wide currency among information scientists, including "information retriev-
al", "information retrieval system", "retrieval language", "descriptor", "des-
criptor dictionary". In one of earlier works C.N. Mooers has thus stated the
indexing method in the system that he developed: "Each document or unit of
information is characterized by a set of descriptors taken from the vocabulary of
descriptors. Each descriptor of the set applies to, or is true in some way, of
the information content of the unit of information. The descriptors operate
independently in this type of characterization. The fact that there are several
descriptors in the set may mean that they formed some interacting combination in
the original document, or it could just as well mean that they relate to indepen-
dent ideas scattered through the document. Using descriptors in this fashion
drops almost all relationship between the ideas represented by the descriptors". 2)

M. Taube had a great contribution to make to the theoretical fiubstantia-
tion, development and popularization of the ideas of coordinate indexing. He

defined coordinate indexing as "a method of analyzing items of information so
that retrieval is performed by the logical operations of the product, sum and
complement on the codes in the store".(3) In 1951 M. Taube developed the so-
called Uniterm system which has found extensive application since then. The main
difference between the Uniterm and Zatocoding systems is that the former deals
with words expressing concepts while the latter deals with concepts expressed by
words.

1. International Study Conference on Classification for Information Retrieval.
Dorking, 1957. Proceedings. Lnd., Aslib, 1957, p. 106.

2. Mooers C.N. Zatocoding Applied to Mechanical Organization of Knowledge. -
"American Documentation", 1951, v. 2, N I, p. 26.

3. Taube M., Wooster H. (eds.). Information Storage and Retrieval. Theory,
Systems, and Devices. New York, Colunbia Univ. Press, 1958, p. 8.
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Uniterm system

M. Taube's Uniterm is a keyword (as a rule, a simple one) which may have
an appropriate cross-reference or scope-note which helps to eliminate its multiple

meaning. By contrast with C. Mooers' descriptors, the Uniterms have no references
which would specify the paradigmatic relations between them. Uniterms may be key-
words expressing single ideas, as well as proper, geographical and trade names.
All Uniterms have an equal hierarchical rank: none of them occupies a conceptual-
ly superior position with respect to any other Uniterm (as in hierarchical
classifications) and none is used in a preestablished combination with any other
Uniterm (as in subject headings).

This method of building an IR language vocabulary contributes to a great
reduction in its size. The list of subject headings in a Library of Congress sub-
ject catalogue contained some 50,000 entries. Conversion to Uniterms resulted in

a list containing a mere 3,000 words. The important feature of the Uniterm system
is that the vocabulary is built in the process of using it and not developed before-
hand, as in the Zatocoding system. During the initial period of the system opera-

tion the number of Gaiterms will grow stca614. Gradually, synonyms and poly-

semantic words will be detected and marked on uniterm-cards. With the growth of

the document collection the rate of growth of the vocabulary will tend to slow
down eventually coming almost to a standstill.

Using as an example this system - one of the first and simplest systems based

on the coordinate indexing method - it will be easy to get acquainted with the
practical techniques of input and searching in a descriptor-type IR system. For

the physical implementation of his system M. Taube developed a special Uniterm
card having either the usual catalogue card size (75mm x 125mm) or larger in size
(203mm x 125 mm), on which a grid formed by one horizontal and ten vertical lines
is printed. The horizontal line is used for writing a Uniterm. Uniterm cards
are envisioned for each Uniterm used in the system and filed alphabetically, with

due account taken of those Uniterms which consist of more than one word.

The vertical columns are for posting the codes (numbers) of documents the
search patterns of which include the Uniterm indicated in the horizontal line of

the card. The peculiarity of the system is the "terminal digit" order of

postings on the card. This means, for example, that number 127 is pcistcr] in the
7 column, number 239, in the 9 column, and nu ber 270, in the 0 column, etc.
Since the documents are numbered as they are entered into the system, they will be
posted in the columns in the ascending order of their numbers. Such a system of
recording appreciably facilitates the visual scanning and locating of document num-

bers which are common to all the cards being matched. This procedure in this
case amounts to the operation of logical product of the Uniterms contained in a

search request formulation. The method of work with Uniterm cards is demonstra-

ted in Fig. 28.

Let us assume that we are to enter in the system a paper dealing with
methods of "corrosion protection of gas turbine blades". For the coordinate in-

dexing of this paper we need the Uniterms TURBINES, GAS BLADES, CORROSION, and
PROTECTION which jointly form its search pattern. The paper is assigned its
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serial address code 2005. Then the cards assigned to these Uniterms are removed

from the file. In doing it th" Uniterm PROTECTION or its synonyms are found to
be not in the system, and a card is made for this particular feature. Number

2005 is posted in the 5 column in each of these Uniterm cards, following which
they are replaced in the file. Similar procedures are performed for each incom-

ing document.

An information search in a file of Uniterms is conducted in the following
way. Suppose that a request is put to the system for papers dealing with "gas
turbine blades". The search reqlest formulation is made to contain the Uniterms

GAS, TURBINES, BLADES. The cards for these features are extracted from the Uni-
term file and the numbers which are common to all of these cards are located. It

is advisable to have as the basis for comparison the card which contains the least
number of postings (in this case, the Uniterm card for BLADES). Matching should
likewise begin with the columns with the least number of postings. The columns
that are empty in one of the cards need not be matched at all. Where the base
card has columns with one posting it is not expedient to match the postings which
have been made before this single pc6ting (i.e. smaller numbers). The time it
takes to locate all common postings is usually negligible. Thus, in our example
it can be seen at once that the three topmost Uniterm cards have only three match-
ing numbers: 526, 1027, and 2005, which are the address codes of the documents
sought. If the request is broadened to cover documents on gas turbines (two cards
at the top), the output will increase to include five documents: 195, 294, 526,

1027, 2005. If, on the other hand, the request is made more specific to read
"gas turbine blades corrosion" (four uppermost Uniterm cards) only two relevant
documents will be retrieved, namely 1027 and 2005.

Thesaurus and its construction

In the Uniterm system, the control over the retrieval language vocabulary,
as we have seen, is limited to the elimination of synonymy and polysemy. However,

full lexical control, which can alone ensure high precision and recall values,
especially with thematic searches and searches for documents which match the re-
quest but partially, necessitates the recognition of paradigmatic relations
between the indexing terms. For this purpose special normative references dic-
tionaries called thesauri are compiled.

An information retrieval thesaurus is a reference dictionary designed to
help the information user to state his information needs in terms of the descrip-
tor language and to provide for redundant indexing of documents and information
requests by these terms. It must contain all the descriptors used by the language
of the given system displaying in a graphic form their conceptual relationships,
as well as the keywords within this system which are considered to be synonymous
with these descriptors. Therefore, the thesaurus will help to eliminate synonymy
and polysemy of keywords and the lack of explicit relations between them, which
give rise to the defects of "pure" coordinate indexing that have been discussed
before.

Synonymy of keywords is eliminated in this way. In constructing a thesau-
rus a list of keywords used for the coordinate indexing of documents is first
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compiled. Then groups of words which can be taken to be synonyms are brought to-
gether. From each of these groups a word or phrase is taken to represent the
whole group which becomes a descriptor. The rest of the words in the group are
held to be synonyms of the descriptor and linked to it by "see" and "use" referen-
ces. Each descriptor is joined with all its synotx...:8 by backward "includes"
references, e.g.

ABSTRACT includes
speculative see

theoretical see

speculative
theoretical
ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT

Polysemy of keywords is also taken care of in building up a dictionary of
descriptors. For this each multiple-meaning keyword is affixed alphabetic of
numerical symbols and words qualifying its meaning. Another method is to replace
polysemantic keywords by descriptors composed of one-valued phrases, e.g.:

atlas (geographical) sec geographical atlas
atlas (vertebra) see cervical atlas
filter - 1 (gas)
filter - 2 (optical)
filter - 3 (chemical)
filter - 4 (electrical)

The conceptual (paradigmadic) relations between descriptors are also dis-
played in the thesaurus. According to our definition, paradigmadic relations are
such relations between descriptors which are based on the existence of objective
connections between the ideas, objects or phenomena they denote, In this case
synonymy is left out of account, because in a descriptor language it is eliminated
and does not exist within one system. The following paradigmadic relations can be
cited as the most important ones:

species - genus (genus - species);
collateral subordination;
similarity (functional)
cause effect (effect - cause);
part - whole (whole - part).

Of particular importance are the generic relations and the collateral
subordination relations realizable through them. It is these relation types that
form the groundwork of hierarchical classifications. Almost every concept can be
at once generic (i.e. it can reflect the salient features of a class of objects
that includes other classes of objects which are species of this genus) and
specific. The notion of "rectangular", for example, is generic to the notion
square" and specific to the notion "parallelogram". Exceptions are constituted
only by the broadest concepts, or categories (e.g "matter", "space", "time")
which have no generic concepts, and the most narrow, single notions (e.g. "UDC ")
which have no specific concepts. The concepts which are equally subordinated to
one generic concept are said to be collaterally subordinated, e.g. the notions of
"phonetics", "lexicology" and "grammar" are collaterally subordinate with respect
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to the generic notion of "linguistics". It should be noted that in contrast to
hierarchical classifications, descriptor languages take into consideration generic
relations irrespective of the level of hierarchy to which they belong.

The thesauruses indicate generic relations independently of the other para-
digmadic relations which may outwardly resemble them. This applies to the func-
tional similarity relations (clock - scales - thermometer), causal relations
tiredness - sleep), and particularly to the relations of the "part - whole" kind.
It can be said of the latter type of relations that they differ from the generic
relations in that they represent relations between objects and not concepts.
"Genus" and "species" are abstractions, while "whole" and "part" are concrete
things.

Thus an information retrieval thesaurus generally consists of three parts:

1. The vocabulary part is a common alphabetic list of descriptors and key-
words viewed in this system as synonyms of these descriptors. Descriptors are

commonly made to appear more prominent in the listing, e.g. by printing them in
capitals, and are linked by cross-references to all their synonyms. Polysemy and
synonymy of keywords are eliminated using the method described above.

2. The "semantic map" of the retrieval language vocabulary is a network of
conceptual classes in which all the descriptors c.f a given language are grouped.
This part of the thesaurus provides a graphic demonstration of the essential para-
digmadic relations between descriptors, at least of their generic relationships.
These relations are expressible in one of the two ways: either by the combinations
of the alphabetically ordered thematic classes (fields) containing a multiplicity
of thematic groups of descriptors also ordered alphabetically, or by charts in
which the basic paradigmadic relations are indicated by arrows.

3. The rules of conversion of keywords and key phrases of the natural
language into a descriptor-type IR language determine the procedure of substitu-
tion of descriptors for these keywords and phrases. The rules define the conver-
sion of the names of institutions, chemical compounds, biological species, and
other similar categories of terms, as well as the rules of vocabulary editing of
search patterns and search request formulations, e.g. for their complementation
with descriptors connected with the main descriptors by generic and other para-
digmadic relations.

To illustrate the thesaurus structure two examples will be instanced. The

first published thesaurus to use the graphic method of displaying paradigmadic
relations between descriptors wa the "Euratom-Thesaurus" (first edition) for

nuclear physics and engineering.(1) It contains 4,470 descriptors, including
1,836 names of inorganic chemical compounds and 1,404 names of isotopes. The 42
subject classes, numbered 00 to 94, with lacunes, are in the form of charts in

1. Euratom-Thesaurus, Keywords used within Euratom's Nuclear Energy Documentation
Project. EUR 500.e (1st ed.). Brussels, 1964. 80 p. (European Atomic Ezvrgy
Community).
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which the arrows are directed from the generic to specific descriptors. The

collaterally subordinate descriptors are marked by bilateral arrows. These clas-

ses cannot be considered as classifications; they broadly accord with those

subject fields that are of interest to Euratom. The vocabulary part provides a

common list of descriptors with references to the relevant subject classes and a

common list of their synonyms which are associated with the corresponding des-

criptors and their subject classes. The generic relations are thus completely

ignored in the vocabulary part. Fig. 29 shows the subject class 71 Mathematics

from the Euratom - Thesaurus, first edition. The arrows which go beyond the
limits of a subject class join its descriptors with the other subject class des-
criptors and their numbers. To the right is an alphabetic listing of all descrip-
tors which belong to this particular class, and at the bottom there are numbers
of all subject classes used in the thesaurus.

Another example to cite is the "Thesaurus of EngineKing Terms" which was
brought out in 1964 by the Engineers Joint Council (USA).") By contrast with
the previous thesaurus it indicates generic and other paradigmadic relations by
means of a system of references and scope notes. The thesaurus contains 10,515

words of which 7,750 are descriptors. The listing of the descriptors and their

synonyms in the vocabulary part is alphabetical. The synonyms are joined to the

descriptors which are meant to replace them by the "use" references. In the

"semantic map" which has the form of an alphabetic listing of the basic (heading)
descriptors each entry includes the heading descriptor, its synonyms, the specific
descriptors, the generic descriptors, the descriptors connected with it by other

paradigmadic relations. To designate them the following notes are employed:

OF (used for) - for synonyms;
ur (narrower term) - for specific descriptors;
BT (broader term) - for generic descriptors;
RT (related term) - for other descriptors.

The ampersand (&) is used to mark those descriptors which can be used in
place of other descriptors expressing more narrow concepts and marked by the

symbol tk

The second major thesaurus published by the Engineers Joint Council,
Thesaurus of Engineering and Scientific Terms 1st ed. (New York, 1967), uses some

other symbols. The dagger (+) in front of a term signifies that two or more
descriptors are to be used in coordination for that term. The dash (-) symbol in

front of a descriptor indicates that the descriptor has narrower terms (not shown)

and that the main entry should be consulted to determine these. Below is a sim-

ple dictionary entry from the Thesaurus of Engineering and Scientific Terms:

1. Thesaurus of Engineering Terms: a list of engineering terms and their rela-
tionship for use in vocabulary control, in indexing and retrieving engineer-
ing information. 1st ed. New York, Engineers Joint Council, 1964.
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Scientist

OF Scientific personnel
Br Personnel

Professional personnel
NI' chemists

Physicists
RT - Engineers.

A few brief words will be in order on the term "thesaurus" (from the Greek
"thesauros", literally meaning a treasure, treasury or storehouse). The word
seems to have been first used in its present meaning by Florentine Brunetto Latini
(1220-1294) in his encyclopaedia "Li Livres dou Tr6sor". In the 16th century the
word appeared in the names of the Latin and Greek lexicons "Dictionarium, seu
Lingue Latinae Thesaurus" (1532) and "Thesaurus Linguae Sraecae" (1572) which
were published by the well-known French philologists and publishers the Estierines.
In contemporary usage the term refers to the dictionaries of concepts, or ideolo-
gical dictionaries, which are in effect inverted explanatory dictionaries. Of
these, the greatest popularity is enjoyed by the "Thesaurus of English Words and
Phrases" which was compiled by P.M. Roget in 1852 and has passed through at least
90 printings since. Similar dictionaries, joining all words in thematic groups
or subject classes, are to be found in the French, German, Spanish and other
languages as well.

One of the first to recognize the need for this type of dictionary in
information retrieval work was the American bibliographer C.L. Bernier who wrote
back in 1957: "A limited thesaurus would seem to be another effective way of
bringing the relevant terms to the attention of the searcher if the vocabulary
proves too large to be read completely each time for selection".(1)

Grammatical means of descriptor ER languages

In using descriptor languages, the search pattern of every document and
search request formulation is stated in the form of an unordered set of descrip-
tors. However, in addition to the paradigmadic relations between them, which in
some way or other are recognized in the indexing and in searching assisted by a
thesaurus, there exist different relationships between descriptors that derive
from the document contexts. Such relations between the descriptors are said to
be syntagmatic. If these relations are ignored too, the descriptors belonging to
a document search pattern may form spurious combinations which result in the
retrieval of non-relevant documents, increased "noise" and hence lower precision.

The following examples will illustrate this point. Suppose that our system
includes a document on the "production of sulfuric acid and catalyst purification".
Its search pattern will contain the following descriptors: PRODUCTION, SULFURIC
ACID, CATALYST and PURIFICATION. These descriptors may, during a search, form

1. Bernier C.L. Correlative Indexes. II: Correlative Trope Indexes. -
"American Documentation", 1957, v. 8, N I, p. 48.
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false combinations which will result in the retrieval of this document in answer
to a question on the "purification of sulfuric acid" and on the "producti9n,of
catalystTM, although the document does not deal with anything of the kind.kli
Another example. A document deals with the "coating of copper tubes with lead".
It is indexed by the following descriptors: LEAD, COATING, COPPER, TUBES. If a
request for documents on lead tubes is entered into the system the request formu-
lation will be indexed by the descriptors LEAD and TUBE9L,and the document will
be retrieved, although it is not relevant to the query.k)

The principal grammatical means which are used in the descriptor languages
to reduce "noise" are the links and role indicators, or roles. Roles are special
symbols which are attached to a descriptor and reduce the scope of the concept
which it stands for. This is achieved by indicating the logical role which the
given descriptor plays in the particular context. In the first of the cited
examples in order to prevent spurious combinations it will be enough to affix to
the descriptor SULFURIC ACID in the search pattern the role indicator "B" showing
that it is a product of chemical or industrial reaction, and to the descriptor
CATALYST, the link "C" indicating an undesirable component (waste, impurity,
admixture, spoilage). The document search pattern will then be indexed: PRODUC-
TION, SULFURIC ACID-B, CATALYST-C, PURIFICATION, and the request formulation will
read: CATALYST-B, PRODUCTION, SULFURIC k3ID-C, PURIFICATION. The document will
then not be retrieved in response to the queries asking for documents on catalyst
production and sulfuric acid purification.

Links are also specifil symbols attached to the descriptors in the search
patterns of documents (or their address codes) and designed for the conceptual
grouping of these descriptors. In the second of our examples, the search pattern
of the document on the coating of copper tubes with lead would assume this form
by the addition of links: LEAD Ri, COATING Ri, COPPER R2, TUBES R2. The link Ri
would join together the descriptors LEAD and COATING, and the link B2, the des-
criptors COPPER and TUBES. If the condition is stipulated that a document is to
be produced on request only when the matching descriptors in its search pattern
and in the search request formulation have the slime links ascribed to Chem, this
document will not be retrieved in answer to a query on lead tubes. But then it
would not be retrieved either in response to a request for docurents dealing with
tube coatings generally. This would mean an information lose. The search pat-
tern can be made more complex by the addition of several links: LEAD RI, COATING
RIR', COPPER R2R3, TUBES R2R3. If now the condition states at least one common
link in the matching descriptors, this document will be retrieved in response to
questions on tube coating, lead coating, and coating of copper, but will not be
retrieved by a false correlation In response to a request for lead tubes.

Experience indicates that the best results are produced by the joint
utilisation of links and roles. They reduce noise by 10-15%, but considerably

1. Holm B.E.
Progress",

2. Taub. M.
"American

Information Retrieval - a Solution.- Chemical Engineering
1961, v. 57, N 3, p. 74.75.

Notes on the Use of Roles and Links in Coordinate Indexing.-
Documentation", 1961, v. 12, N 2, p. 98-100.
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Increase the cost and time of indexing. In relatively small document collections
(up to 30,000 items) the increased precision of retrieval achieved through the
use of grammatical means will not balance the increased time and cost of indexing
and searching. This means that under certain circumstances the employment of
descriptor languages without grammar is more advantageous.

Further development of grammatical means of the descriptor languages has
resulted in specialized ER languages in which the semantic relations between
descriptors are recognized to a greater extent. These relations and the descrip-
tors themselves are designated by complex codes and the search pattern of a
document has tree form of an encoded "telegraphic abstract". In one such language
the notion of "thermometer" is treated as a "machine or device (MACH.) which
effects (U) the measurement (MUM) and is affected (W) by heat (RWHT.)" and is
designated by the descriptor MACH.MUSR.RWHT. Among the most well-known of suoh
languages are the WRU Semantic Code, SYNTOL, the language of RX-codes, and some
others. They are in the experimental stage as yet and designed primarily for
automating information retrieval with the aid of computers. Familiarization with
these languages is beyond the scope of our introductory course.

We have thus considered some of the fundamental problems relating to the
descriptor-type UR systems; the reasons for their appearance and their Advantages
over the conventional systems; the principles of coordinate indexing and its
inherent weaknesses; the basic notions of descriptor languages; the operation of
some of the simpler systems based on these languages; the building up of the
thesauruses and their range of applications, and finally, the grammatical means
of descriptor ER languages. To round up the discussion of information retrieval
problems we have only the technical means of realization of IR systems to consi-
der. This will be the subject of the lecture that follows.
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Checkup questions

1. How do the inherent limitations of conventional information retrieval systems
manifest themselves?

2. What is coordinate indexing and what are its advantages over the IR languages
of the conventional systems?

3. Give the definitions of a descriptor language and its principal concepts.

4. How is a Uniterm system designed and how does it work?

5. What is a thesaurus, its structure and purpose?

6. What is the role of the granmatical means of a descriptor language?
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8. TECHNICAL MEANS OF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

While discussing information retrieval systems in general terms in the last
three lectures we hardly mentioned the technical means of their implementation.
The only exceptions were library systems and Uniterms, based on such elementary
facilities as bookshelves and catalogue cards. As you may remember, we did this
on purpose, being aware that diverse technical means can be used to implement one
and the same system and that it is therefore convenient to speak of all those
means in one place.

Their turn has come now, but we must first discuss a number of general
aspects of mechanization and automation of information retrieval.

Mechanization and automation of information retrieval

Technology is penetrating all spheres of human activity with rapid strides,
but the system of sciLatific communication no doubt still remains in this respect
at the level of centuries long past. It was not by accident, therefore, that the
first paper to ackt,owledge the full-weight status in science of scientific infor-
mation problems urged the development of special information machines. The paper .

was by an American scientist, engineer and public figure V. Bush, who wrote:
"Profe ..tonally our methods of transmitting and reviewing the results of ve4earch
are generations old and by now are totally inadequate for their purpose."0,

Definite successes have been scored in that respect in the quarter of a
century that has passed since. However, we are still far from a solution to the
problem of mechanized and automated information retrieval. Year-long futile
attempts at designing a "big information machine" finally brought in a realiza-
tion that this end would be better reached with standard punch card and electronic
digital computers used in combination with microfilming and other copying facili-
ties. Though, an aftermath of this"children's disease" was still manifest in an
overestimation of the role to be played by machines in solving information
retrieval problems. This overestimation survives even today despite the new clear
awareness that information retrieval problems can be solved only through a deep-
going study of thought processes.

That reminds of the vivid words of French mathematician L. Brillouin who
wrote: "Too many laymen picture science as a sheer accumulation of facts, and
take a scientist for a living encyclopaedia. They think it possible to solve
every problem by means of giant machines which might register all human knowledge
in their enormous, magnetic memories. Do you need some information? Push a
button and the machine will answer! This is ridiculous, and stems from the poorlat

1. Bush, V. As We May Think.- "Atlantic Monthly", 1945, v. 175, No. 1, p.101;
reprinted ins Readings in Information Retrieval. New York-London, I96A, p.20.
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science fiction. More important, it proves that the role of the scientist is
too often completely misunderstood ".(1)

This, of course, does not imply that mechanized or automated retrieval is
unnecessary. But complex facilities should only be introduced into information
processes provided they bring tangible economic gains by reducing the operational
costs of the retrieval system, appreciably speed up retrieval, or permit some
retrieval functions that are in principle unfeasible in manual systems.

It should be kept in mind that machines are not automation's Problem No.1,
and that it is not with them that automation must start. Machine may be charged
only with those operations that have been previously formalized to a (t), or
stated in the form of an algorithm. An algorithm is defined as a precise and
unambiguous statement of all the operations comprised in a process and of their
sequence. Hence, the first thing to do is to learn to make formal statements of
the complex thought processes that occur during document analysis, abstracting,
indexing and retrieval. This is an important general problem which by fsr sur-
passes the scope of scientific information activities and informatics.

We have spoken quite at length about the relative merits and shortcomings
of conventional and descriptor systems. Some believe that the former type of
systems are difficult to mechanize while the latter are easy to mechanize. This
opinion is not exactly true. Conventional systems, in particular those based on
UDC, can be mechanized, too; but the point is that it is not necessary since they
are efficient enough when embodied as a card catalogue. The case is different
with descriptor systems - mechanized or automated retrieval is to some extent
imperative with them, since manual searches for descriptor combinations are fea-
sible only in relatively small files.

Material information carriers

A broad variety of technical facilities - ranging from the simplest in-
formation retrieval devices up to the latest - generation electronic computers -
are currently applied to mechanize and automate information retrieval. Pursuing
the objectives stated at the outset, we shall not go into detail but concentrate
on some simpler devices. Still, obtaining a general notion of the whole gamut of
equipment applied seems desirable. Usually information retrieval devices are
classified by thp information carriers they use. These are conventionally divi-
ded into discrete and continuous carriers. Here is a possible classification of
the principal information carriers:

Discrete information media

Catalogue card*

Uniterm cards

Punched cards

1. Brillouin L. Scientific Uncertainty, and information. New York-London,
Academic Press, 1964, p. 39
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hand-sorted

edge-punched
body-punched
superimposable

mechanically sorted

Microfiches

Continuous information media

Microfilm

Punched tape

Magnetic tape (disks, drums)

Catalogue cards and Uniterm cards have been described in the preceding
lectures, so we shall rightaway come down to punched cards.

Punched cards

A punched card is a stiff paper rectangle vith either holes punched along
its edges or locations for punching such calibrated holes marked over the whole
card surface. Punched cards were first applied in the 18EVE1 by J.M. Jacquard
who used them to control the loom of his invention. Early in the 1890's the
American H. Hollerith introduced a pantograph punch and an electric accounting
tabulator for body-punched cards which he offered for processing the U.S. Census
data. This particular type of punched cards is therefore sometimes called
"Hollerith cards". He founded a firm which later grew into a major computer
company - "International Business Machines (IBM)."

The division of punched cards into htnd- and machine-sorted is merely
conventional since machines can be used to handle all kinds of cards, though
edge- and body-punched cards as well as superimposable cards are as a regular
rule processed manually. It should be emphasized that punched cards as well as
all the other information carriers were not created expressly for information
retrieval: they arc uaea in record-keeping, statistics and for some other purposes.

Edge-punched cards are used in document retrieval systems with serial
organization of AS. One or more rows of holes are punched elong the card edges.
Each hole is a binary code position permitting to code the presence or absence
of a characteristic. The presence of a characteristic is indicated by clipping
out the partition separating the hole from the card edge. The only thing to do
in order to select the cards having a notch in a specified position (that is the
cards on which the respective characteristic is recorded) is to insert a sorting
needle in a card pack and shake it slightly. The cards with the notch will
drop out.

Edge-punched cards of different sizes and with varying numbers of posi-
tions are produced. For their visual alignment in the file, the right-hand
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upper corner of every card is cut off. Most popular are cards sized 207 x 147 mm
with two rows of holes (a total of 215 positions of which 200 are used). Various
types of auxiliary equipment are used to manipulate such cards. These include
tongs for edge-notching individual cards, keyboard devices - both hand - and
electrically driven - for notching card packs, sorting-needles, and diverse sort-

ing boxes and selectors.

The most important parameter of edge-punched card is the maximum number of

different characteristics it can accommodate. Since the characteristics are
recorded on the card by their codes the totality of holes along the edge is cal-

led a card's code field. The information capacity of a code field, or the number
of different characteristics it can accommodate, is determined by the number of

holes and the type of code applied. According to the method of representing the

code words on an edge-punched card, a code may be direct or combined; according

to its designation - selector or sequence; according to the type of encoded sym-

bols - numerical or alphabetical; and according to positioning of the records in

the code field - local or superimposed.

The direct code puts every characteristic into one-to-one correspondence

with a hole in the card's code field. A direct code can be used to record as

many different characteristics as there are positions in the code field. Advan-

tages of a direct code are: no "retrieval noise" and minimal time and labour

costs of encoding and card sorting. The drawbacks are the limited number of

characteristics by which documents can be encoded and searched and the require-

ment that only mutually exclusive characteristics be enPoded in every pair of

holes in the case of a double-row card. The first shortcoming necessitates the

application of combined codes - selector or sequence; the second shortcoming is

ccanon to all local codes, and to get rid of it a superimposed code is applied.

The selector code is a combined code that provides for retrieving the

required cards from a file via a minimal number of sortings. A selector code

puts every characteristic into one-to-one correspondence with a configuration of

the code symbols recorded in a certain part of the code field (a subfield) dedi-

cated to a given group of characteristics. Every word encoded by a selector code

must comprise the same number of code symbols. Only one characteristic out of a

given group may be encoded in a subfield whatever the combined code applied.

This is a shortcoming of all local codes which makes them suitable for mutually

exclusive characteristics only. A selector code ia applicable both with single-

and double-row cards.

The trianglelpyramid) code is a variety of selector code. It records

every symbol with two notches in the positions situated at the upper ends of two

diagonal columns of the cowing network at the intersection of which the symbol to

be coded is located. An advantage of the triangle codes as compared with linear

ones is the smaller code field required. When a triangle code is applied to

double-row cards the symbols are recorded with deep and shallow notches. The deep

notches are made on the side on which the symbol in question lies at the inter-

section of the diagonal columns. In case the symbols ate located one above the

other the upper symbol corresponds to the right-hand deep notch.
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The sequence code is a combined code providing for arranging the cards in
a required order by a minimal number of sortings. With this code, every charac-
teristic is put into one-to-one correspondence with a configuration of code
symbols inside a code subfield. The configuration may consist of any number of
symbols, provided they do not exceed in number the positions in the subfield. The
sequence code has the common shortcoming of the local codes - it is fit for
mutually exclusive characteristics only. But its advantage is that it takes less
code field space than the direct and selector codes. The price of this, however,
is greater retrieval noise due to more false-drops of cards with coincident
notches.

All the above types of code may be either numerical or alphabetical. An
alphabetical code may be regarded as a version of a numerical code since each
letter of the alphabet is - explicitly or implicitly - uniquely designated by its
ordinal number in the alphabet. When sequence code is used to represent letters
their rapid alphabetic ordering is possible.

The superimposed code is a code meant to record more than one characteris-
tic in one and the same code field. A superimposed code uniquely assigns to each
characteristic a configuration of code symbols; the number of symbols per code
word must be constant. An advantage of the superimposed code is a substantially
increased utilization of the code field which is tantamount to increasing the
latterls capacity. The fault with superimposed coding is the retrieval noise
which can be caused by false configurations likely to arise when two true codes
are superimposed. For example, if codes 17 and 23 are recorded in the same code
field, false configurations 12, 13, 72 and 73 will appear. Some of these may
coincide with true code configurations, which will result in retrieval noise.
The noise will be the greater the more codes are recorded in the same field and
the less symbols every code word consists of. The typical codes used with edge-
punched cards are Shown in Fig. 30. Codes used with body-punched and machine-
sorted cards are essentially similar.

It should be stressed that edge-punched cards are recommendable only for
mechanized information retrieval in files of up to 10,000 documents in the case
of manual sorting and up to 30,000 documents with vibration or shock -type selec-
tors. They are mainly applied to individual files in narrow fields of science
and technology containing one or two thousand documents at most

Body - punched cards are a modification of edge-punched cards and they are
likewise intended for information retrieval systems with serial organization of
AS. The code field of a body-punched card is shaped as a rectangular matrix of
calibrated holes with equal spates between the rows and the columns. A code
position in a body-punched card is the partition between two adjacent holes
either vertically or horizontally, depending on the card type. The coding of
retrieval characteristics consists in cutting out a partition which results in
a slot appearing in its place.

The searching is carried out in an unordered file. The cards are placed
in the sorting box of a special selector. Sorting needles are inserted in the
holes made in the box and in the cards, namely the holes bordering from above
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(or on the side) the required positions in the code field. Then the sorting box
is tipped over to 180° or 90°. All the cards having slots in the corresponding
positions will thrust out of the file to the extent of a slot. The box remaining
in the tilted position, an auxiliary needle is inserted in a hole located at the
uppermost (or sidemost) edge of the cards and the box. This needle connects the
bulk of the file to the box except for the cards that have moved out (their edges
were below the hole through which the connecting needle was inserted).

The selector box is then restored to its origtnal position; but the auxil-
iary connecting needle prevents the cards that have moved out from dropping back
into the file. The sorting needles can now be remewed to take out of the file
the cards whose code fields contain the sets of characteristics that constitute
the required documents' search patterns. The chef advantage of body-punched
cards lies in their being better fit for multi-aspect searching than edge-punched
cards, that is for searching for several characteristics at a time. However,a
special selector is needed with them. The working principle of body-punched
cards is schematically shown in Fig. j1 (top).

Superimposable cards are used with inverted AS organization. This means
that to every descriptor a special card is dedicated upon which identification
numbers of all the documents having that descriptor in their search patterns are
recorded. The recording is effected by punching a hole in the location whose
coordinates indicate the document's call number. During retrieval the cards
dedicated to all the descriptors of the search request are extracted from the
file, laid one upon another and inspected against a light source to spot the
coincident holes. The numbers indicated by the coincident holes are the identi-
fication numbers of the documents sought. Thus a superimposable card is in A
way a modification of the Uniterm card permitting mechanized identification of
the matching numbers in the cards selected for searching. The working principle
of superimposable cards is schematically shown in Fig. )1 (bottom).

The main shortcoming of these cards is their limited information capacity
which depends on the. density of holes and the reduction of the space occupied by
one hole. The card sizes vary between 187 x 82.5 mm and 445 x 445 rin, with
capacities ranging from 400 to 400,000 positions. They are usually most efficient

with files of up to 100,000 documents. To facilitate punching, a £rid of co-
oinates is usually printed on cards, otherwise transparent stencils are applied.
Punching or drilling devices are used to make the holes, and light screens, to
spot the matching holes. Superimposable cards are either filed according to
strictly alphabetized descriptors er sometimes they are provided with edge notches
enabling them to be filed randomly. It should be noted that superimposable
cards like Uniterm cards can be used to build grammarless descriptor languages.

Superimposable cards were invented, as aentioned, in 1915 by American
ornithologist H. Taylor who applied them to define the different bird species by
combinations of their characteristic features. It was however, not earlier than
the 1940's that they 'ere first applied to information retrieval. Superimposable
cards are sometimes also called optical coincidence cards, feature cards and

peek-a-boo cards.
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Mechanically sorted cards are a variety of body-punched cards. They are
of standard size - 187 x 82.5 mm. The face side of a machine card is covered
with columns of figures printed over the whole field leaving free but a narrow
horizontal band at the top. The figures constitute a matrix. The 45- , 80- and
90- column cards are the most common types in use. In contrast with hand-sorted
cards, they have the left-hand upper corner cut off. Mass-scale-produced compara-
tively inexpensive computing and punching machines are used to handle machine
cards. Systems based on this equipment can handle files of over 200,000 documents,
and even several million documents, provided a preliminary ordering (subsorting).
The equipment is efficient, simple and reliable. Both serial and inverted organi-
zations of AS may be applied to such mechanized le systems. The former type of
systems are mostly built around sorting machines, while the latter type are based
on card-selecting equipment.

In the case of a serial organization of AS, every card carries an encoded
search pattern of a document and the letter's identification number. Sometimes
the bibliographic details of the document and even its annotation are printed on
every card, too. During retrieval the sorting machine scans the file or some
part of it matching the codes of document search patterns recorded on the cards
against the search request code entered into it. When the adopted matching
criterion is fulfilled, the sorter selects the relevant card and conveys it to
the receiver, for this card indicates the identification number of tha document
(and, in some systems, other data as well, which permits to regulate the search-
ing procedure by the intermediate retrieval results). In the case of an inverted
organization of the AS, every card carries the code of a descriptor and the
identification number of a document having that descriptor in its search pattern.
The rest of the code field may be used for a bibliographic entry and annotation
which serve the same purpose as with serial storage organization. In the course
of retrieval, subfiles of cards corresponding to the descriptors of the search
request are selected. (rark that whatever the procedure, standard card selecting
equipment requires that a separate card be reserved for every document). In case

an ordered file is used, this selection is done manually. A sorting machine is
used to select the required descriptor cards from an unordered file.

Next, the selcctei terd nubfiles are ordered by their numbers and entered
into a card-selecting machine, which selecta out of the first pelr -. of autfiles
being processed only such cards as contain matching numbers. The resulting sub-
file is then matched against the third subfile etc., until the cards with match-
ing identification numbers have been selected from all Us: subfiles. These
numbers indicate the documents sought. it should be mentioned that despite the
fact that a card sorter has 1n operating speed of 250 card per minute, the advan-
tage of inverted over serial AS organization is practically reduced to sera by
the magnification of the card file it nelessitates.

Modified card sorters
handle cards carrying dozens
hence the retrieval time.

Thus far we have male
card space lying outside the

are now under development that will be able to
of numbers. This will cut down the file size and

only some cursory remarks on the contents of the
code field. to sore cards - edge-punched, body-
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punched, and mechanically sorted - this space may be sufficient to hold the
identification number and bibliographic details of a document and even an infor-
mative abstract. Moreover, there exists a special type of card having a cali-
brated window (aperture) for inserting a microfilmed copy of a document. These
cards are called aperture cards. They are also sometimes called Filmsort cards
by the name of the company that first produced them on a commercial basis. With
various types of cards the aperture size may be between 105 x 77 mm and to 30 x
41 mm. Most widespread are mechanically sorted 80-column aperture cards enclos-
ing a frame of 35-mm film. Different types of aperture cards are shown in
Fig. 32.

The chief advantage of the aperture cards is an 80 per cent reduction of
document storage space as well as the facility of rapid retrieval and reproduction
.f documents. Usually they are applied in single-circuit IR systems in which AS
and PS are combined in a single file of unordered aperture cards. Such systems
are particularly efficient for storing technical drawings - a case where space
and speed problems are especially acute. Suffice it to say that in designing a
jet aircraft tens of thousands of drawings are used weighing sometimes as much as
the aircraft itself. Essentially, aperture cards are a combination of a punched
card and another information carrier, a microfiche.

Microfiches

Transparent microcards, or microfiches are pieces of negative or positive
photographic film carrying the images of documents or their parts. They should
be distinguished from opaque microcards which are made of an opaque material,
usually photographic paper. Transparent microcards are sometimes called micro-
fiches. They are of different sizes, but the currently most used size is 75 x
125 mm, that is the size of a standard library card. The upper horizontal band
of a transparent card is reserved for the bibliographic reference readable with
the naked eye. The document text is micro-reproduced (depending on the reduction
ratio one transparent microcard may accommodate from 48 to 200 images) and can be
read by means of special equipment. Specimens of transparent microcards are
shown on Fig. )3.

The fault with single-circuit mechanically sorted aperture card IR systems
is that the film is soon ruined due to scratching during sorting. For that rea-
son systems with separate AS and PS are much more practical. It is efficient to
combine AS implemented or usual mechanically sorted cards with PS consisting of
hand-ordered transparent microcards. The merits of transparent cards - simple
and easy filing, storage and production of enlarged copies - make them a most
promising information carrier for PS in systems numbering millions of items.

Very sophisticated ER systems with speciall designed retrieval devices
are developed on the basis of transparent microcards. An early system of that
kind was "Filmorex" built by French Physician J. Samain in 195o. It has been
considerably modified and upgraded since. The information carrier used is a
35 x 60 mm-sized transparent microcard, shown in Fig. 33. It it divided into
two tones, one of which is for the micro-image of the document and the other one
for its search pattern. The maximum code field capacity is 20 descriptors, one
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vertical column per descriptor. Filmorex system comprises the following hardware:
a recording camera, a guillotine for cutting film into frames, a selector, a
reader-printer, and card files - subject, auxiliary and author.

Special code cards are employed to record document search patterns on
microfiches. For every descriptor the is one such card carrying its five-digit
number and the binary code for that number. The operator of the recording camera
pulls out of the file the code cards of tne descriptors of the document being
processed and lays them one upon another in such a fashion that each subsequent
card covers the underlying card but leaves open the edge with the binary code of
the descriptor. This superposition forms the code of the document search pattern
and it is photographed together with the document. The last (topmost) card
remains entirely open, and thus, in addition to the binary code of that descriptor
its numeric, alphanumeric or alphabetic code is nlso photographed. On the trans-
parent microcard, this code reproduced beside the code field, is easily readable
with the unaided eye. The basic advantages of this code-forming technique are
its simplicity and the fact that it is almost completely error-free.

During input, each document is photographed as many times as there are des-
criptors in its search pattern; the last, uppermost code card is every time taken
off and placed under the rest of the cards so that it becomes the bottom one. Ao
the result the code of the next descriptor is laid open and recorded on the next
transparent microcard. Thus every following card is denoted by the code of the
subsequent descriptor. The cards are then manually sorted according to these
codes between the corresponding sections of the operational files. It tekes an
average of 2 minutes to enter a document with a search pattern of 5 descriptors.

Retrieval is yerformed with the help of a special selector. The search
request is recorded in a complementary code, that is in such a way that the
positions which are transparent in the basic descriptor code are black in the
complementary code and vice versa. When superimposing a complementary code upon
the corresponding basic code record, the line of the code field becomes complete-
ly masked out. Cards can be searched by three descriptors at a time et most.
For that, a "negative" mask of the codes of the descriptors is prepared; this
:mak is a piece of black film into which the covplementary cotes of the descriptors
have been punched on a keyboard punch.

The mask is entered into the selector and during the sorting of ttig cards
is superimposed, as it were, on their code fields. If a mask completely blacks
out the code field of a microcard this means that this field contains the re-
quired descriptor codes. The coincidence of a code with its "negative counter-
part" is established by three light cells that close the electrical circuit of
the sorter magnet which transports the microcard to the selector holder. The
output device of the system is a reader-printer which produces enlarged document
coptes ready for use. The selector can handle up to (00 cards in one minute, and
the reader-printer up to 40 cards per minute. The operation and the principal
units of the Filmorex systems are shown In Fig. 34. Its cost is on the order of
t25,000. Several dozen such systems are Currently operational in a number of
countries.
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Other, more complex systems based on tranuarent microcards have been
developed as well, for example Minicard, Magnacard, Walnut, costing from hundreds
of thousands to millions of dollars. However, these expensive systems exist but
as single specimens and have not become widespread. As a matter of fact, the
growing popularity of transparent microcards is explained just by their being
efficiently applicable without ally complex and costly equipment.

Microfilm

The same is nearly as true of microfilm, which,though, belongs to continu-
ous information carriers. The division of material information carriers into
discrete and continuous is as conventional as any other classification. Indeed !

if we cut microfilm into small strips of several frames (called strip microfilm)
they can be viewed as discrete carriers. For that matter, even roll films are
continuous only within a roll. The continuous nature of a carrier creates cer-
tain difficulties with ordering the file of documents it stores. On the other
hand, equipment used with continuous carriers ensures very high speeds of
operation. The evident advantage of microfilm is that it requires no special
film-handling equipment, since all the existing inventory of devices of the film
industry is directly applicable.

Still, information retrieval of microfilmed documents does require special
microfilm selectors. The concept of such selectors was first suggested by German.
E. Goldberg back in 1927. The first operational prototype microfilm selector
"Memex" was built in the late 1930's by V. Bush of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology whose words have been quoted at the beginning of this lecture. The
final version of the device, called "Rapid Selector", was constructed by R. Show
in 1949; since then it has been repeatedly modified.

The Rapid Selector handles 35-mm unperforated positive film. Recording of
documents is carried out at reduction ratios from 2.5:1 to 20:1. The frame size
is 21 x 44 mm; every frame on the film is prec,xled by a code field for a document
search pattern. The capacity of the code field is 315 positions. The search
pattern is entered into the code field from an 80-column card punched on a key-
board punch. The punched card is fed into the microfilming camera, and the
punched holes are automatically converted into a binary light code which is pro-
jerted on to the microfilm.

Search requests are likewise entered into the selector from 80-column
punched cards. A switchboard panel is used to specify the logical relations
between the search pattern descriptors. As the film moves a special photoelectro-
nic unit matches the search request against the search patterns of the documents
whose microrecords are on the film scanned. The documents produced by the selec-
tor are copied onto the reproduction microfilm in a dynamic mode, that is without
stopping the main film. At the film drawing speed of 2.7 n/sec and a main reel
capacity of 1,800 m, the mean retrieval time in a reel, including development of
the reproduction film, does not exceed 12 minutes.

A "Poidk-OK" microfilm selector has ten developed in the Soviet Union in
1962 by engineer Yu. Ya. Klyachkin (VIM') for searching documents' micro-records
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by their identification numbers. The information carrier used is again 35-mm
unperforated positive film with documents filmed at a reduction of 15:1. Identi-
fication numbers are entered from a numeric keyboard located on the console of
the filming device. The number is projected against a coding scale and recorded
together with the document. On the film, the document (double list) and its
number are accommodated in a frame sized 31 x 43.5 mm. The density of filmed
records is 19 frames/m. The code field with a document's call number precedes
every frame containing a copy of that document. 250-270 m reels are used accom-
modating up to 5,000 frames each.

Requested numbers are keyed into the selector and the identified images
are projected onto the display screen enlarged to the original size. The mean
retrieval time in one reel (holding up to 10,000 pages) at a film-moving speed of
0.6 m/min. does not exceed 4 minutes. There is a facility for stopping the film
to make natural-size copies of the images from the display on usual paper.
(Hence the name of this model - "Poisk-OK" which means "Searching with stop for
copying"). A new model of this selector has now been developed, named "Poisk-DV"
(which stands for "Searching with dynamic copying"). While retaining the main
features of the previous model, the new version permits to copy the requested
images onto 35-mm roll film without stopping the film drive. Atomatic control of
the selector is built in.

There exist still more complex selectors with better performance charac-
teristics. These include, among others, US-manufactured equipment used in IR
systems MIRACODE, RADIR, CRIS, FLIP. It should be noted, however, that micro-
film selectors are mostly used as PS in 1R systems with a relatively limited file.
This explains the marked trend towards simplification of these selectors. Some
recent popular models can even be regarded as ordinary reader-printers supple-
mented with elementary facilities for searching filmed images and a mechanical
film drive.

Roll microfilm plus simple and inexpensive readers and copiers can well
be used by individuals for building personal scientific and technical libraries.

Electronic computer and automated information retrieval

Of all the continuous information carriers listed above we have not yet
spoken only of punched paper tape and magnetic tape, disks and drums. Punched
tapes are much used in devices employed to compile various information publica-
tions-permuted-title indexes and union catalogues. The particular types of these
devices will be discussed in the following lecture. Magnetic tape is applied in
some special-purpose information retrieval devices, for example those used in the
Videofile system (USA, 1958-1964). These devices will by all likeness have good
prospects after television techniques take root in scientific information activi-
ties. Meanwhile, however, they are rather rarely used due to their complex
design and high costs, and for that reason we shall not dwell on them.

Continuous carriers of the above types are mainly used for input to, and
external memories of, electronic computers, which are more and more regularly
applied to information retrieval tasks. The design and operation of the different
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types of computer would make the subject of a different and quite an ample course.
Still, discussing mechanization and automation of information retrieval we cannot
dispense with assessing the part the electronic computer will have to play in
this sphere. gucceesful applications of the computer in the various fields of
human activity have inspired a great number of people with what almost amounts
to a mystical faith in its infallibility and omnipotence. However, the real

capabilities of computers are far from boundless.

The essential advantages that a computer has over human brain are uniform-
ity of operations, reliability, minimal errors, high speed, and eventually lesser

cost of certain operations. All these davantages can be realized only provided
there is an algorithm and a program for the performance of the task concerned.
In contrast to man, the computer will always give identical indexing to one and
the same document, and it can be by far faster and more exact in comparing an
information request against the abstracts of documents or even their complete
texts.

However, unless we understand the inner mechanism of such thought proces-
ses as document content analysis, abstracting, annotating, and indexing, we shall

not be able to algorithmize the processes. This, in turn, requires deep-going
studies into thought psychology, linguistics, mathematical logic, semiotics and
other disciplines. All attempts at using computers for information retrieval to-
date have been based on mere statistical properties of document texts and did not
take into account their semantic properties. But we are not even certain that
the identity of meaning of two texts can be established by purely statistical
methods without any semantic analysis of their contents that involves a reference
to extra-linguistic information, that is information not immediately contained
in the texts being processed.

The greatest promise therefore appears to lie with finding the optimal
modes of man-machine interaction so that their respective advantages could be
utilized and the one supported the other in the best possible way. As Norbert
Wiener, the father of cybernetics, phrased it in his last work: "Render unto
man tho things which are man's and unto the computer the things which are the
computer's. This would seem the intelligent policy to adopt when we employ men
and computers together in common undertakings. It is a policy as far removed
from that of the gadget worshipper as it is from the man who sees only blasphemy
and the degradation of man in the use of any mechanical adjuvants whatever to
thoughts".(1)

To recapitulate. We have outlined in general terms the technical facili-
ties of information retrieval. In keeping with our chief objective - just to
usher a student of informatics into the science - we concentrated on the aspects
essential for mechanization and automation of information retrieval. As to

particular information-retrieval media, the emphasis was on those using punched

1. Wiener N. God and Golem, Inc. A Comment on Certain Points where Cybernetics
Impinges on Religion. Cambridge, The M.I.T. Press, 1964, p. 72-73.
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cards, which can be considered the most generally available and fairly efficient
under certain conditions. At shorter length we have spoken of the devices based
on microrecords of document texts, despite the fact that these devices have a
major part to play in mechanizing scientific information activities. To some
extent this gap will be eked out by the following lecture where the copying and
reproducticn of science documents will be dealt with as the starting stage and
essential prerequisite to the utilization of scientific information.
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Checkup questions

1. Under what conditions is it advisable to mechanize and automate scientific
information activities?

2. What are the existing information carriers and how are they applied?

3. What are the applications of the different types of punched cards?

4. What are the advantages and shortcomings of the principal punched card codes?

5. What are the principles of handling edge-punched, body-punched, and super-
imposable cardfi?

6. What are microfilm selectors used for?

7. How are computers to contribute to the solution of information retrieval
problems?
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9. REPRODUCTION OF SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTS

During the entire course we have repeatedly stressed the fact that a
scientific document is a major attribute of scientific information work. What is
more, the scientific documents are a mode of existence of science, for they are
the end product of any research, they serve as one of the primary means of dis-
semination of scientific information, and their utilization poses most important
organizational problems of scientific research.

For this reason document reproduction, i.e. copying and duplicating,
cannot be viewed as purely technical matter. The level of reproduction techniques
and facilities will have a direct bearing on the effectiveness of scientific in-
formation utilization and, eventually, on the unhampered advancement of science.
For centuries since Gutenberg's invention, the typographic process has remained
the sole method of edition printing of textual documents. It was only in the
recent decades that photography, invented in the 1830's, found extensive applica-
tion as a document copying method.

Document reproduction processes

The need for speedy and low-cost copying techniques and facilities, which
arose several decades ago in the sphere of clerical and office work, has promoted
the development of a variety of copying and duplicating processes. In addition
to the former silver halide and diazc, processes (i.e. photography and dyeline
copying), the thermographic and electrographic processes which first appeared in
the early '50's have quickly made their way into the document reproduction field.
It is now beyond doubt that the fast spread of new reproduction techniques has no
smaller role to play in enhancing the efficiency of scientific research than the
invention of book printing five hundred years ago. The theoretical and practical
aspects of these processes are dealt with by a new technical discipline which has
been termed reprography. Familiarity with the essentials of reprography is im-
portant both for the information officers and for subject specialists in the
different areas of research and practical activities. The development and use of
the various information retrieval devices which were discussed in the preceding
lecture, is only made possible through the application of the up-to-date copying
and duplication facilities.

Document reproduction processes can be broadly classified as follows.

Document copying

Silver halide processes
Photographic
Reflex

Diazo processes (dyeline copying)

Thermographic processes

Electrographic processes
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Document duplicating,

Typographic printing

Letterpress
Gravure
Flat-bed (lithographic)

Spirit duplicating

Stencil duplicating

Offset duplicating

Addressing machines

Division of all document reproduction processes into copying and duplica-
ting is for the sake of convenience only; the criteria of division are the number
of copies produced and the use of a specially prepared master. Copying is gene-
rally held to include those processes which yield a maximum of 12 ur 15 copies
from any original which has not been specially prepared for this purpose. But,
then, many copying processes will be able to produce more than 15 copies, and
besides, they place certain demands on the originals being reproduced.

Photogulty.

Copying of documents by means of photography was ushered in by the inven-
tion of photography. Back In 1839, when J.M. Daguerre had for the first time
demonstrated his photographic process to the members of the French Academie des
Sciences, a German medical student at the University of Liege, by name of
Albrecht Breyer, began experimenting with silver halide-coated paper to produce
copies from prInted book pages. At present, standard photographic processes are
used to obtain high-quality copies enduring prolonged archival storage. These
processes are, however, very costly and time-consuming and require specially
equipped darkrooms. Standard photographic processes are mainly employed in
scientific information work for producing copies of half-tone illustrations with
further duplication in multiple copies (by the photostatic method), as well as
for producing reduced copies (microcopying) or enlarged copies (reproduction
copying).

Production of greatly reduced copies of documents is called microphoto-
graphing or microfilming. Microfilming (with reduction ratios of from 8 t 200
times) permits to reduce for storage the size of the original documents by as
much as 95%, to standardize the document size, to promptly execute copying and
small-run duplicating jobs. Microcopy negatives serve as starting materials for
the "same-size" reproduction of originals. Microcopy positives are used directly
for reading by means of microfilm readers.

The microfilm readers may have reflexive or translucent screen. Commer-
cially availaole are stationary, desk- top -type and portable readers which offer
a magnification range from 8 to 200 times. In most of them microphotographs are
read against a light source. To obtain enlarged copies of microfilm, both
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standard enlargers and special electrographic apparatus can be used. Steadily
increasing use is made of the reader-printer devices which make it possible, after
reading a micro-frame, in a roll film or microcard, to obtain immediately an en-
larged copy of this frame on special paper.

Reflex processes

To overcome the difficulties attending the standard photographic processes,
to facilitate silver halide copying processes and to eliminate the need for dark-
rooms, the reflex processes have been developed. They are based on the contact
copying method, where the exposure of the sensitized paper is effected by the
light reflected from the surface of the original being copied. The most wide-
spread are the stabilization, diffusion-transfer-reversal and gelatin-dye-trans-
fer processes.

In the stabilization process, silver halide-coated paper i3 laid with the
coating on the original being copied and exposed to light from the side of the
copy paper. The light passing through the sensitized material is absorbed by the
dark areas of the original, and reflected from the light areas back onto the
coating. This results in the reflex exposure of the copy paper. The paper is
dipped into an activating solution which converts the exposed silver halide to
metallic silver in the areas corresponding to the non-image portions 01 the
original. After development the copy paper is put into a stabilizing solution
the constituents of which (thiourea) react with the unexposed silver halide to
form complex compounds which are insensitive to light. The next step is thorough
squeezing and drying of the paper. The first reflex copy obtained is negative.
Using it as an original, further re-runs produce any wanted number of positive
copies. It should be noted that the need for drying of the original renders the
stabilization process too slow (though less so than standard photography which
requires time-consuming washing after fixing).

The diffusion-transfer-reversal (DTR) process is mach faster, but requires
two types of special paper, negative and positive. Negative paper is coated with
gelatin emulsion which contains silver halide and other light sensitive sub-
stances. Positive paper has a coating of colloidal silver and is insensitive to
light. Negative paper is exposed by the reflex method, as in the previous pro-
cess. Following exposure the negative paper is removed from the original and
immediately, without preliminary development, is placed face to face with the
positive paper. The two are submerged into a solution containing a developer
(e.g. methol and hydrochinone) and a solvent for silver halide (e.g. sodium thi-
osulfate). In the areas of the latent image of the negative, soluble silver
salts are formed which are transferred by diffusion to the positive paper, where
under the effect of colloidal silver, they form metallic silver. The positive
image is thus produced. DTR is the quickest of the reflex processes. However,
it has also some drawbacks, notably one negative can produce only one copy, on
which brownish spots may appear and which may become yellow with time.

The gelatin-dye-transfer (known under the trade name Verifax) depends on
the use of a printing matrix, which is a sheet of light sensitive paper coated
with a gelatin emulsion containing silver halide, a non-diffusing developing
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agent and a dye forming agent. Exposure of the matrix is by the standard reflex
method. It is then placed in a solution of alkali known as the activator solu-
tion which has the effect of hardening the gelatin on the lighted areas, while
the dye forming agent converts to unsoluble blue dye. This dye can be trans-
ferred onto a sheet of any paper together with the unhardened gelatin in which it
is contained. The gelatin which has been transferred to paper contains not only
dye but also silver halide which under the action of thiourea (with which the
paper has been impregnated previously) gradually converts to metallic silver.
After the dye has faded out this metallic silver produces the copy image. One
matrix will yield up to seven copies. Since the sensitivity to light of the
gelatin coating on the matrix is fairly low, copying can be carried out in a
room with subdued fluorescent lighting. The matrix is sensitive, though, to the
yellow colour. As in other reflex processes, yellow, orange and green originals
cannot be copied. Besides, the gelatin-dye-transfer process does not produce
quality copies from half-tone originals and requires specially trained operators.
The schematic of the reflex and other copying processes is shown in Fig. 35.

Diazo

The diazo process, also called dyeline and diazotypy, is based on the fact
that many diazo compounds entering into reaction with aromatic amines, phenols and
some other compounds, form azo dyes. But, diazo compounds are decomposed when
exposed to ultraviolet light and become incapable of forming azo dyes. For copy-
ing, an original is placed on diazo paper or film and exposed to an ultraviolet
light source from the side of the original. This results ,n the decomposition of
the diazo compound in all areas of the coating which are not screened by the
elements of the image being copied. The ability to form azo dyes is retained by
these areas of the diazo coating which correspond to the elements of the image
being copied. If, therefore, such paper or film is subjected to appropriate
chemical treatment, a positive copy of the original will appear on it.

According to the development method, diazo processes are divided into dry
and wet. In the dry method the diazo coating contains azo components which react
with non-decomposed diazo compound to produce the corresponding dye. In addition,
such a diazo coating contains an acid preventing premature coupling of diazo com-
pound with the azo component. The exposed diazo coating is brought in contact
with ammonia vapour which neutralizes the acid, resulting in the necessary reac-
tion which yields the dye. In the wet method the light-sensitive coating con-
tains only a diazo compound. Because of this fact, the diazo paper or film is
treated with an alkaline solution containing a certain azo component.

The dyeline process is used primarily for the duplication of engineering
drawings. It has come into wide use since the middle of the last century, after
John Herschel, a British chemist and astronomer, invented a light-sensitive paper
which originally was cyanotype. Diazocopies retain sharp image for some 25 years,
and their cost is four or five times lower than that of the copies produced by
any other method. However, the copied original must be on one side of a trans-
parent or translucent material.
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Thermography

Thermo-Fax, is the most popular of the thermographic processes. It is
direct, i.e. it involves no image transfer. It was introduced in 1950 by the
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. (3 M) as a result of the investigations
by a physical chemist, Dr. Carl S. Miller. This process makes use of heat-
sensitive paper which contains compounds that form a coloured substance when
heated. The reaction usually involves a ferric compound, such as ferric stearite,
and a phenolic compound, such as tannic acid. These materials are held in a
binder, such as polyvinyl butiral. To prevent premature reaction between these
compounds a waxy ferric compound is used. The reaction which forms a coloured
product will take place only after the ferric compound has melted.

For copying, heat-sensitive paper is placed face up on the surface of the
original to he copied and is exposed to infrared radiation from the side of the
copy paper. Infrared passes through the heat-sensitive paper and, being absorbed
by the printed areas of the original, generates heat that is transmitted to the
corresponding copy paper areas. This absorption of infrared occurs only when the
image being copied is printed in inks which contain carbon black or metallic
compound. Organic inks (of vegetable origin) do not absorb infrared. As a result
of heating the ferric compound converts to a melted form and, reacting with the
phenolic compound, produces a positive copy of the original on the heat-sensitive
paper.

Thermography is applied to the copying of printed or typed originals, as
well as of pencil inscriptions and drawings (pen and ball-point inscriptions can-
not be copied), where it is necessary to produce copies for temporary use. This
is a singularly easy and cheap process, but the,copies it produces will become
blackened and brittle especially if exposed to heat. There are also some in-
direct thermographtc processes, e.g. the Dual Spectrum process, or the distilla-
tion process, which overcome the shortcomings of thermography but at the same
time slow down copying and render it much costlier and more complicated.

Electrography

Electrography is a name which is commonly applied to the various phltoelec-
trical and electromagnetic processes of forming images and printing without
impression. As early as 1521, a Russian inventor, E.E. Gorin, proposed to use
the properties of photoconductors for image reproduction and filed an application
for the invention of what he called an "Electrographic apparatus". Apparently,
he was the first to use the term " electrography". The American physicist C.F.
Carlson combined the principle of image forming which had been proposed by Gorin
with the principle of development of latent electrostatic image by the sprinkling
of a dye, proposed by P. Selenyi, a hungarian, and in 1938 obtained the first
electrographic copy. This process was subsequently perfected at the Battelle
Memorial Institute (USA) and re-named "xerography" (from the Greek words meaning
"dry writing"). Commercial exploitation of electrography began in 1950. Elec-
trography divides into processes involving image transfer (xerography) and those
without image transfer (electrofax). Both are presented schematically in Fig.35.
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Xmaritaz works in the following way. A selenium coating on an aluminium
plate is used as the photoconduotor. To make the plate sensitive to light it is
given a positive eleotrostatio charge by a corona discharge in the dark. During
exposure of a charged plate in a reproduoing or projecting apparatus the lighted
areas of the selenium coating are depolarised. This results in the formation of
latent electrostatic, image on the aurface of the photoconductor coating, for the
development of which an oppositely charged toner is cascaded across the plate.
The toner particles are attracted by the charged trees of the coating and held
by them permanently. Fine synthetic or natural resin powder with the addition of
a pigment serve as the toner. For clectricizing the toner the so-called oarriers
are used which are small glass or polyatirene beads.

A sheet of common paper is then laid over the powder image thus formed and
givea an electric, charge by means of a corona discharge of the same sign as the
charge of the latent image and opposite to the charge of the powder image. As a
result, the toner parti-les are attracted to the paper eurface and settle on it.
The powder image is fixed on the paper surface either by heath.% the toner to its
melting point or by exposing !t to the vapours of a strong solvent, such as ace-
tone or sulphuric ether.

An electrographic copy does not take more than 3 or 4 minutes to produce,
even when all the operations are manual. At present, fully automatic rotary-type
apparatus are used, in which the selenium coating is applied to a rotatable drum
and not to a plate. Such apparatus has high operating speeds that enable a copy
to be produced in a few seconds. Xerography uses t dry method which revires no
darkroom, and the materials are readily available had fairly inexpensive. An
image can be copied not only on paper, tut also on fabric, films and even on
metal maatero which are used in offset duplicating. The chief drawback of
xerography is insufficient quality in reproducing half-tone images and large
solid areas. Besides, the equipment, particularly the rotary automatic machines,
is very expensive. A selenium-coated plate con produce not more than 2,000
copies. and a drum must be replaced after about 50,000 copies.

The electrofax method, or direct electrostatic process, was introduced by
the Radio Corporation of America (USA) in 1954. It makes use cf Ohotoeonduetor
paper coated with zinc oxide on which eleetrographic copies of the original are
directly formed. Electrographic paper is produced by applying to a paper sheet

coating of a dieleetrieal binder, such as silicone resin or poly stirene, as
well as organie dyes that sensitise tine oxide to light. These properties of
tine oxide have been investigated by Soviet researchers Academician A.N. Terenin
and E.K. Futseyko. Electrostatic paper is charged and exposed in the same manner
as in the xerographic process. The eniy distinction is thet here the paper is
given a positive charge and the pigment, a negative one.

Tip visible image in produced on electrographic paper by either a dry or
wet method. Dry development makes use of the "magnetic brush" technique. The
developing powder contains the carrier in the shape of fins iron particles which,
together with the charged pigmented particles that cling to them, are attracted
by an electric magnet forming a sort of "brush". As this brush moves across
the electroeraphic paper with latent image the pigmented powdei adheres to the
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oppositely charged areas of the photoconduotor coating and develops this image.
The iron particles remain on the magnet. This method makes a fine job of line
drawings and, half -tone images, as well as large solid areas. The powder image
is fixed on the electrographic paper by heating the pigment to its melting point.
Liquid development is either by dipping the paper in the developer or by spraying
the developer on the paper. The developer is usually a highspecific-resistance
liquid (e.g. aircraft gasoline) in which the appropriate pigment is dispersed.
It requires no further fixing of the image on the copy.

It should be noted that the Electrofax method permits to design high-speed
automatic copying equipment, dispenses with limitations on the originals which
can be copied, but it requires special paper from which the images can be easily
scratched off by metal objects. In addition to the electrographic processes dis-
cussed, a few others are used, includlim the electrolytic and thermoplastic
processes. We have considered only the basic types. Their relative merits and
demerits are tabulated in Fig. 36.

It was nur intention to leave out of discussion the specific copying
devices. Such equipment includes thoosands of models varying in complexity from
the simplest, designed for small operation, all the way to the most sophisti-
cated apperstus designed for semi-automatic or fully automatic operation. Direct-
ly goverr!d by their design and application are their speed, labour requirements
and cc. t. Apart from that, in this new and fast growing field the new equipments
are constantly entering the market. It can be elated with cer'ainty that by the
time ;ou complete your course, the existing equipment will have been replaced by
the new equipment having better performance indices. Tnis explains why our intro-
ductory course is confined to giving a general overvie% of the novel copying
processes. Once you understane them you have a key to mastering any other appara-
tus of the sort. Concluding this survey we should like only to point it out that
electrography Is becoming the most widespread of all the processes discussed, and
seems to be .he most promising of all the existing document reproduction methods.

Typographic printing,

It has been said already that duplication is commonly understood to include
all processes that produce in excess of 15 copies from a special master. The
principal trtditional method of document duplication is by typographic printing,
which has been termed professional printing, or graphic arts, as distinet from the
more modern duplication techniques.

In the fourth lecture, when speaking about the channels of dissemination
of scientific information, ue have touched upon the work of & pubiishing office
and a printing &hop. We discussed only the process of preparation of a form for
relief printing. In actual fact, three kinds of printing can be distinguished:
letter-prets (relief), gravure, and flat-bed. In letterpress printing, the prin-
ting elements art raised above the rest of the fora surface. The form in this
case consists of a set, which reproduces the text, and plates which reproduce the
illustrations. This printing method is used in the production of the great majori-
ty of books, periodicals, newspapers and other predominantly textual materials.
In gravure printing, the printing elements are deepened with respect to the white
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space elements. The varying depths of the printing elements permit to reproduce
gradual transition from the lighted to the darker areas on the original. This
strongly recommends gravure printing for reproducing art illustrations. In flat-
bed v.:11111m, all printing and non-printing elements are on a plane. This kind
of printing (its most common variety is called lithography) is generally used
for the multi-colour printing of maps, posters, post-cards etc. The different
kinds of printing are schematically shown in Fig. 37.

The form is used in the printing of a run, i.e. in the production of the
requisite number of copies. There are two techniques of doing it. With the
first technique, the transfer of the ink from the form occurs at the very moment
when the paper is pressed against the form. With the second technique, which is
called offset printing, the ink from the form is transferred first to an inter-
mediary roller, from which it is transferred on to the paper.

Modern printing shop equipment includes platen, cylinder and rotary ma-
chines. In platen machines the form and the surface which presses the paper
(platen) are plane surfaces. In cylinder presses, only the form to which the
paper is pressed by the fmlression cylinder has a plane surface. In rotary
machines both the form, aile the surface which presses against the paper are cy-
lindrical. Substitution of cylinders for plane surfaces provides for a sub -
stantial speeding up of the printing machines. The vorking principles of the
various types of printing machinery are demonstrated in Fig. 38.

Office reproduction techniques

The demand for facilities which would permit big-run duplication of docu-
ments, but faster, cheaper and eerier than the conventional graphic arta methods
has caused the emergence of a variety of processes broadly termed "office repro-
duction techniques". The processes include the means of non-composition master
production, flat-bed offset, stencil and spirit duplicating, as well as advanced
metnods of editorial document processing. The emergence of office reproduction
Is a breakthrough in the informaUon communication techniques which is comparable
in impact with the invention of book printing. The merits of office reproduction -
low cost, high speed, small size and general availability - permit almost the
same quantitative and qualitative results as in graphic arts to be achieved with
less labour, materials and time spending.

The advantages of office reproduction techniques over graphic arts are not
confined to the reduction in the production cycle and, hence, publication time on
account a the proof-reading step. Authors' and editorial corrections of the
form are the essential steps in any typograph 3 process, as they considerably
improve the content of the published documents. However, office reproduction
facilitates and speeds up the correction processes by employing the new means tf
master preparation. These means constitute the essential features of the new
facilities and techniques of document duplicating.
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Composing typewriters and phototypesetters

The majority of modern machines for the preparation of masters for office
reproduotion are traceable to the ordinary typewriters. Commercial manufacture
of typewriters was started a century ago, in 1863, by the American military con-
cern Remington. The typewriter design proposed by engineers K. Sholles and
K. Oliden allowed printing in single-size letters. In 1878 the typewriter design
was improved to accommodate both upper-case and lower-case letters. Further
perfections, including the introduction of the tabulator, and the interline space
regulator were introduced by another American concern, Underwood Typewriter Co.,
founded in 1895.

Owing to the introduction of carbon paper, in the late 19601s and early
1870's, the typewriters began to be used for the duplicition of textual materials.
In 1875, T.A. Edison invented a method of stencilling using a wax stencil, which
marked the beginning of the use of typewriters as a means of master preparation.
Prom the time the first typewriters entered the market and up till the present
day their designs have been undergoing continuous changes. One of the most pro-
mising trends in this respect is the development of electric and automatic
portable composing machines for master preparation. The first such machine was
apparently the Skoropechatnik (literally meaning "Fast-Typer"), designed in 1875
by a Russian inventor, M.I. Alisov, and exhibited three years later in Philadel-
phia, where it was awarded a medal.

The present-day composintypewriters are distinguished by the great
variety of type sizes, sets of type and styles of typeface, which closely re-
semble print type. These machines permit differential spacing according to the
width of individual characters whereas in ordinary typewriters the spacing is
the same for all characters and punctuation marks. Many oomposing machines
provide line justification, which means that the right-hand edge of the printing
master is an even line. The Varityper, which is one of the widely used machines
of this kind, permits the composition of complex scientific and technical texts
using mathematical, chemical and astronomical symbols. The Varityper belongs to
the range of segment machines which have distinctive atvantages over the usual
machines. The characters are fixed on a changeable secment which is positioned
on the type drum. Pressing a key turns the type drum to rotate until it faces
the paper with the corresponding character, after which the impression takes
place. The carbon-paper ribbon, which can be used only once, produces sharp and
clear image which is suitable or the immediate reproduction or the preparation
of offset masters. The Varityper can be orerated at about 40,000 characters of
mixed setting per working day, but with line juslAfication, nearly twice slower,
because each text has to be typed twice: during the ff,rst setting all the word
spaces in a line are added up, and during the second setting the characters are
spaced out and the l!ne is thereby justified.

The Flexowriter composing typewriter produces simultaneously both a type-
script copy which can be used for the preparation of a printing master, and a
punched paper tape which ean be used for the second - tutomatic - re-typing of
the eomposed text. This tape can also serve as input to a computer. Because of
this, Flexowritera are sometimes used at input devices with punched card equipment
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and electronic computers. A Flexowriter tape can be used for the preparation of
permuted-title indexes, union catalogues and other information publications.
The Justowriter composing machine effects semi-automatic typesetting with justi-
fication without re-typing. The Justowriter consists of two units called the
Recorder and the Reproducer. The Recorder is a composing machine which produces
both a typed copy in galley form and a punched tape complete with justification
codes. The tape is inserted into the Reproducer which interpretes it and auto-
matically produces a justified copy ou ordinary paper or an offset master.

Along with composing typewriters, printing masters have been increasingly
prepared by means of phototypesetting machines. These machines use a variety of
type-face styles and signs of different alphabets and have great potentialities
for changing type size. During composition, characters are projeoted on to a
photographic paper of film, producing a negative or positive image of the text
which, after proofing, correction and make-up, is copied on to a printing master.
The widely known phototypesetter makes include Photon, Linofilm, Digiset and
some others. The trend in the development of facilities for the preparation of
printing masters and of office reproduction techniques generally is towards high-
speed electronic printing devices permitting a direot output of textual and
graphical information from computers.

The facilities described above permit to obtain only a starting original
for the subsequent preparation of a master. Methods of master preparation vary
with the type of printing used, viz. spirit, stencil or offset.

Spirit OMPIlalinS

In the preparation of masters for spirit duplicating, paper or other
moisture-resistant material is brought into contact with a special carbon paper
or ribbon covered with an alcohol-soluble dye. As the image is applied to the
original, a laterally reversed image appears on the underside under the effect
of the dye.

The spirit duplicating apparatus is called a hectograph. Its working
principle is shown in Fig. 39 (top). The main parts of a hectograph are the
impression klrum (cylinder) on which the printing master is mounted, the pressure
and leader rollers, the paper feeding and moistening devices. The paper feeding
device feeds paper sheets,one at a time, into the apparatus. There the paper
Surface is uniformly damped by ethyl alcohol which dissolves the dye on the re-
verse side of the original serving as master, and transfers a small amount of
the dye on to the imprint. The best imprints are obtnlined on writing paper which
has optimal absorbency. Using other paper types will result in blurring and
spreading of the image. By adjusting the damping rate and the pressure exerted
upon the paper at the moment of contact with the master, it is possible to vary
the brightness of the image and the number of imprints which can be obtained
from one printing master. his number will vary within the range of 100 to 300
imprints of acceptable quality.

Now hectographs with replaceable stamping mechanism am available which
permit to obtain imprints from masters to which modifications. additions,
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deletions and substitutions have been made. They are used for the production of
multiple copies of forms with different filling in different columns, e.g. order,
accounting, invoice forms, eto. These hectographs alternate printing from the
fixed image master and from the stamping mechanism which contains data varying
for each imprint.

Spirit duplicating is the only office reproduction process which can
produce copies in up to tix colours in ono operation. This is due to the use of
carbon paper with different colour dyes. The most bright and permanent image is
provided by the crystal violet dveAtuff. The imprint:3 producei by opirit eupli-
catinri will fade with continued exposure to light and are also somewhat soluble
in water. But these disadvantages are offset by the cheapness of the process
and the fact that it does not require complex equipment and specially trained
staff.

Stencil dualcatim

The method of stencil duplicating consists in the forcing of a dye through
a printing master, or stencil, on to paper surface. Preparation of the stencil
involves the formation of printing elements in the shape of minute holes in the
master through which the dye penetrates, and the formation of the white space
elements which are impermeable by the dye.

Stencil duplicating is don:, by means of an office-type rotary stencil
duplicator. It consists of the drum (cylinder) made of metal net and covered
with fabric on the outside. On the outer surface of the drum the master is
mounted. Inside the drum is the inking mechanism. As the drum rotates the ink
roller soaked by the ink from a bath tranzfers the ink to the surface of the ink
distributing roller from which it squeezes through the drum perforations on to
the inking fabric and further on to copy paper. The imprint appears while the
paper passes between the rotating drum and the impression roller due to the
forcing of ink throlgh the holes in the master. The working principle of a
rotary press is shown in Fig. 39 (centre).

A stencil master, commonly called a "wax" stencil is A sheet of long
fibre tissue impregnated with paraffin, wax or other ink-impervious substance.
The steno:1 is inserted into a typewriter, and typing it performed without
ribbon in order to displace or removt the ink-impervious coating. Because of
the simplicity of the working cycle, and the low capital and operating costs of
the equipment, stencil duplicating has found wide Application in the production
of small runs. However, this kind of printing has &'#e Shortcomings) notably
it cannot tope with illustrative materiels, the wax stencils will quickly dete-
riorate when exposed to heat, and the quality of text in the imprints is often
of rather inferior quality.

improvement in the quality of stencil duplicating is achieved by the use
of the electrical spark method of preparation of the master. An electronic
copying apparatus permits stencils to be prodwed from any printed, typed or
inscribed original. The apparatus has two drums rotating at the same epeedi on
one is placed the original, on the other, the stencil. The light cell of the
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scanning device recognizes the textual images which are converted to high-frequen-
oy current and transmitted on to a special conductor rotofilm. The film is eroded
by electrical sparks according to the tones of the areas being scanned. The sten-
cil thus produced allows runs of up to several thousand copies to be made.
Electrically-driven rotary presses with automatic feeding devices produce up to
4,000 imprints in an hour. It is a feature of this process that large quantities
of ink are needed to produce an image, as well as an absorbent paper which is
usually the note paper or at least offset paper type. The copies are better in
appearance and permanence than those produced by spirit duplicating, but their
cost is somewhat higher.

Offset Lithography

Offset duplicating, as we have said before, is a long-established process
in graphic arts. It is based on the transfer of ink from the printing master to
the paper through an intermediary elastic surface (rubber roller). Use of this
method results in the reduced wear of the master and increased printing speeds.
Offset duplicating in conjunction with flat-bed printing is favoured in office
reproduction as it offers the possibility of quickly producing relatively large
runs several thousand copies with comparative ease of preparation of the printing
master.

Office reproduction makes use of simplified small-size printing presses
called rotaprints. A rotaprint has three cylinders of equal diameters the

upper is the master cylinder on which the master is fastened, below is the blan-
ket cylinder which is surfaced with a rubberized fabric, and the impression
cylinder. Immediately adjacent to the master cylinder are wetting and inking
devices which have regulatable supply of the water and ink being fed in. Paper
from the feeding tray is automatically supplied into the machine between the
blanket and impression cylinders. The impression cylinder presses the paper
against the rubberized surface of the blanket cylinder and the ink is transferred
from the rubber on to the paper. The imprint thus produced is automatically
stacked on the receiving tray. The printing rate can be adjusted within the
range of 1,000 to 6,000 copies per hour. The -florking principle of the rotaprint
is shown schematically in Fig. 39 (bottom).

To prepare offset masters, aluNinium foil is used which admits of repeated
use. However, after the first run the foil must be subjected to zrainIng and
complex chemical treatment. When printing smell runs, masters made from water
absorbent paper are used, which are much cheaper and easier to prepare. Particu-
larly widespread are the electrographic methods of offset masters production.

Offset duplicating can be included with the wst expensive and complex
i)rocestes. The price of a rotaprint greatly exceeds that of other duplicating
equipment, and its servicing requires skilled operators. Offset paper must be
mc.isture and dusting resistant, durable, and white, and offset inks must provide
increased brightness. But at the same time it is the most perfect of all docu-
ment duplitAtion methods used in office work. It finds application where there
is a steady demand ft ' high quality multiple copies.
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Duplicating by addressing machines

Addressing machines (addressographs, adremas) are used primarily for prin-
ting the names and addresses of subscribers to periodical publications. They
permit repeated reproduction in a epeoified sequence of a certain set of data.
They can be used, however, for the duplication of some information materials as
well.

Addressing maohines may be based either on the spirit or stenoil duplica-
ting techniques, but the predominant method used is printing by embossing (a
variety of no-composable letterpress). The masters are prepared by indenting
characters in a plastic, fibre -board or metal plate. The laterally reversed
raised text thus produced is imprinted on paper through an inked ribbon.

The advantages of duplications using addressing machines are the long
life of the imprints, possibility of using any kind of paper, practically limit-
less runs. But the primary application of these machines determines their
deficiencies which are the small site of the master, which contains but a few
lines of text, inability to reproduce illustrative materials, low printing speed,
labour-oonsuming preparation of the master. All the above properties of the
addressing ..achines recommend them for use in the libraries for duplicating
catalogue cards.

'!e have thus considered the major techniques and facilities for copying
and dunlicating of doeuments. The comparative table of their adv.otages and
shortocmings is given in Fig. 36. As regards selecting particular means of
duplication you can be guided in their choice by the table given in Fig. 40. We

have male it clear at the beginning of this lecture, that we proposed to set
forth only the essentials of reprography, the technical science which deals with
the theoretical and methodological aspects of document reproduction processes.
If as a result of this discussion you have formed some idea of the new possibi-
lities opening in this field, we shall think that we have fulfilled our task.
A knack in handling reprographic equipment comes through special prolonged train-
ing. But even this broad overview may help you in making more efficient use of
scientific information, and this, after all, is the ultimate purpose of our
course. That is why the next (and last) lecture will be devoted to the utilisa-
tion c' scientific information.
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Checkup questions

1. What are the basic document copying processes?

2. What are the relative merits and demerits of the different copying, methods?

3. What is the distinction between graphic arts and office reproduction
techniques?

4. What methods of duplicating are used in office work?

5. What are the criteria for choosing the different methods?

6. What in the main impaot of the development of new document reproduction
techniques?

Literature

1. Verry H.R. Document Copying and Reproduction Processes. London, Fountain
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10. UTILIZATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

We shall devote this closing lecture to a most difficult - and the least
explored - problem of informatics, namely the utilization of scientific informa-
tion, which is the ultimate goal of all scientific-information aotivities. This
problem in a way brings to a focus all the foregoing discussion since, after an,
the diverse primary and secondary documents, the most cooplex information ret.riev-
e1 techniques and the media and facilities used for it all serve the common
purpose of making the utilization of scientific information as efficient as pos-
sible. Accordingly, we shall have to pick up afresh some of the points raised in
the opening lectures so as to identify the who, when, how and which of scientific
information utilization, as well as the modes of scientific-information activities
and their developmental prospects.

The role of scientific-information activities

Scientific-information work has an ever-growing role to play in science.
It serves essentially to raise the efficiency of science, which is ever more
obviously acting as a direct productive force 5n the present-day society, account-
ing, as it does, for 3 per cent of GNP of the advanced countries and close on 3
million employees all over the world. The number of scientists and other specie-
listc engaged in scientific-information activities and the sums invested in it
have been rapidly growing as well. In the Soviet Union alone, more that 100,000
persons, directly or indirectly, participate in those activities. Over $5,000
million are annually spent on information work in the world. Hence the impor-
tance of ensuring the effectiveness of that work in all its aspects: practical,
organizational, and theoretical.

We define scientific-information work as an institutionally organized
variety of scientific labour performed with the objective of enhancing the effi-
ciency of research and development proper and consisting in the gathering,
enalytico-synthetic processing, storage and retrieval of recorded scientific
information as well as in supplying this information to research and practical
workers at a time a,:d in a form convenient to them. Thus far we have been dealing
with the processes enumerated in the opening part of this definition. But the
process of utilization mentioned in its second part, too, deserves as such atten-
tion.

It is no exaggeration that the biggest stumbling-block to an enhancing of
the efficiency of scientific information work is the ignorance on the Fart of the
scientist and practician of the opportunities it offers him or his maltdroitness
in using these opportunities. Science itself as well as the system for dissemi-
nation of scientific knowledge have been taking on a mass-scale, one could say,
industrial character, but the mentality of the user of scientific information
still retains the homespun imprint of the past epoch when the searching and
initial processing of information were not a social activity but personal affair
of the scientist.
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A convincing analysis of this contradiction has been done by M. Menou, a
French information scientist. "The most important characteristic of our times,
in so far as knowledge transfer is concerned, does not :seem to us to be the
increase in the number and the power of human knowledge but rather the ratio and
the hiatus between our mental structures, so deeply marked by millenaries of
atechnical" behaviour, and the extent of the objects that they must enable us
to handle.

Even if they do not always have distinct special characteristics, one may
find manifestations and consequences of these prehistoric structures both in
scientific and technical activity and in daily behaviour, since being a scientist
does not mean that one ceases to be n man".(1)

Principal groups of nctentific-information users

In order to learn to get over this psychological barrier, one must get a
clear, if only gencral, notion of the main groups of scientific information users
and of the diversity of their information heeds. Three user groups are distin-
guishable according to the kind of activity they are engaged in

(a) scientists (research workers) mainly engaged in basic and experimen-
tal research in the fundamental sciences;

(b) engineers (practical specialists) engaged in experlmental design,
projecting, and operational activities in technology and other applied sciences
or in the industries;

;e) managers engaged in the spheres of science, technology and the na-
tional economy.

There is no clearcut borderline between science and technology. Never-
theless, there does exist an essential difference between these two social
activities that determines the specific information needs of scientists and of
engineers. Science is an activity aimed at production of knowledge and having
for its object the cognition of nature. The product of science is knowledge, or
scientific information recorded in scientific documents. Technology is an
activity aimed at production of useful objects, material wealth. Its task is
direct transformation of Nature on the basis of knowledge tained by Science.

D. Rice wrote about that difference: "If when a man labours the main
outcome of his research is knowledge, something that has to be published open
for a claim to be made, then he has done Science. If, on the other hand the
product of his labor is primarily a thing,a chemical, a process, something to be
bought and sold, then he has done technology".(2) A researcher strives at

. Menou M. Knowledge Transfer from Autoconsumption to Mass Production.- In;
On Theoretical Problems of Informatics. FID, 435. Moscow, 1969, p.44.

2. Price V. The Difference between Science and Technology. Edison birthday
lecture. Dallas, 10th February 1968, p. 11.
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learning the unknown, at discovering an order in, of a regular relation between,
what seems a chaos of facts. Could he know exactly what knowledge he needs to
solve the problem facing him, he would have had much of ito solution already in
his hand. A scientist thus can never entirely rely on an information service
for getting all'the inf'crmation he needs. The greatest task he can entrust to
an information service is to select for him the scientific documents tnat are
likely to be of relevance to the subject cf his concern.

As a rule, a scientist prefers to scan or peruse those documents himself.
In the process he gains a better understanding of his own information needs,
comes across valuable Associations end guesses, and frames hypotheses. For that
reason, of all information services discussed above, most preferable for scien-
tists appear to be: current-awareness information, abstract services, selective
diosemination, and retrospective searching.

The case is entirely different as regards the information needs of engi-
neers. An engineer usually knows more or leas exactly what kind of knowledge he
needs to solve his problem. He is able to state clearly his information needs
and consequently expects a clear and concrete answer of the information service.
Relucthnt to spend time on browsing, he is eager to charge this work on the
inforbation service.

Information service to engineers thus requires, first and foremost,
reference books, analytical reviews, and special services eliciting from scien-
tific-technical literatul-, and unpublished documents information meeting their
needs. It was this circo-nstance that called into being, over and above conven-
tional information units o; crating in technology and other applied fields,
specialized services ca11-1 'data banks" or "information analysis centres".
Over a hundred such servi es Are at pretent operational in the United States alone.

Information ser, managers is again an altogether different matter.
The problem is complice y the fact that the notion of management itself is
too broad. We are con, Tr, not with the processes of management and control in
general, for example as %ken in the cybernetic sense, but only with the parti-
cular processes of managing social systems, and primarily science, technology,
industry, and economy. In that context management can be yiev.m4 AS the process
of making decisions on the basis of certain available information, or as moti-
vated choice Of a course of action out of a range of alternatives. True, any
purposive human activity may be viewed AS a decision-making sequence, but organi-
zational decisions have their imwItant peculiar features.

A manager usually has to adopt his decisions under the Conditions of an
acute shortage of necessary information and time to process it, which results Jr
the decisions being to some extent arbitrary. The higher the level of manage-
ment, the greater this information and time deficits and the more creative
management is. If a manager had absolutely exhaustive information and enough
time to consider it, the decision-making would not be a creative act, but merely
A control function that could be in principle charged to a machine. Of course,
we are speaking not of an absolute, but of relative information shortage, since
in actual fact a manager is usually flooded by very diverse data. Put that he
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needs is not "crude" information about the object of management but the specific
quintessence of that information. And he has no time to extract himself the
information he needs for management.

"The management of society and its sections, the organization of human
labour is primarily an economic, social and ideological prOyolvm, and not a cyber-
netic, natural-scientific, technical or any other problem."(1) This implies
that apart from information about the scientific and technological accomplish-
ments, a manager needs ideological, sociopolitical, economic, and organizational
information. Special place in management belongs to prognostic information, since
timely and adequate decisions are impossible without an analysis of the develop-
mental trends of the phenomena concerned.

The above considerations suggest that management should have an information
service of its own, of which the system of scientific and technical information
would make but one component part. Information service to management ought to
cover mnch more sources of information, subject them to a stricter selection,
and deeper analytico-synthetic processing, and, moreover, to bring it out faster
and reduced to optimal volume. Redundant information hampers decision-making,
as the number of alternative strategies tends to grow with increased information
volume. However, even a most perfect information service will not relieve the
manager from certain information processing that he will have still to perform
personally.

These circumstances were pointed to back in 1963 in the report "Science,
government and information'. submitted to President John F. Kennedy by his Science
Advisory Committee:

"Because information about what is
ment decisions, improvement in scientific
presented as a panacea for bad management
is true that poor management can and does
systems, poor communication almost always

Stud, of information needs

going on is necessary for making manage-
information systems is sometimes re-
of research and development. Though it
occur with the Lest of commication
leads to bad management."(2)

yn

The three user groups idelitifird above are very broadly defined. Moreover,
they are by no means exhaustive. They do not include, for example, su.:h large
and peculiar user groups as teachers end students. A great number of .:cientists
are engaged not in fundamental, but in applied sciences. The information needs of
engineers vary widely depEnding on whether they are concerned with design o-

1. Afanas'ev, V.O. Nauchnoe upravlenie obshchestvom. (Opyt sistemnogo issledo-
vanlya). (Scientific management of society. An essay of system research).
Moscow, "Politizdat" Publishers, 1968, p. 379.

2. Science, Government, and Information. The responsibilities of the Technical
Community and the Government in the Transfer of Information. A report of the
President's Science Advisory Committee, Washington, US Government Printing
Office, 1963, p.10.
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operation work. Marty scientists and engineers are at the same time managers.
Information service in many fields of science and practical activity, in parti-
cular in the social sciences, medicine, agriculture, has certain specific
features. All these and many other aspects of scientific information utilization
require a systematic study.

Information user needs are studied by sociological research methods, with
ever deeper exploration of the psychology of scientific creativity. This problem,
which surpasses the scope of informatics, has not yet been adequately investigated,
although hundreds of studies are devoted to it every year in different countries.
Only a minority of these are of a general nature and strive at establishing the
common regularities of scientific information utilization, while most pursue for
narrower practical ends: to improve information service to this or that particular
user group, or establish the optimum pattern of functioning of particular informa-
tion agencies or networks. As yet this research is conducted as scattered efforts
and lacks any common methodology, with the result that the findings are difficult
to compare. Still, some common objects and methods of study are already identi-
fiable.

First of all, information users themselves are explored, their typology,
dependency of information needs on their vocational pursuits, purposes of refer-
ence to information, qualifications, age, professional rank and a range of other
characteristics. Some findings suggest that the occupation of the user and the
kind of establishment he is employed by are the factors determinirg his informa-
tion needs. The different working conditions influence the time spent by the user
on information retrieval, utilization of sources, and frequency of reference to
libraries and information agencies.

It depends on the field of activity whether the organizational structure
of user groups is worth studying. Big, institutionalized user collectives are
studied mostly in technology and applied sciences as well as in such natural
sciences as chemistry and physics. In biology and other life science, informa-
tion utilization in small research teams; and in social sciences and the humani-
ties, individual user needs; are in the focus of attention.

In this connection it is important to explore the activities of the dif-
ferent types of information agency, the modes of information service, and
channels. No less attention should be paid to the study of information sources,
the dependence of the utilization of the various primary and secondary documents
on the kind of user activity and other user characteristics.

All these and other aspects of information utilization are explored by
sociological methods. Questionnaires are broadly applied. They are distributed
among a representative sample of the user group studied. The replies are statis-
tically processed and interpreted, so that the findings either corroborate or
refute a previously formulated hypothesis about this or that relationship of
factors influencing scientific information utilization. The method is usually
supplemented by interviews with those users whose replies are unclear o: hard to
interpret. Interviews can also be applied in the case when it would be difficult
to formulate questionnaire questions, provided the group studied is not too large.
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Other methods worth mentioning are: observation, and keeping diaries by the user
themselves. Complex studies using system engineering and operations research
techniques have been carried out of late. Promising results have been achieved
in some aspects of information utilization studies by analysis of citations in
journal articles, feedback from SDI system users, and analysis of requests comin4
to libraries and scientific information agencies.

All these methods, however, have their limits since they are based on use]
judgments that are naturally biased. The constant contact of a user with his
habitual information system results in his no longer expecting of the system any
thing surpassing its capacities. This habit becomes a stable psychological
factor likely to substantially distort the results of a study based on some of
the above methods or their combination. After all, the purpose of a user study
is to learn their actual needs and not what they think are their needs. This
suggests that for studying the aifferent types of information needs at the
various stages of research and design work it is necessary for the explore per-
sonally to participate in that work.

Types of information needs

The most general types of information needs have been defined by
M. Voigt, an American information scientist, in the early 1960's.(1( By ques-
tioning a hundred Scandinavian scientists in chemistry, physics, and biology he
ascertained that they refer to information sources mainly in the three cases:

(1) while getting current awareness of the results both in their particu
lar narrow field and the related disciplines;

(2) in their day-to-day work, when they need some particular factual
information on figures, methods and designs; and

(3) when embarking on a new problem or project as well as when complettn4
it and proceeding to commit it to paper - they need then a retrospective search
to identify as many published and unpublished sources as possible on the subje,:24.
concerned.

The first case _nay be characterized as the natural need of a scientist or
other specialist for keeping au courant with the developments in science, tech-
nology or culture; the second case is the everyday utilization of information fo!
reference purposes; and the third case is an exhaustive approach to scientific
documents relating to a particular topic or subject.

These types of user needs have been since then repeatedly re-interpreted
and specified in keeping with the different aspects of user studies. For exampl(
as regards technology it has been suggested that three stages at which informa-
tion needs arise should be considered: the choice of the trend of an R & D or
design project, its planning, and the execution of the project. In choosing the

1. Voigt, M. Scientists' approaches to information. New York, ALA, 1961.
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trend the user needs general information on the existing approaches to the proble
of his concern, on their relative advantages and drawbacks both of essential and
of organizational-technical nature. When planning a project in conformity with
the trend chosen he needs more detailed data on the resources and their distribu-
tion (time, money, personnel, equipment, room). At last, at the execution stage,
what he need9 is very detailed information on all the elements of the object unde
development.0)

A more generalized approach to the differences in the information supplied
at the various stagcs of scientific and technical work is developed in the collec
tive monograph by a group of Ukrainian scientists entitled "Information in scient
fie research" and published under the editorship of Ukrainian Academician A.N.
Sccherban' (1) They distinguish as many as seven such stages:

1. Overall familiarization with the problem and problem statement. Draw-
ing up a plan and the provisional terms for the solution of the problems of
primary and of secondary importance. This stage comprises general acquaintance
with information available on the subject.

2. Gathering scientific knowledge about the subject of study. Retrospec-
tive searching of the broadest possible scope of literature without any pronounce
critical approach.

3. Coordination and interpretation of scientific data. A critical evalua
tion of the ideas and hypotheses of the different authors. The relevance criteri
for the information needed are specified and the amount of documents used is
reduced.

4. Statement of hypotheses and choice of the working hypothesis. This is
the most important stage of research in technical sciences. As to information
utilization, it is c%aracterized by deep processing rather than broad coverage.
Still, sometimes the working hypothesis may be chosen under an influence of what
might appear "irrelevant" information.

5. Proving the working hypothesis. The most important stage in basic
research. Information used depends on the specifics of research, for instance,
the proving of an assumption may require gathering factual data scattered in the
literature.

6. Statement of conclusions and recommendations. Alongside with genera-
lizations, predictions are frequently made at this stage. Information is often
used to shed light on precedence and priority aspects.

1. Bernshtein, E.S. Of informatelonnykh potrebnostyakh i kachestvennom preobra-
zovanii inforamtsii. (On information needs and qualitative transformation of
information).- "Nauchno-tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya", 1967, ser.2, N.6, p.8.
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7. Description of the research results. Information gathered and pro-
cessed is, as a rule, minutely documented.(1)

The above schemes are, of course, very far from perfect, and they may be
greatly modified depending on the peculiar features of this or that stAy. How-
ever, even as such they are, they are evidence of the close association between
the utilization of scientific information and the logical structure of scientific
research.

There have been attempts, too, to asses the utilization of the different
sources as depending on the kind of activity pursued by the user and the stages
of scientific research process. It has been noticed, for example, that abstract
journals, bibliographies and other secondary documents are more intensively used
at the outset and at the end of elaborating a problem, while the need for refer-
ence aids and primary documents (particularly special types of technical litera-
ture) is more acutely felt at the stage of experimental testing of the theoretical
assumptions, equipment, process or product specimens.

A great many studies concerned with the channels through which scientists
receive information testify to an "underemployment" of information services and
publications. While the numerical results of these studies which use different
methods and different user groups vary greatly, it is almost regular that among
the most important sources yielding more than a half of all information needed
for research such "accidental", not purposive and for the most part oral sources
are named as talks with colleagues, and conference reports. Much less informa-
tion (10-20 per cent) is extract from the abstract Journals and bibliographic
indexes, and even less from library catalogues. Thus, for all the inadequacies
of methodology and unreliability of the findings of user studies, it may be as-
serted as an indisputable fact that the efficiency of scientific information
activities still remains very low. The problem of evaluating this efficiency
arises in this connection.

Efficiency of scientific information

This problem has become a topical one since scientists and other specia-
lists feel themselves constrained to spend ever greater share of their time on
searching for information instead of on research proper. A recent study of the
time balance of American chemists showed that they spend an average of 45 per
cent of their working time looking for scientific and business information, while
all their experimental work accounted but for 36 per cent, and the processing of
the results obtained, less than 6 per cent.

2. Informatsiya v nauchnykh issledovaniyakh.
research) Otv. red. akad. AN USSR A. N.

publishers, p. 119-120.
(Nauka, uchenyi, informatisiya, (Science,
Zlochayskii, A.V. Kozenko, V.V. Kosolapov,

(Information in scientific
Sccherban'. Kiev, "Naukova DuMka".

scientist, informatiog by S.O.
A.N. Polovinchik).
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The efticiency of scientific information activity is a comparatively
recent concept. It still lacks a unique definition and is diversely interpreted,
now as the total revenues from the activity, now as the surplus of revenue over
the expenditure, now again as the ratio or revenue to expenditure. This "econo-
mic" approach to scientific information activities stems from the fact that ever
greater funds are invested in it and the requirements placed on it are growing.
"The last factor gives rise to two questions: what benefits can be derived from
information activities by institutions and enterprises which organized the infor-
mation service or by the national economy (in case of socialist countries where
national information systems are established), and what is the correlation be-
tween profits obtained and expenses incurred?".(1)

It is relatively easy to count up the expenditure on scientific information
activities, which is, incidentally, quite sizable as we have seen. As to the
economic benefits, they are mach harder to gauge, since as often as not they lack
any direct economic expression. The difficulty is similar to that of numerical
evaluation of the effect of education. Therefore, the existing system of the
evaluation of economic activities proves inapplicable in this case. the same
Polish information scientist whose words were quoted in the preceding paragraph
suggests that information efficiency should be measured by the ratio of the
amount of relevant information supplied to the users to the total amount of infor-
mation gathered and processed at the information centre concerned.(2) He has
formulated the corresponding efficiency criteria and calculation techniques and
relationships.

However, other difficulties arise, too. We have already seen how re-e-
vance judgments may be subjective in measuring information system efficiency. In
this case as well, the assessment criteria are mostly based on a correspondence
between the contents of the documents gathered, on the one hand, and potential
user needs and actual user requests on the other. But we are yet unable to mea-
sure the objective value of scientific information in the same manner as the
mathematical information theory measures information contained in a message by
the uncertainty this message serves to eliminate. And, it is not the knowledge
of some individual about the object or phenomenon described in the message that
the measure of this uncertainty depends on but only the objective properties of
that object or phenomenon.

Despite the fact that scientific cognition is social by nature, we are
able to measure the value of scientific inl-i-ation only with reference to
separate individuals or their groups. Human ,Jociety does possess a social mecha-
nism which objectively evaluates scientific information, but unless and until
this mechanism is explored and understood the measurements of the efficiency of
scientific information activity are bound to remain empiric.

1. Pir6g, W. Efficiency of Information Activities: Evaluation Criteria,
Methods and Indices. - In: On Theoretical Problems on Information. FID 435.
Moscow, 1969, p. 93.

2, Ibid, p. 94.
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The contents of scientific information activities

We have ascertained that any creative work may be viewed as the process of
selection and processing of information for different puri.oses: in scientific
research - to create new scientific information; in engineering and industrial
activities - to build new machines, and develop new substances and engineering
procedures; and in the management sphere for taking organizational decisions.
But, scientific information activity itself to a great extent consists in selec-
tion and processing of scientif.T.c information. What then are its specific fea-
tures and what is the borderline between scientific information work and other
creative activities?

Two diametrically opposed replies have been given to that question: the

first viewpoint debases scientific information work just to a variety of auxil-
iary service to research, design, and science-management activities; the other
viewpoint fully identifies it with the rest of research labour. Neither point
of view appears tc_able. If the scope of scientific information work is limited
to a variety of ancillary or tenhnicRl assistance rendered to scientists and
other specialists in furnishing them with documents they want, why has it become
established as an activity in its own right in the face of library and biblio-
graphic activities that supposedly discharge the same function? This view
engenders a dangerous illusion that the "information crisis" could be cured
simply by better special libraries without any essentially new methods and media
of scientific communication. This point of view virtually negates scientific
information work as an independent activity, but this is contradicted by the
actual social practice.

On the other hand, broadening the scope of scientific information acti-
vities so that they encompass genuine research as well, is no less wrong;
eventually this, too, boils down to a denial of its independent status. The
erroneous identification of basic research with scientific information work stems
from the fact that both the theoretical scientist and the informationist are
engaged in analysis and synthesis of scientific information, at the stages of its
selection and especially processing and that they bath deal almort 5nre1usively
with scientific documents. By outward appearance, the work of U. Le Versier who
computed the Orbit of the Neptune, a planet then unknown, or of D.I. Mendeleyev
who discovered his periodic law resembles the uork of an information officer who
prepares for an explorer the information he needs, extracting it from scientific
documents and presenting it in a form convenient to the explorer. But, for all
the outward likeness, the two kinds of work have evidently differing goals.
While in the former case the goal is to discover scientific laws and create new
scientific information, in the latter it is only to provide prerequisites to
authentic research.

Naturally, the border between the two kinds of activities is conventional
and shifty: it depends on a great number of factors, in particular the stage of
development of the science in question, the traditions existing it, the level
of formalization it has reached, and a number of ,ethers. Still, this borderline
is always clearly discernible at any moment in any particular conditions. Scien-
tific information work constitutes, as it were, the opening and preparatory phase
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of any research. It creates premises for a more efficient investigation by selec-
ting the documents pertinent to the subject of research and providing the scientist
or expert with the information he needs, extracted from those documents and tai-
lored to suit his wants. Part of that work is usually performed by the user him-

self. It is in this sense that it is sometimes said that the researcher, too,
carries out scientific-information work, which is not exact since the term should
be applied only to the socially and institutionally organized forms of activity.

Scientific information activities as well as the system of scientific pub-
lications in which these activities first emerged existed and still exist as a
natural condition of the development of science. Since their very emergence they

were unfolding within science as an important means of scientific communication.
For ages, scientists, supported only by libraries, themselves searched, selected
and processed scientific information. This was the reason that some important
forms and methods of scientific information work first took shape in the library -
until recently the only social institution to store, analyse and generalize the
age-long experience in the field.

The advancement of science in the last decade, and its turning into a
major and mass-scale human activity, as well as the gradual penetration of
science by the industrial methods and organization of management all led to estab-
lish scientific information work as an organic but autonomous part of scientific
labour. We have spoken in the first lecture about the similarity of this separa-
tion to the division of research into theoretical and experimental. We can now
bring more precision to this.

The process of social division of labour in present-day science is
unfolding at least along two different lines. Research divides into basic and
experimental primarily according to the methods employed. Simultaneously, a
similar process is developing along a different, notably the functional line,
where three independent varieties of scientific work are clearly discernible -
research proper, scientific information activities, and science management.

Outlooks

When discussing the contents and place of scientific information work in
science it would be wrong to pass over its future prospects. This is the more
essential as the scope of scientific information activities is continually
expanding. C.W. Mooers, a pioneer of automated information retrieval, said in
1959, in a report at a conference: ... "Information retrieval" is a term that
I had the pleasure of coining only ten years ago, at another computer confer-
ence. The term has come a long way since.

In thinking about a definition of information retrieval, and in consider-
ing the future of this field, we must take an evolving view. At the present
time, information retrieval is concerned with more than the mere finding and
providing of documents; we are already concerned with the discovery and provi-
sion of information quite apart from its documentary form, To encompass future
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developments, as we shall see, even this broad view of information retrieval will

have to be modified and extended".(1)

A half of the term of this prediction now being over, one is entitled to
say that it has proved to be valid. The proposition is especially important in
forecasting information activities development which has its own regularities

and cannot be constructed in an arbitrary manner.

The regularities of the growth of science itself and the peculiar traits
of the present stage of scientific and technological revolution are doubtless the
key factors affecting the growth of scientific information activities.

There are many facts in the practice of information service to indicate a
trend towards a further shift of tasks within the scope of research proper to the
sphere of scientific information work. The common eagerness of the users to get
as much information as possible spending the minimal effort is bound ever more
insistently to press on the information systems the tasks of srnthetizing,
creatively processing and Lelioring information to user needs. Continuing

interaction between information systems and the different user categories will
ultimately enroll users' participation in system optimization and heighten the
contribution by scientific information work to research endeavour.

To summarize: in this last lecture we profiled the role of scientific
information activities under a new angle, discussed the varying patterns of
scientific information utilization by the main user groups, highlighted the
principal objects and techniques of the user needs studies and the main types
of user needs as arising at the different stages of research and design work,
touched upon efficiency evaluation problems, specified the contents of scientific
information activities, and outlined its development prospects.

As we have seen, the better organized will be research conducted in the
different fields of science and technology end the more formalized will be the
special languages and methods used in those fields, the more sophisticaled infor-
mation selection and processing tasks will be charged to institutionally inde-

pendent information services. Knowledge of the basic regularities, methods and
media of scientific information work is indispensable for coping with these tasks.
Providing clues to that essential knowledge is the purpose of these lectures.

1. Mooers C. The Next Twenty Years in Information Retrieval. Some Goals and

Predictions. - "American Documentation", 1960, vol. 11, N 3, p. 229.
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Checkup questions

1. What principal groups of scientific information users are distinguishable?
What are the differences between their information needs?

2. What are the objects and techniques of user needs' studies?

3. How is scientific information utilized at the different stages of research
and design work?

4. How can the efficiency of scientific information work be evaluated?

5. Where lies the borderline between research proper and scientific information
work?

6. What are the major developmental prospects before scientific information
activities?

Literature

1. Fairthorne R.A. The Scope and Aims of the Information Science and Techno-
logies.- In: On Theoretical Problems of Informatics. Fid 435. Moscow,
1969. p. 25-31.

2. Wysocki A Study of User's Information Needs: Subject and Methods. - In:
Ibid., p. 80-92.

3. Information Systems Workshop. Thr Designer's Responsibility and his
Methodology. Washington, Spartan Books, 1962. V, 153 p.

4. Kent A., Taulbee O.E. (eds.). Electronic Information Handling. Washington,
Spartan Books, 1965. VII, 355 p.

5. Scientific and Technical Communication. A Pressing National Problem and
Recommendations for its Solution. A synopsis of the report of the Committee
on Scientific and Technical Communication of the National Academy of
Sciences - National Academy of Engineering. Washington, 1969. 30 p.
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SYLLABUS AND PROGRAMME
for the

INTRODUCTORY COURSE ON INFORMATICS/DOCUMENTATION

1. The subject and methods of informatics (documentation). Laws of scie:
tific development that brought about the establishment of scientific information
activity in the status of independent discipline : differentiation and speciali
zation, traditions and international scale of this activity, its accelerated
development. Oblectives_and_staps of scientific information activity: collec-
tion, analytical and synthetic processing, storage, retrieval, dissemination,
and use of scientific information. Fundamental concepts: information, scientif'
information, scientific information activity, informatics (documentation). Int?'

relations between informatics and the information theory, cybernetics, semoitics,
linguistics, psychology, library science, bibliography, history of books, science
of science, and the technology.

2. Scientific literature as a medium of knowled e dissemination (primary
scientific documents and publications). Phases of evolution of written docu-
ments: cuneiform writing tablets, papyrus scrolls, parchment codices, manuetr,ipt
paper books, printing, modern methods of publishing. Scientific documents and
their kinds: published and unpublished, primary and secondary documents. Des-
cription of the principal types of primary document: books (monographs, collec-
tive volumes, conference proceedings, textbooks and manuals, official publication
book series; book statistics); periodical publications (journals, serials, news-
papers); special technical publications (standards, paten specifications, techni-
cal catalogues); unpublished primary publications (scientific-technical reports,
theses, preprints, deposited manuscripts). The regularities of distribution and
obsolescence of scientific publications (Bradford's law of Scattering, biblio-
graphic coupling of documents, obsolescence of books and of journal articles,
the "half-life" of scientific literature).

3. Secondary scientific documents and publications. Conventional secon-
dary documents: reference literature (encyclopaedias, reference handbooks,
dictionaries), surveys (e.g. "Progress in Science", "Scientific and Technical
State-of-Art Communications"), abstract journals (specifying the goals, scope,
volume, and pattern of the principal abstract journals in natural and social
sciences: "Chemical Abstracts", "Biological Abstracts", "Science Abstracts",
VINITI's "Referativnyi Zhurnal", "Bulletin signaletique", etc.), current aware-
ness bulletins, library catalogues/classified, subject, dictionary, alphabetic/,
bibliographic indexes (main types as defined by contents, purpose, date and
place of publication: ."Cumulative Book Index, "British National Bibliography",
"Bibliographie de la France", "Deutsche Nationalbibliographie, "Deutsche Biblio-
graphie', "Knizhnaya letopis SSSR", etc.; survey of specie) retrospective
bibliographies and the bibliographies of bibliographies. (Besterman, Malcles,
Totok and Weitzel, etc.); Unconventionel indexes: permuted (KWIC),KWOC,tabledex,
citation indexes; current awareness publications and services (current contents,
selective dissemination of information).
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4. Organization of Scientific Information Activities. Scientific infor-
mation channels: personal contacts and written communication of scientists,
exchange of pre- and reprints, participation and scientific meetings; invisible
colleges. Editing and printing processes and their place in scientific informa-
tion activities. Relationships between libraries and information units. Infor-
mation agencies and facilities: systems of information serving specialists in
the leading countries, description of the biggest information agencies, infor-
mational practices and procedures. Special iresearch) libraries: national and
largest independent universal libraries, libraries of R & D bodies, university
libraries, and libraries in industry; principal library practices and procedures.
International organizations engaged in scientific information end library acti-
vities: Unesco, FID, IFLA, ISO TC-46, ICSU, and others.

.
International cooperation in these fields.

5. Fundamentals of information retrieval. Information retrieval, infor-
mation retrieval systems7Ocument and fact retrieval, information retrieval
languages, retrieval criteria /relevance and pertinence of documents/, parfor:
mance of retrieval systems and methods for its assessment.

6. Conventional information retrieval systems. Library regarded as an
IS & R system, library catalogues. Alphabetical retrieval files, the methods of
bibliographic description. Classified files: principles of classification,
hierarchical library and bibliographic classifications, UDC and its application.
Facet classifications. Subject classifications and subject indexing procedures.

7. Nonconventional information retrieval systems. Coordinate indexing
and its distinctions from conventional indexing systems. Descriptor languages
and thei creation: synonymy and multiple-meaning control. Thesauri: general
principles, main types of thesaurus, representation of paradigmatic and syntag-
matic relations,methods of thesaurus construction. Specialized information
retrieval languages: WRU semantic code, SYNTOL.

8. Hardware of information retrieval. Retrieval devices operating with
discrets_information media: catalogue file cards, uniterm cards, punched cards
(manual and machine-sorted), microfiches ("Filmorex", "Minicard"). Retrieval
devices operating on continuous_media: punch tapes, roll microfilm (microfilm
selectors: "Rapid Selectorw system, "Miracode"), magnetic tape ("Videofile").
Computer-based implementation of information retrieval systems.

9. Reproduction of documents. Document copying: silver processes /photo-
graphy, reflex processes; stabilization, diffusion, matrix VerifaA/; diazo pro-
cesses (diazocopying, Calfax); thermographic processes (Thermofax, Masterfax,
Imagic); electrographic processes (xerography, electrofax, transfer, and thermo-
plastic processes). Document_duplication: printing processes (relief and plane
printing, photogravure); typesetting machines; offset, stencil, spirit dupli-
cation, addressing machines.

10. Utilisation of scientific information. Study of information needs and
requests. Efficiency of information utilization. Efficacious methods of document
handling. Influence of scientific information activities upon the development of
science, technology, economy and culture.
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Hours

Lectures Seminars Total

1. The subject and methods of
informatics/documentation

Source of scientific Information

2. Scientific literature as a
medium of knowledge dissemination

3. Secondary scientific documents
and publications

4. Organization of scientific
information activities

2 2

2 2 4

4 4 8

4 2 6

5.

6.

Information Retrieval

2 2
Fundamentals of informati-m
retrieval

Conventional information
retrieval systems 4 4 8

Noncoiventional information
retrieval systems 4 2 6

8. Hardware of information retrieval P 2 4

Use of Scientific inforrakIlm

9. Reproduction of documents 4 6

10. Utilitaqon Of scientific
information 2

Total 28 20 48

maaimm16 .1.1.0.-
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Scientific and
production
activities

9rigination and
utilisation of scientific

information
Dissemination of

scientific
information

Information
retrieval

Analytic°
synthetic

processing of
scientific
i nf ()mat ion

Fig. 2. Tasks said stages a scientificinforraatior,
atttiWititg

Origination of scientific infotatation is not included in sc, eit"1-
informs. in activities by some authors. Ifolve.er, digit lion as we .I as
utilisation ef scientific :ftto;neat,,on mat. ,1 bp the orgamitstional sphere of
scientific labour and are obviously major asps cis of stientific imformation
activities as a whole.
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Scientific documents and publications

1........11-....+0+- .
Primary Sec ondary

a

a

Monographs

Collections of papers
Conference proceedings
Textbooks and manuals
Officiat publications

Books and pamhplets

Reference literature

Periodical publications

Serials
journals and migatines
Newspapers

Special types

Standards
Invention specifications
Technical catalogues
Information lebilets

ro

9

IIMMI=11.111.0i

Surveys
Abstract journals
Express information bulletins

of technical publications

Stand tds indexes
Invention bulletins
Patent classifiers

Scientific and technical reports
Dissertations
Information cards Library catalogues
Translations Bibliographic files
Preprints
Manuscripts and galleys
Data hies

Fig. 3. Types of scientific documents and publications.

For clarity each type is mentioned osly once. Actually many types
could be indicated is more this one place, for example, billiograph... Inde
xes are Sot always period:cal, library catalogues may be published, et,:.
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f°17N
Ribinowitcn

IDII

Fig. 4. Citation of science documents in later publications.

Circles indicate works on pinkie acids published between 1941
and 1960, e.g.:

1. Rabinowitch E. and Epstein L.P. Polymeritation of Dyestuffs in
solution. Thionine and methylene blue... "Journal of American
Chemical Society ", 1941, 63, 69.

10. Steiner R.E. and Peers Rd-. Spe,-1.41 changes a:companing binding of
Ao. by Poly A. "Science", 19Sb, v. 127.

Arrows show references. The diagram is by G. Allen (Carnegie Institution).
Adopted from the prospectus to "Science Citation Index" for 1963.



100 earlier publications
in the field

10 papers
cited
during
the year

91 references

10 papers 50 papers
cited more cited once
than once
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7 new publications in the
field put out during the

year

once
each

20

20

2

2'

2

30
3

40

10 references to
publications in
other fields

rig S. Distriktion of new references to earlier publications
in a h)pothetical field.

The nstnber of psblications was arbitrarily set equal to 100, the r2st of
the data refer to the average valves for the different fields of knowledge
derived from an analysis of the 1961 Science Citation 'mien. To make the
diagram more illustrative an ale:most "closed" field is sham so that only
10 references are to publications in other fields. Due to the small number of
papers in the rig%thand column (7), the distribution of references they con
lain could not be shown adequately in conformity with the regularities
indicated above.

Adopted from: Price, D.J. It S. Networks of scientific papers.
"Science", 1965, v. 149, V 3683, p. 512.
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The citing papers

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 20Q-T---r---rrrrrrT-71---r---ru
.

. \\ 1
i i I --/:\ i'. 1 .

N i i ..... 1,\: " t _,
'.

1 t

:

...1
. \ 1

t
t

%
i*

I;

.
s \

.st
I i

I : : \

20

40

'r. 50

-,80

rig. 6. scatter of citations in an isolated spec.al literature.

100

120

(40

160

(80

200

The horizontal and the vertical axes indicate numbers of the same papers
order,c1 chronologically. All the papers refer to a narro-s physical subject
the study of imaginary Na)s falsely discovered in 1901. Each column of
Jots designates the references contained in the paper indicated by the
horizontal number opposite that column. Every Jot designates a reference to
the paper indicated by the number on the vertical axis opposite to it.

Idopted frma: Price, D.J. de S. Networks of scientific papers.
"Science ", 196:, v. 149, . 3693, p.514.
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100

C

90 --

N.
80

40.
--

70
Of all papers cited in 1965

60 52.6 per cent were published
in the five years between

SO
1960 and 1965

404

30

20

10 1

6.5 per cent were
puolished in 1960

13

12

11

10

9

-8

6

5

3
2

1940 19#5 1950 1955 1960

Fig. 8. Age distribution of papers cited in publications of 1965.

-
r

The hotizoata/ axis shows the publication years papers cited in 1965.

in chrosological order, the lertical axis shows the proportions of the

papers of the specified publication years to the total number of references

*ale in 1965. The dotted lines indicate the percentage of the total
publications issued beween 1941 and 1965 to the total number of pablica

'ions cited in the publications of 1965. The disgtItS are based on data
taken front: Seieace Citation fades Guide. Philadelphia, )966, p. 32.
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2 11115 11. 110411CHKC nictattcyabOotmax.topsa.a.
Bennett Clifton F., Golteen David W. Making
methanesulfonyl chloride. (CrownZellerbach Corp.]. flat.
C1.11A. x.1. 200-511 X 3226133, aasirm. 2.01.62, ony6A.
28.12.63

Ci13502C1 ro.1) nponycion nes+ C1233a
CMcCb (07 20 Aa + 25', .1y4UIC OT 10

AO +101), CO. cphatil)10 etexnometplist. C1C11:5
CI13, coAil (Ay+aue 3-10 swag+) ti, ro xpofolen mepe,
0.1:111 opr. ppote.m (Ac011, CCIi, AAR C1CHISC113

pa36. 11,604. 1131104). (81.2
CNIcuillootoT (2041 o Tait we 6 NOM. CO IOU a noat,r, CNICCU
Owl:m.1,1W :10 0° it tit: '1C3 l!i`e nponyetonat 2.0 uoin
Clsraaa (0-- 10', 120 :wt.). Opr. C.1011 OTACARIOT, Cy-
Lim ft p.13rolisooT C rolytielinest 0,1 t 7'IeS0aCI (nbixoa
66,7 P.umo mown() ycxopiorn si b6n0A NCSOIC.1 5.10:1
PO )11C:110111Tb, MU CICH:SMe npefinapniCnito km1517101,
C no,lort n tclicnne IsCpilOaa of 5 mon. Ao 2-3 toe.;
nee., e 9toto YilOptirOpaptile liaCT 944c Kuril ripnncac

rpomepti co.tyq,sion MeSOACI c ilpcanapnic:161111M
bIIIli'CHIICM. n s.por) Teton+ pp:.teAst tt noatmeamowero
arenta. Me508C1 ....worms+ J ppoteast.
1;p0.1)PiT .1.1R 1:40.1C141111 Nolnitnroc opt. iipn.lyton,
nx;%)04:11, .11Nepl.1. AcTeProill+. kl)
C1170.11.. ,-)Nivrahthl. OTHCCTOrooic costa l+
Il teparentng. Aetopctna. /1orman

Preparation of methanesulfonyl chloride from monochloro
dintetbyl sulfide. Clifton P. ficiniett and David W. Colleen.
(to Crown Zellerbach Corp.). U.S. 3.226,433 (Cl. 260-54:0,
Dee. 28, 1965, Appl. Jan. 2, 1962; 2 pp. Mulialisulfonyl chin.
ride may be readily pr ,td. from mono, di., or trichlorodimethyl
sulfide by chlorin:aim; the organic sulfide in a mist. of 11:0 -
}[Cl- organic solvent at 10 'o +10". Tit. lactated starting
material is the monchlorinated dimethyl sulfide, and fur op
timum yields of product tutee tholes each of CI and 11:0 must
be used. Prel:w..nary miming of the sulfide with for 5
min. to 2 las. allows the chlorhiation to proctx-
'..he reaction proceeds by the fiti:ooinh: equation:
+3C1, 311,0 611C :1C110. For vsample,
107 g. monochlorodimethyl sulfide, was admixed with 75 g.
1110 and 29.8 g. 37Si. !ICI, the.nnixt. refluxed 10 min., cooled to
0', and maintained at this temp. while bubbling into it 24$ g.
Cl over a pet' d of GO min. The otg. layer was sep.L, dried,
and distilled; .he yield of methanesulfonyl chlutide was

H. L. Littler

Fig. 9. Two different abstracts of the .satue paper as abstracted is the
INITI Abstract Jostual "Cheraistry" and the "Chemical

Abstracts"

This examole shows the use of the formalized chemical lanioragc (eq.
contracting the text of as oriizinal paper to its abstract. The abstracts have
largely oierzppiag contests.
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Characteristic
of division

Types of bibliography
Types of indexed

materials

Content and type of
indexed materials

---
General All literature irrespective

of content and type
Special Literature of specific content

Of type
Branchoriented Literature in a specific

subject field

Purpose Enumerative The widest possible coverage
by content or type

Information

I_

Literature (c specialists in
d speciBt. subject field,
theme or problem

1

Recommendatory Selected literature for a

4--,
Time of publication

___________.Etajfisr±Ltderpgagpn___.
Current Currently published mate.

rials
Retrospective Literature published during a

certain time period
Pros ieciie Literature prepared for

publication

Place of publication International Literature appearing in different
;a:,...,es in different countries

National Literature appearing in one
Ian us or country

State Literature pa. is e. in one
country ------,

Regional Literature published in one
locality

Level Primary Published works
rimory 61/aritWel--

-Secoadary
Secondary
Ten any bibli<Wall ies

(bibliographies of biblio
ra Ides ..............-4rall.r...106

Method of grouping
of entries

Classified According to a scientific
s%st nt of knoirlehe

Subject l'otabetitally by subjects
Author A.phabetically by authors

and titles

rig. IL. Bask types of bibliography
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Cited Citing Reienenee Pubticaticn Source Volume Page
Awthon Authon Year' Vean

SANDIS De *36*PHYS REV------------ 52 430
COMSAG P4S REV 64 125 1053
GARRON R COMPT REND 64 256 1772

37-NATURE 142 1069

AUSBURN KJ AUST J PHYS 64 17 312

37-PROC INST RADIO ENGI 8 979
PILOD P COPT REND 64 256 2340

62-PROC IRE 28 975
EL KAREN AB REV SCI INS iii 423

64-PROGRESS ASTRONAUTIC 8 ___-----*be$04e and a6te4
GIANNINI G SCI N.L. cited yew'

Reieunee .SANDON 1R-- - *06* AM-tHEM SOC 31 1359 identiSie4
KONIKOfF JJ AEROSP ED 64 35 703 Cantiut papeA

- 12-J AM CHEM SC C - ---- 37 1312 cited ioic that
PASTERNAK R CHEM Riy5 64 37 2064 authC4

12-P&S REV------------ 37 403
FORMAN R APPL P-q5 64 35 1653

---11, -J AM CNA SOC
BECKaA JA J APPL PHYS 64

38
35

LAFFERTY JM J APPL ppYS 0)64 35 426

i3-PHYS 5 331

So race

I. R. ScAdon'a
arc-CA:etc. in

Phy4 Zt 51331 (19131
w) 4 cited by
H. Sehtoctu
Rev Sc.' Ind

351194 (1964)

Re4¢, tome
Sottteo.4

JAFFe: :-. NUCLECNICS 64"., 7
PANIS,-. :..'6 J CHEM PHYS A i
SCHWARZ M REV SCI INS 64 35

- ------- ------13-PHYS REV 5

STRICKLER H P SOC EXP M 64 110

-13-PHYS REV 5

FOX S REV SCI INS (964
HENSEY Ed ., APPL PHYG 64 35

SARSON LPI... *60*FED PROC
JCHNSTON CL J CLIN INV OCc 43 745

-60-J CLIN INVEST 42 101
KOPPEL a SURG GYN GO 64 115 A7

62THROMB DIA1H HAE ' 49
WORT PF THROmB DIRT 582

6341 ENG J KO- :,267 859
SARSON LM N ENG J FED (5)64 268 1095

(aBARTON DH J AM CHEM S 64 4085
SASSI UR----- ----- 451*PRIVATE C041-

95
,ts1917

6

33 code indicalea
311 06 40LJACZ item

452 E eatoklal
tette4

303 A obAtnnet
C conAzollon

etc.

...,,

54-J CLIN INVEST------- 36

WAN! PN INDIAN J ME 64 52

55- SCIENCE 124

KROMAN HS AM J OPHTH 64 55

SEEBER E N-S ARCHIV 64 245

----- ----5S-CITED INDIRECTLY--
SEEBER E N-S ARCHIV 64 245

--------------59-J CLIN INVEST-------
BARTTER FC T A AM PHYS 64

BELL NH AM R RESP D 64 87

--------------59-J CLIK' INVEST------- 41

959
613
41
79

103

103

683
182

29
693

{&BANES AA NY ST J FED 64 64 4000
PERIG:N TC ARCH IN NED 64 41() 351
WESSON LG J CLIN INV 64 43 1569

--------------6I-J AM CHEM SOC------- 85 5253
ENGEL LL ANN R BIOCM 64 33 501

PECKET MM 4 BIOL CHEM 64 239 PC70
ULICK S J AM CHEM S '64 86 4484

- -------------64-4 CLIN INVEST- ---- -- 43 1072
KRANE SM d AM mED A 64 181 '474

TUFFET R- ------*27*A% PHYSIK---------- 86 429

non-jounnal emtny
(lozenge 4y7nloci)

Fig. 13. Portion of a page in the Science Citation Index.
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Ff o

Wanted documents

Fig. 16. Diagram of information retrieva.

Used on the paper by B.-A. Lipetz "Information storage and retrieval"
in "Scientific American", 1966, vol..215, 3, p. 226.
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Documents
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Relevant Non-relevant ,

I

Retrieved q b a+b

Non-retrieved C d C 4.c1

a fc bd

Recall

Precision

100

a
1n0

a +c

a .100°4
a+b

100

Pre c ision,%

Fig. 17. Dependence of recall on precision (after C. Cleverdon)

Cleverdo r. and J. Mill s. The testing of index
language divices. Proceedings", 1963, v. 15, S' 4, p. 106-130.
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Speci men title-page

International Series of lonographs in
Library and Information Science

Volume 10

AUTOMATI,N IN
LIBRARIES

by

Richard T. Kimber

Lecturer, School of Library and Information
Studies, The Queen's University of Belfast

PERGAMON PRESS

Oxford. Nrw York. Toronto
Sydney. Braunschweig

Specimen entry

COI/WS/147 - page 187

Bibliographical
particulars

Information before the title

Title

Subtitle
information

Imprint

.1cr R.T.
Automation in libraries. By Richard T. Kimbci

Oxford ./a.o./, Pergamon, /1970/.
VP! 110 p., fig. (Int. scr, of monographs in libr. and

info..,..ttiOn science. Vol. 10).
llibliogr. p. 131-138.

Vig. 19. Arrangement of bibliographical particulars on the title
page and in the entry
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Publication types Entries

Main Added

1. llorks of one, two or
Circe authors

Surname (forename
of first author

Added entries un
der second and
third nuthors

2. Works of four or
authors

3. Collections of works
of different auth .-s Tit e

Added entry un-
der first author

Added entry un.
der compiler
(editor)

4. Official publications
and pul.'.ations with
st ..0 title

0

V

V

c
V

O

0

V
E

z

5. Multivolume
publications

Name of institu-
tion (copporate
author)

Series entry Entries for in

Added entry un
der title

whole publication

-4
. Li iCatiunS

0

a
U

;:1
0

C.

Entries for each
issue in a series

7. Co. inued publica-
tions (proceedings,
etc.)

8. Journals, magazines

9. Ne. ..pers

Series entry for
the whole publica
tion under the ge-
neral title

dividual volumes

Series entry for
the whole publi-
cation

Entries for sepa
rate volumes un
der the author
and particular
title

Entries for
individual
issues under the
general title

a.

0.

10. Parts of publications
(articles from col
lections and periods.
cals)

Analytical entry
under author or
title of the
article

11. Parts (chapte:s) of
public at tuns

Analytical
under author or
title of the whole
work

12. Reviews Entry undcr
author or title of
the reviewed work

rry
,r or title

of II., review

under the

Fig. 20. Scheme of rules for description of the
basic types of publications
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1 Tripathi S.I. Nlodern cataloguing. Theory and practice.
Agra, Agarwala,./1969/. XII, 289 p. Bibliogr. p. 287-289.

2 A Handbook of the mosquitoes of the Southeastern United States.
Washington, U.S. Gov. print. off., 1960. 188 p., ill. Aut.: W.V. King,
G.II. Brand ley, C.X. Smith and W.C. McDuffie.

3

..,
Computer based information retrieval systems. Ed. by B. Houghton.

London, Bingley, , 1968. 136 p., :IL

4 Unesco. General catalogu. ,,: Unesco publications and Unesco
sponsored publications. 1946-1959. Paris, UNESCO, 1962. XVI, 217 p.

International forum on informatics. Volume of papers. Vol. 1-2.
Moscow, 1969. (All-Union lust. for Scient. and Techn. Information).

Vol. 1. 656 p.
Vol. 2. 603 p.

6 Kimber R.T. Automation in libraries. Oxford ./a.o./, Pergamon,
1970. VIII, 140 p., fig. (Intern. ser. of monographs in libr. and
information science. Vol. 10).

7 Royal Society of Edinburgh. Transactions... Edinburgh-London, 1954-.
Vol. 62. N''' 1-2. 1954.

Vol. 63. NI 1-3. 1955-1959.
Vol. 64. X 1-18. 1959-1961.

8 Unesco Bulletin :-,i' Libraries. Vol. 23-24. Paris, 1969-1970.
1969. Vol. 23, 'V? 1-6.

1970. Vol. 24, N 1-3.

Financ ia; . .:idustr y, commerce, public affairs. London, 1958-.
1958
1959

1960

10

11-t=te
Price D.J. de S. Networks of scientific papers. - cience

1965, vol. 149, X' 3683, p. 514.

..-:..1..J.-Su taraTCg=hea'd'ings and structure.
London, else Libr. Assoc., 1960. Chap. 13. Use and search strategy.
P. 159-173.

12 On theoretical problems of informatics. Moscow,,AllUnion Inst.
for Scient, and Techn. Information, 1969.

Review: Brookes B.C. - "Journal of Documentation", 1969,
vol. 25, N'. 3, p. 262-264.

Fig. 21. Specimen index entries.
(Serial numbers correspond to the chart in Fig. 20)
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Fig. 22. Graph of an hierarchical classification and the
relationship between its divisions (represented

by means of Euler diagrams)
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0 GENERALITIES OF KNOWLEDGE

00 Prolegomena. Fundamentals of knowledge and culture

01 Bibliography. Catalogues and booklists
02 Librarianship and reading
03 Encyclopaedias. Dictionaries. Reference books
04 Pamphlets, cuttings, contributions, summary publications
05 PerLdicals. Reviews. Serial publications
06 Organizations. Issoc iations. Conventions. Museums
07 Newspat..rs. Die press. Journalism
08 Colle..ive publications and documents of spec.a. form
09 Manuscripts. Rare, remarkable books and publications

1 PHILOSOPHY. METAPIlYSICS. PSYCHOLOGY, LOGIC. ETHICS

11 Metaphysics and ontology
12 Special metaphysics
13 Spiritual life. Cultural and moral systems, spheres
14 Philosophical systems, speculations and ti
15 (Unoccupied, except for 159.9]
16 Jgic and reasoning. Theory of l.no%dedge
17 Ethics. Morals. Convention
18 Aesthetics and taste (in general)
19 History of philosophy

2 RELIGION. THEOLOGY

21 Natural theology
22 !My Scripture. The Bible
23 Dogmatic theology. Apologetics
24 Practical theology. The religious life. Christian living
25 Pastoral theology
26 The Christian Church in general
27 Christian Church history
28 Christian Churches, worshipping bodies and sects
29 Oriental and other non-Christian religions and cults

3 SOCIAL SCIENCES

30 Sociolo v. Soc..graphy
31 Statisti. -,. Demography
32 Political science. Politics. Current affairs
33 Political economy. Economics
34 Jurisprudence. l.aw. Legislation
35 Public administration. Government. Defence
36 Social relief, welfare, mover:1,ms. Insurance
37 Education, Teaching. Training. Schools
38 Commerce. Trade. Communications and transport
39 Ethnography. Customs and rites. Folklore

4 (Unoccupied, wince 19621

Fig. 23. Main divisions in the Universal Decimal Classification (U.D.C.).
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5 MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES

51 Nlathern itics
52 Astronomy. Geodesy and surveying
53 Physics and mechanics
54 Chemistry
55 Geology and associated sciences. Meteorology
56 Palaeontology.. Fossils
57 Biological sciences
58 Botany. Plant biology and taxonomy
59 Zoology. Animal biology and taxonomy

6 APPLIED SCIENCES. tiICDICINI3. TECHNOLOGY

61 Medical sciences. Health and safety
62 Engineering and technology generally
63 Agriculture. Forestry. Livestock. Fisheries
64 Domestic science and economy. Household management
65 Management. Organiration of industry, business, communication

and transport
66 Chemical industry and technology
67 Industries and crafts based on proceaseble materials
68 Specialized trades and industries for finished articles
69 Building materials, construction, trades

7 THE ARTS. RECREATION. ENTERTAINMENT. SPORT
71 Physical planning. Landscape, parks and gardens
72 Architecture
73 Sculpture and the plastic arts
74 Drawing and minor (decorative) arts or crafts
75 Painting
76 Engraving, prints and (commercial) graphic art
77 Photography and cinematography
78 Music
79 Entertainment. Pastimes. Games. Sport
8 LINGL1STICS. PHILOLOGY. BELLES-LETTRES. LITERATIRE
80 General linguistics and philology
82/89 Literatures of individual langcagea
9 GLOGR WHY. BIOGRAPHY. HISTORY
91 Geography. Exploration. Travel
9? Biography

If ist.lry
9IN9 Mediaeval and modern history

SYNOPSIS OF AUXILIARIES (IN ORDER OF PILING)
a. Aggregation signs 4 and f (ptecedirri the simple class lumber)
b. Relation signs : and ( )
c. Language auxiliaries ...
tl. Form and presentation &otitis des (0...1
e. Place, region, tourney auxins: ies (1/9)
f. Race, people, aalloaality astLiaries (a...)

Time, date, period auxiliaries "..."(alternatiregy before e.)
Alphabetical and numerical (noe4i)C) auxiliaries At?, Xo4 I to ...

i. Point of view subdivisions 00...
k. Special astiliaries and .0...

Fig. 24. Main divisions (continued), sad sysopsia a auxiliaries is the U.D.C.
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Generalities
0 BiblioFraphy

Libraries, etc.

ph i I osoph y
1 nhics

Psychology

2 Religion
Theology

Social sciences
3 Law

4 Unoccupied

5 It sciences

General
60 considerations

Inventions

61 Medicine

Arts
7 Entertainment

Sfrti

Linguistics
8 Philology

17,tflesslettres
littratsreit9 iststy
Bkgratel

",ricult tee
Eorcstry
Stockbreeding
Animal produce
Hunting
Dishing Civil

624 engineering
(general)

General
questions

ozu Materials
testing, etc.

621

672 Mining

Military
623 engineering

Rxriestic
61 economy

Commercial
sciences

a Communication
Management
Publicity

Chemical
66 technology.

t ellurg)

Vat iota;
industries based6
on tea. et. sable
mate/ als

Vat .

industries lor
68 mansfschtring

tompleit
obietts

1301.;:sis
industry 621.9 Machine tools

and operations

Rood and tall
623 engineering

draulic
engineering
'works.
1taterna)s

General
621.0 questions

Nucleonics

Stearn
621.1 engineering

%killers

r, ate(' power
621.22 11)draulic

ma.pines

621.3 Electrical
engineering

Imernal
coniskst ion

621.1 engines and
other special
motors

Pr tonal is
mach ines
Refrigeration
technique

Fluid storage,
621.6 distribti ion

Fans. Pumps
Pipes

11atercoursts
627 Harbour end

11arineW(TkIt 1Ycrkshop
620 practice

Plastic forming
etc., processes

Sanitary
628 engineer

Trot/open629
engineering

Machine parts
&14., %)ateriais

° kaesilisit
Aw item

Fig. 25. Decipheriag of s C.n.C. hataber
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Inclusion
-11.

Difference

COM/WS/147 page 195

A 8 A8 or A-8
Union Complement

IA /E,
Complement into uni.cr!kall:r , /..

AO8
,e

V X or At Z

27. Graphical representation of relations between
sets (by means cf Venn diagrams)
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rig. 30. Examples of codes for do.
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0,0 To-1 0 0 0 0 0
c=)10 0 0 0 0 000000000 o o 000 0
O 01J f 2 4 7 S) 97 5? SI 94 55 95 97 9s 591 21211210.11240,312J070512.910:11 ffl

C=1

O 011 !;

11534er4 9 1 42
4 c:=
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5
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8 c=f
9 c=:$
0 o

1/

1; cz=
15c=3

110
ta c=>
120
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41 42 31 31 .14 31 /1 Jo n
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of~\o o 000000 o .o o o o o
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H. 32. Apertate carts (edgepanched cad and mechanically
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VICRONAVE JoURNAL, 1969, 12, 14 4, 1-104

So. of docatnent

Text or abstract

!leading of prefiling

Descriptors

Electronic
Acid
Lactic acid
Nlusc le

Physiology
Nletabolisra

Sodiem

Fig. ;VI. Microfiches (specitneas)
Top: Standard foictoficlie 103t 115 mm
Botton: Film:ores tarsi
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Stabilization process

MXVICIdprologar44

flex copying

Undeveloped
negative

Original

Developed
negative
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DTR and selatinKly.e.
treosfer

Undeveloped
negative

Original

Developed
negative

Positiv

Diazo

Ultraviolet

Original

Diazo paper

Developed
4iato paper

Thermography

Infrared

PERMSigtflUt

MI1111111

Clecttography

Xerography

OriAinal

Photocondactor
plate

Dee loped image

Paper

Photoconductor
plate

Ileatsensitive
paper

Original

Otigiaal
Photoconductor

paper
phototonde.tcir

paper

rig. 35. Schematics of the basic copying processes
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Advantages

Re flox
lligh-contrast copies from tine and
halftone (excluding Verifax) ori-
ginals of any colour (except yellow)

D i

Lasting and most cheap copies from
originals of any colour (except
blue and violet).

Therm

The fastest and easiest method of
copying of letterpress or typescript
images and line drawings. Dry pro.
cess in lighted ro.m.

Disadvantages

copying
Copies require drying up and tend
to darken or fade out with time.
Their cost is rather high.

a z o

Requires translucent original with
image one side and involves
the use rI highly odorous
chemicals.

ography

Doer. not copy inscriptions in
writing ',nir end other organic dyes.
Copies wilt darken and become
brittle in time.

Xerography
Lasting copies of excellent quality
from t cxtual am -1 line originals of
any colour on standard stationery
and many other materials. Dry pro.
cesset- in lighted room.

Elect
The basic merits of xerography, plus
quality cr.pies from illustrations
aad originals with large solid areas.

Poor copies from half-tone illust.
rations and originals with large solid
areas. Expensive equipment requiring
'skilled personnel to operate.

rotas
Requires special stationery, from
which the image may be easily
scratched with metal objects. Some
apparatus involve wet processes.

Fig. 36. Relative advantages and disadvantages of the
different copying processes.



Printing
elements

White space
elements

Imprint

82,

Letterpress

Gravure

Flat-bed
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1/7,517

Fig. ,17. Schematics of the different printing methods
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Beet ogr ph

Wetiing device Nlaster
Paper feeding

device Impression drum

/ ,,./. (cylinder)
Printed paper sheets
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Roller
Pressure roller

Rotary stencil duplicator
Ink bath

Distributing rollee
Inking
roller

Master'

Rotaprint
Wetting
device

Blanket
cylinder

Imprints co
receiving tray

Drum (cylinder)

Paper sheet

Impression roller

Master cylinder

Inking device

on feeding

3 tray

Impression cylinder

Fig. 39. Schematics of operation of the hectograph, rotary
stencil duplicator and rotaprint.

---

Adopted from the book "Razmnozheniye tahnicheskoy dokumentatsii"
(Duplication of technical documents), by V. D. Zasov and V.N. Yurin. Moscow,
"Nlashinostroyeniye, 1968, p. 129, 135, 137.
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